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Abstract
The fundamental purpose of Theoretical Communities of Praxis: The University Writing Center
as Cultural Contact Zone is to investigate the situatedness of Writing Center Studies, defining it as an
autonomous (sub)discipline and interdisciplinary contact zone within the larger discipline of Rhetoric
and Composition. In order to meet this objective, a “Communities of Praxis” methodological and
theoretical framework, based on scholarship of Critical Discourse Analysis, ecocomposition, and
Contextualist Research Paradigm, is applied in the analysis of a variety of WCS discourses.
In doing so, WCS is repositioned as a series of interrelated, triangulated contact zones that are
based on collaborative interactions and illustrated through the development of heuristic maps that
challenges the traditional discursive practices of local writing centers and the WCS (sub)discipline alike.
By emphasizing a (sub)disciplinary identification based on embracing WCS’s place as an
interdisciplinary contact zone, this dissertation demonstrates ways for all stakeholders to employ a
Communities of Praxis framework in order to more effectively and more equitably consider the
theoretical places and physical spaces of Writing Center Studies.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
For a field of study whose work has been inextricably linked to physical space, Writing Center
Studies has long been a discipline that has had trouble understanding where the heck it was. In his
seminal essay, “The Idea of the Writing Center,” North (1984) raised a call to arms over what he
perceived to be the reality that writing centers, the work they do, and the people who do that work, had
been – and would continue to be – misunderstood by other members of the academy. At conferences, in
scholarship, and in the murmurings at local writing centers, similar concerns have been regularly raised
ever since.
These problems became less about what others thought of writing centers us, but how well
writing centers identifications were developed and representations were projected. In her examination of
the ongoing conflict over the identifications of Writing Center Studies, Ede (1996), advised that scholars
should seek to “interrogate the ideologies that silently inform our lived experience” (p. 113). As such,
answers to these concerns, too, can be found by looking inward.
The blame, at least partially, had been focused internally. Speaking of themselves, but also
tapping into an animosity felt by numerous writing centered scholars and practitioners, Kjesrud &
Wislocki (2011) noted that, “We realized that we lacked a theoretical understanding,” and as such, WCS
has, “relied on flawed instinct rather than sound theory to guide us through conflicted conversations” (p.
90). There had always been work done within writing centers and by Writing Center Studies (WCS) –
good work – but there had concurrently always been a problem with demonstrating this efficacy to
disciplines and communities outside the writing center.
Metaphors of physical space have long been used by writing centered scholars when theorizing
about and describing the work of writing centers, both in internally focused identifications and in
outward facing representations. A major influence of this trend was Pratt (1991), who defined the
interactions of different cultures as taking place on the “contact zone” (p. 1). Over the subsequent
1

decades of scholarship, writing centers have been escribed as “carnival” (Petit, 2001), “comfort zones”
(Papay, 2002), and “borderlands” (Mendez Newman, 2003), to name a few.
And these analogies make sense. Writing centers are physical spaces that students enter into or
virtual interfaces that students interact with. Furthermore, theoretical place and physical space don’t just
meet; they function as necessarily complimentary concepts. What Blakely & Pagnac (2012) said about
university campuses is also true for writing centers: they are, “physical and organizational
embodiment[s] of an institution's mission” (pp. 16-17). That is, the pedagogies and theories that guide
writing center practice are inextricably linked to the physical locations that compose the writing center.
Consider, as examples, that a local writing center may devise an online tutoring component to
supplement its face-to-face tutoring because the building it is housed in is closed on the weekends.
Similarly, writing center designers may select specific furniture that invites students and tutors to sit
side-by-side, a physical closeness aimed at reproducing a philosophy of equitability and collaboration.
Plainly put, in order to be a writing center, the thing needs place and space1. So the question becomes,
how can this idea of physical space, which has long been prominent within WCS, be reexamined in
order to address the recurring concerns of disciplinary situatedness?
Liggett, Jordan, & Price (2011) rightly noted that, “working with writers one-on-one remains the
primary modus operandi of writing centers,” and in many ways, the entire discipline of Rhetoric and
Composition can be understood as that writing consultation writ large (p. 57). Therefore, WCS should
be able to find a comfortable position within Rhetoric and Composition. It is with that perspective in
mind that this dissertation offers a disciplinary critique of Writing Center Studies by answering the
following primary question of inquiry: How can Writing Center Studies be understood as an institutional

1 Naturally, there are no universal understandings of what “place” and “space” mean. Grego & Thompson (2008), noted that
according to social geographers like Doreen Massey, place had been defined as “physical locations,” while space had been
identified as “organizational positions” (p. 40). I inverse these definitions in order to better align with the terms’ usages
within Writing Center Studies. See Chapter 4: Writing Center Place and Space for a fuller explanation.
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contact zone, and how does this identification contribute to its physical space at local institutions as well
as its place as an autonomous (sub)discipline2 of Rhetoric and Composition?
At individual institutions and in academia at large, Writing Center Studies occupies considerable
place and space. While the more traditional disciplinary situatedness of WCS has been varied, as writing
centers can be found disciplinarily within Rhetoric and Composition, locally within English departments
and support services programs, and physically at institutions’ libraries, student centers, and numerous
other academic buildings, to generalize about writing centers would be to invite derision. There are
certainly commonalities among different writing centers, yet the field itself is noticeably diverse,
encompassing autonomous and bound programs, segregated and dedicated tutoring spaces, free and
charged services, independent conferences and special interest group meetings at larger disciplinary
conventions, occasional mentions in disciplinary journals and entire publication histories entirely unto
itself, realities that represent but a few of the seemingly contradictory identities found within Writing
Center Studies.
In order to investigate this complicated notion of Writing Center Studies (sub)disciplinarity, this
dissertation will develop a “Communities of Praxis” methodological framework that includes elements
from Critical Discourse Analysis, Contextualist Research Paradigm, and ecocomposition in order to
create a model for thinking about and analyzing the various disciplinary and cultural interactions that
take affect and influence writing center practices. Additionally, scholarship on writing about writing
from the disciplines such as business management and political science, as well as the fields of Writing
Across the Curriculum and Writing In the Disciplines will be referred to in order to provide insights into
the myriad ways that other academic areas consider and teach writing. Applying concepts gleaned from
these various sources, and using a series of triangulated and three-dimensional schematic models,
2 The purpose of these analyses will be to help determine a preliminary shape of Writing Center Studies as an autonomous
(sub)discipline within Rhetoric and Composition. The term (sub)discipline is stylized as such in order to emphasize the
complex nature of WCS’s disciplinary identifications and situatedness which theorizes WCS not on the fringes of Rhetoric
and Composition but instead establishes it as a disciplinary contact zone that allows for trans-disciplinary flow in terms of
place and space between Rhetoric and Composition and its many contacted disciplines and programs.
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including an introductory example based on cell theory, this dissertation will advocate for the inclusion
of all available stakeholders in the negotiation of intra- and interdisciplinary collaborations. Finally, the
dissertation will demonstrate how this model can be applied in local, institutional, and (sub)disciplinary
contexts.
Yet the aim of this project is about more than simply (if such a word can be used) establishing
disciplinary parameters. It is also about challenging the accepted norms within the developing
disciplinary identifications and representations of Writing Center Studies (WCS), specifically the lore
based on metaphors of space, place and movement. Understood slightly differently, this dissertation
offers commentary on the ways disciplines construct themselves, both literally and metaphorically,
culturally and academically, institutionally and locally. By asking what these various rhetorical
constructions mean for the entire roster of stakeholders “contacted” by the writing center –
administrators, tutors, students, teachers, institutional officials, members of the community surrounding
the writing center, other regional and national writing centers, professional organizations involved in
tutoring and the teaching of writing, as well as any other potentially interested parties – this dissertation
seeks to provide further definition to the shape and scope of WCS. Critical to the arguments introduced
(and reintroduced) here, these terms of identification are not mutually exclusive. As a matter of fact,
identifications and representations of culture and academics overlap for individuals and groups, as do
literal and metaphorical understandings of space and place – dichotomies that will be investigated and
challenged as pertaining to Writing Center Studies, Rhetoric and Composition, and the academy at large.
The aim of applying these named strategies, methodologies, and frameworks, is to challenge the
binary thinking that has become associated with contact zone theory and other physical metaphors
promoted throughout the history of WCS scholarship. Instead of accepting as norms traditional concepts
– an approach that has resulted in nearly thirty years of disciplinary scholars in WCS re-asking the same
questions: Who are we? What are our places and spaces within the academy? Why do we have such a
4

hard time getting other disciplines to understand and accept what we do? – this dissertation aims to
make some sense of these “shifting and tumultuous circumstances” (Lunsford & Ede, 2011, p. 19). This
objective will be accomplished by remapping certain aspects of the discipline of WCS using a
Communities of Praxis framework with triangulated contact zone schematics, concepts that will be
presented and discussed in full in subsequent chapters (Lunsford & Ede, 2011, p. 19). What follows in
this introductory section is an overview and rationale of this entire project, with introductory notes on
the project’s goals and objectives, questions of inquiry, and outlines of the following chapters included.
Small Rooms
Before delving into the deeper analysis of Writing Center Studies (sub)disciplinarity, it is
important to know a little bit about cell theory, a proposition that is more logical than it may initially
sound. For one, the concept of writing centers, alternately called “writing labs,” were initially modeled
on science labs, places where investigative, collaborative, and thorough inquiry would take place
(Boquet, 2002). Furthermore, scientific fields such as biology and ecology have been particularly
influential in the early part of the twentieth century with those seeking new ways of understanding
writing as it pertains to place and space. Specifically then, it is worth investigating how Biology, itself a
discipline concerned with negotiating and rationalizing its own (sub)disciplines, has managed to
intertwine theoretical concepts in its discussions of physical spaces. To that point directly, prominent
biologist and naturalist Edward O. Wilson (2005), wrote:
Biology is a science of three dimensions. The first is the study of each species across all levels of
biological organization, molecule to cell to organism to population to ecosystem. The second
dimension is the diversity of all species in the biosphere. The third dimension is the history of
each species in turn, comprising both its genetic evolution and the environmental change that
drove the evolution. Biology, by growing in all three dimensions, is progressing toward
unification and will continue to do so.
5

By understanding WCS as different but connected levels of study, it too can move toward a more unified
(sub)disciplinary identification, albeit one that is strengthened by the diversity of localized places and
spaces.
Examining cell theory specifically, biologists Matthias Jakob Schleiden and Theodor Schwann,
themselves scaffolding off Robert Hooke’s initial observations of the nature of cells, developed their
seminal theory in 1839, which postulated that living organisms are made up of collections of
microscopic cells serving structural and functional purposes, most significant of these being the
transport and transfer of hereditary traits (Maton, et al. 1997). Since its initial introduction into scientific
discourses, cell theory has been a bedrock principle to studies in science and medicine, and more
pertinent to the discussion presented in this dissertation, it also provides an apt metaphor for
understanding the potential functions of disciplinarity.
This cell/discipline analogy is not a difficult one to make, because for nearly every feature that a
cell possesses, there seems to be an applicable metaphor for academic disciplines waiting to be
expanded. To being at the macro level, just as different cells combine with one another in order to create
living organisms, so too do individual academic disciplines coalesce to make academic departments.
Similarly, groups of separate departments become colleges, colleges form institutions, and institutions
form university systems, just as groups of cells are built together to make more complex organisms. In
both cases – with cells as well as with academic disciplines – the autonomous units work both
individually and collaboratively, sometimes in symbiosis, sometimes in competition for resources, and
sometimes at the uneven benefit of one side (and thus often at the detriment of the other).
Shifting focus to the microscopic level, of particular usefulness in the cell theory/disciplinarity
analogy would be the cell wall. Found notably in plant cells, the wall is a rigid yet flexible membrane
that surrounds the cell, encasing and protecting the cell’s other features. The cell wall provides structure
and regulates what is allowed to flow in and out of the cell. (Water, for instance, can almost-freely
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permeate cell walls.) The wall’s strength is tensile, but not absolute; it is permeable, but selectively so; it
is sturdy, but not fixed. Thanks to the wall, cells bend, but do not break. While the wall provides
stability, its shape can change slightly depending upon a number of variables – temperature, time of
year, age of the organism, and other factors all contribute to the actual shape of a cell at any given
moment (Abkarian & Viallat, 2008). Most significantly: plant cells do not function in spite of the wall’s
variance, but because of it. As surrounding contexts change, cells– and the organisms they combine to
form – can also change.
Cell walls can serve as apt metaphors for the boundaries separating groups such as academic
disciplines, as these boundaries likewise function with a great deal of variability. Considering an
academic discipline in biological terms then, the cell wall is the contact zone that separates one
discipline from the next and provides its definition. Pratt (1991) seminally recognized a tension in this
place, which would result in both contacted cultures hashing out their boundaries and defining
themselves on their own terms, as well as in contrast with each other. This latter characteristic, as noted
by Alsup (2001) and indicative of the cell wall’s selective permeability, represents “a consensus in ideas
and opinions” between different groups (p. 47). In other words, when functioning on the contact zone,
cultural groups inherently must act in reaction to and in concert with those other groups that it contacts.
Academic disciplines are defined by their own sorts of culture – histories, social norms, vocabularies
and jargons, modes of discourse, etc. – and as such, according to Norgaard (1999), it is valuable to use
Pratt’s language of the contact zone when discussing them. In each case, contact zones and disciplinary
boundaries function similar to cell wall: they provide shape and definition, and they serve as
demarcations of what is allowed to be included within.
Another characteristic of cells that could serve as an applicable metaphor for disciplinary critique
can be found in animal cells. Lacking the rigid cell wall of plant cells, animal cells are surrounded by an
armored membrane that is comparably less adhesive. They are structured in their own right, but more
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fluid and capable of movement than are plant cells, traits that result in noticeable spaces between
individual cells when viewed through a microscope. These spaces contribute to important functions in
animal systems, such blood coagulation, and they allow individual cells to move to different areas of the
organism as needed. However, the lack of a cell wall in animal cells also leaves them susceptible to
invasion and outside influence. As with the example of cell wells in plant cells, there are drawbacks as
well as advantages to the animal cell’s structure that are comparable to those noticed on disciplinary
contact zones. When academic disciplines and (sub)disciplines engage in interdisciplinary collaboration,
negotiation occurs, which as Norgaard (1999) noted can result in the emergence of “a common interest
that might connect and advance a variety of pedagogical and curricular experiments” (p. 45). Similarly,
and particularly in situations where one discipline holds power (political, social, economic, etc.) over the
other, this transaction can also result in the subordinate discipline being inequitably influenced, changed,
or worse yet, disregarded altogether.
Similar to the spaces that exist between cells, Grego & Thompson (2008) considered the “gaps
and fissures” between academic disciplines, which registered as unclaimed (or dually-claimed) spaces
that could prove problematic when staking out disciplinary identity (p. 48). The gaps could manifest as
unclaimed areas of potential scholarship, or as contested ground that could lead to in-fighting,
misappropriation of funds, and disciplinary ambiguity. Take, for example, the role of first-year
composition. At many schools in the United States of America, the FYC program is housed in the
English department. However, from the disciplinary standpoint of Rhetoric and Composition, placing
first-year composition under the purveyance of such a department would invariably lead to numerous
conflicts of interest that would eventually inhibit the autonomy, development, and efficacy of the
program. What’s more, just as Rhetoric and Composition programs located in English Departments can
have their disciplinary interests compromised, so too do writing centers “suffer in their association with
the positioning of composition and the teaching of writing at these beginning levels” by all-too-often
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being relegated to the status of support services for first-year college students (Grego & Thompson,
2008, p. 15).
Further complicating this concept is that these gaps are effectively limitless – even “as we fill the
space between our discipline's idea of our work… we distance ourselves farther from ourselves and from
each other” (p. 159). In other words, the more these interdisciplinary places and spaces are investigated
and negotiated, and the more each discipline takes shape, there is the inevitable effect of alterity, that is,
in deciding what is included as part of discipline’s identity, the epistemic courts of that discipline’s
discourse community must also define and reject that which does not belong in the discipline. The result
of this could be the potential for a significant deal of missed scholarship or participants left outside after
all the dust has settled in the negotiations.
Yet another feature of cells that could serve as an applicable metaphor for understanding
disciplinarity is the cell nucleus. The nucleus is the center of cellular activity, and it holds the
chromosomes which contain the coded information that guide cell structure and function not only of the
cell but of the entire organism. These parts could be employed in analogies of disciplinary center and
periphery and disciplinary scholarship, respectively. While analyses of those features could provide
useful starting points for discussion, this dissertation focuses primarily on the physical metaphors of
place and space existent in disciplinarity. To that end, this dissertation promotes an understanding of
Writing Center Studies (sub)disciplinarity through the metaphors of the cells’ own “contact zones.”
Academic disciplines constantly find themselves in states of flux, adapting to ideologies,
technologies, contexts, institutional and social expectations, changing demographics, and numerous
other factors. This concept can be related to the functions of cells that are constantly changing and
reacting in order to achieve a stabilized state of homeostasis. Both academic disciplines and cells exist in
unstable and ever-changing environments, and therefore are consistently and consciously acted upon and
acted out.
9

Of course, academic disciplines are not cells exactly, and it would be important to recognize
where this analogy stops. While both cells and academic disciplines have variable functions and
structures, it is only with academic disciplines that these changes occur as the results of conscientious
actors purposefully attempting to realign such boundaries. Academic disciplines are open to critique and
can change in order to better meet their needs if they first are able to understand the possibilities and
limitations of their own definition, but individuals working within the disciplines must make these
things happen. Naturally, institutional and societal pressures can influence and limit agency, but the
extent to which a given discipline is able to negotiate these new demands while maintaining its
disciplinary shape remains dependent upon its human actors, while the resulting shape is the critical
factor in determining and maintaining the success and sustainability of the discipline.
Historically speaking, comparisons between cells and academic disciplines, and between the
sciences and the humanities, are analogies that drive in both directions. In fact, it was Hooke who used
examples from everyday human interactions to describe what cells were and what they did. When he
sought to describe his discovery to those outside his discourse community, Hooke analogized cells and
their functions to concepts that the general public would more easily understand. The name “cell” is
from the Latin cella, meaning “small room,” which is what Hooke decided these microscopic units best
resembled. When describing how cells functioned collectively to achieve certain purposes, Hooke
compared them to groups of people working together.
Inversing these metaphors, cells and cell theory can be used to understand how groups function,
and in the particular case of this project, how academic disciplines work and are structured.
Furthermore, the image of the “small room” is one with historical significance, as the history of Writing
Center Studies is ripe with stories of local writing centers marginalized by humble, cramped spaces. By
embracing and reexamining these metaphorical relationships that link “knowledge between the sciences
and humanities,” scholars can offer new ways of thinking about writing centers and Writing Center
10

Studies, as well as of their places and spaces within their institutions and the academy (Weisser &
Dobrin, 2001).
The Ideal Writing Center
As many writing centered folk have undoubtedly done at some point or another, Muriel Harris
(1985) postulated as to how to construct the “ideal” writing center. For her, this would be a place “for
trying out and re-doing, for getting advice in the act of writing, for puzzling over alternatives, for doing
something a couple of times until it comes out better,” and where “the services are so varied that they
defy cataloging” (pp. 6, 4). Somewhat begrudgingly, she settled on the acceptance that, “[t]here clearly
can be no one ideal center defined in terms of its physical set-up, kinds of services, or even type of
organization” due to the countless unique institutional pressures, needs, and contexts concerning each
individual center (p. 4).
Yet Harris did not necessarily view this as a hindrance to Writing Center Studies as a whole, but
as an opportunity. Rather than attempting to compare existing writing centers in hopes of determining an
ideal, the objective would be to focus on “theoretical commitments which characterize ideal writing
centers.” Harris closed her rumination by asking and answering: “Does anyone teach in an ideal writing
center? If asked, someone in an ideal lab would undoubtedly answer, ‘No, but I’m working on it.’” (p.
8). In this way, “ideal” would be understood as a way that individual writing centers would critically
apply (sub)disciplinary norms in their local contexts. In other words, idealness would be more a matter
of striving for improvement rather than a static state of being.
Writing specifically about writing center space, Ede & Lunsford (2000) envisioned spaces that
would allow “for one-on-one consultations, for small group work, for individual work in quiet reading
or writing corners, as well as for online access either within the physical center or from a distance” (p.
34). In order to ensure that the local center is promoting democratic, egalitarian, and equitable ideals in
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line with the WCS (sub)discipline, while also meeting the needs and objectives of its institution and
local writing ecology, both writing center place and space need to be critically considered and analyzed.
One version of an ideal writing center, one that would fit within the discussion of this
dissertation, would be one that was disciplinarily grounded within Rhetoric and Composition, but in a
program or department that granted it the autonomy to work and interact with the other contacted
disciplines and programs at its institution in order to meet contextually defined needs and objectives. But
in planning a perfect center, as Harris warned, reality intervenes, and administrators are confronted with
making do with what have. However, even when not in perfect situations, writing centers can promote
agendas that align with their unique ambitions as well as with shared (sub)disciplinary goals.
Functioning as interdisciplinary contacts zones is one such goal. In a very real way, by promoting a
critical consideration of the discourses that are used to bridge the writing center with its contacted
disciplines, Writing Center Studies can work towards the hypothetical ideal writing center.
Project Rationale & Objectives
As stated above, an overarching purpose of this dissertation is to offer a (sub)disciplinary
critique of Writing Center Studies and its larger discipline, Rhetoric and Composition. To meet that end,
this project developed the Communities of Praxis methodological framework to provide individual, local
writing centers with a new way to examine, critique, and ideally improve their own practices. Like
Critical Discourse Analysis, which directly influenced the Communities of Praxis framework, this new
way of understanding and analyzing Writing Center Studies (sub)disciplinarity was not necessarily
designed as “a homogeneous theory with a set of clear and defined tools,” but as a “research program
with many facets and numerous different theoretical and methodological approaches” determined by
individualized contexts (Wodak, 1999, p. 186). In this way, Communities of Praxis offer what Bazerman
(2) (2009) “ways of being and seeing” that allow intra- and interdisciplinary scholars to “interact with
other functional systems” in order to promote positive, transformative change (p. 135).
12

“Communities of Praxis” is a name and concept borrowed from religious studies, but I have
considerably amended it to fit the context of Writing Center Studies. Specifically, the phonemic change
from the more widely used “communities of practice” is made in order to represent a fundamental shift
in the writing center’s approach to tutor engagement. Rather than encouraging writing center staff to
simply consume and use disciplinary scholarship, a Communities of Praxis framework allows for
epistemological participation, one that incorporates the embrace as well as the creation of disciplinary
knowledge. The differentiating factor proposed by a paradigm of praxis (versus traditional critical
examinations) is that a praxis model involves active participation in disciplinary discourse and practices
in addition to the critical investigation traditionally supported by WCS scholars.
The sort of self-reflexive approach to inquiry promoted by a Communities of Praxis framework
was based largely on Ede’s (1996) call for “the kind of theorizing that enables individuals to critique,
resist, and sometimes even change disciplinary assumptions and practices” (p. 119). To be sure, Ede’s
mention was not the first time that self-critique was suggested be an integral component of Writing
Center Studies. In fact, it was a point that had been brought up in writing center scholarship numerous
times prior and hence, including in prominent examples by North (1984, 1994), Fuller (1991), and
Carino and Enders (2001). With these and other related sentiments in mind, this dissertation aims to
contribute meaningful research to scholarship in the disciplines of Writing Center Studies, and therefore
to Rhetoric and Composition. As examples, the research discussed here intends to specifically benefit
the University Writing Center, the Rhetoric and Writing Studies Program, and other “contacted”
academic programs at the University of Texas at El Paso. Furthermore, the Communities of Praxis
framework has been designed to be applicable in different local writing center contexts.
As will be addressed in greater detail in the Situatedness and Context chapter of this dissertation,
the evidence that has traditionally dominated the conversation within WCS has been predominantly
qualitative, consisting of client feedback and tutor testimonials – modes of analysis that have proved
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quite effective when the conversations have stayed in-house but that have proved less convincing when
the target audiences lay outside the (sub)discipline, such as for example, university administrations and
academic disciplines contacted by writing centers.
At many institutions, Writing Center Studies has been constantly pushed to the margins of the
academy, and local writing centers have often been in danger of bearing the brunt end of damaging
budget shortfalls that threaten both its ability to function as well as its professional development (Ede &
Lunsford, 2000). In order to develop a framework that can help local writing centers and the WCS
(sub)discipline better determine what has been overlooked and how these instances can be remedied,
this dissertation examines the various contact zones of the writing center, including interdisciplinary
places where the writing center has interacted with other academic disciplines, an addition to intradisciplinary places and spaces like WCS scholarship, conferences, physical writing centers, and other
pertinent discourses. The discussion within this dissertation has been designed to provide scholars and
practitioners with a framework for uncovering passed-over and assumed knowledge within the field of
Writing Center Studies in order to develop more universally-applicable understandings of disciplinary
concepts, as well as to promote more effective disciplinary practices. Implicit in this argument is the
idea that WCS, as both an autonomous field of study as well as a (sub)discipline of Rhetoric and Writing
Studies, has not consistently addressed these concerns in an ideal manner.
Those who work closely in and with writing centers tend to intuitively understand the value of
the work that tutors and centers provide, both to individual clients as well as to our parent institutions. In
fact, much of the scholarship and research within the field of WCS has sought to provide evidence in
support of this ideal, with conversations relating to this topic made in various writing center-themed
publications (including prominent physical publications such as The Writing Center Journal and Writing
Lab Newsletter, as well as in web-based journals like Praxis: A Writing Center Journal), at the
conferences of professional organizations (notably the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing
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and the International Writing Centers Association Conference), as well as at countless meetings taking
place at local writing centers around the globe. Communities of Praxis will help writing center
practitioners develop ways of supplementing the (sub)discipline’s already strong history of collecting
internally-focused, qualitative data with collaborative, interdisciplinary, quantitative research.
A prominent influence leading to WCS’s long history of success with qualitative data has been
the influence of Riley (1994), who argued that the libratory ethos of writing center disciplinarity was
dependent upon the field’s rejection of traditional modes of institutional professionalization, i.e. the
predilection to represent oneself or one’s discipline with statistical data. However, in the twenty-first
century, the continued ethos of the writing center within the larger academic community (and the dollars
attached to that ethos) has been increasingly dependent upon offering more and different kinds of proof
above and beyond the tried-and-true student testimonials and tutor narratives. For example, data sets
demonstrating causal relationships between utilization rates and retention have helped writing centers
demonstrate to their parent organizations how the center has directly addressed the institution’s stated
goals and objectives concerning matriculation. Similarly, by tracing the development and improvement
of individual student writers that have been regularly served, writing centers have become better able to
show a positive correlative effect that could help demonstrate the value of the center’s work in
supplementation to the traditional qualitative proof. Studies demonstrating results such as these are
presently on the precipice of writing center scholarship, but many other areas of need remain underexcavated3.
As predicted by Ede (2004), economic circumstances prominent during the early twentieth
century have found writing center theory and pedagogy further pushed to the margins of the English
departments (or whatever larger administrative bodies local centers happen to be placed in), while public
pressure placed upon schools of all levels to improve the reading and writing abilities of their students
3 See, for instance, Williams & Takaku (2011), who recognized a lack of both English as a Second Language scholarship and
research of individual efficacy in WCS.
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has increased. More recently, in their keynote address from the 2010 International Writing Centers
Association joined conference with the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing, Lunsford and
Ede (2011) pointed out that “While the economic downturn that began in 2008 has respected no one,
campus units that provide ‘support services’ have been particularly hard hit” (p. 19). As writing centers
do not yet benefit from a universally accepted or defined disciplinarity, they are often relegated to
inconsistent places and spaces within the academy. The University Writing Center at the University of
Texas at El Paso, for instance, was at the time of this writing, disciplinarily placed within the
Department of English and physically spaced inside the University Library. These locations have their
benefits (relative financial stability, permanent physical structure) as well as their drawbacks
(competition for funds with less-related programs, having to follow rules for design aesthetics put in
place by non writing centered administrators). As previously indicated, it is worth noting that these
situations do not represent the mean within Writing Center Studies.
Questions of Inquiry
The leading question of inquiry for this dissertation asks: How can Writing Center Studies be
understood as an institutional contact zone, and how does this identification contribute to its place as an
autonomous (sub)discipline of Rhetoric and Composition? The exigency for this question is assumed
because writing centers play critical roles in the instruction of writing both within in local institutions as
well as in the academy at large. North (1984) explained this relationship:
Maybe in a perfect world, all writers would have their own ready auditor – a teacher, a
classmate, a roommate, an editor – who would not only listen but draw them out, ask them
questions they would not think to ask themselves. A writing center is an institutional response to
this need. (439)
Viewed this way, the importance of the writing center is analogous to the situations that foresaw the
formation of first-year composition programs and the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition. These
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similarities of formation, coupled with the shared interests in writing, constitute major reasons why
individual writing centers have often found themselves bound to the discipline of Rhetoric and
Composition at the institutional level4. These reasons also contribute to why this dissertation aims to
promote WCS as a (sub)discipline of Rhetoric and Composition.
Asking and addressing the question of disciplinarity will help scholars in WCS do things better –
define themselves better, understand what and why they do better, learn how to better explain objectives
to their peers, and learn how to better meet the institutional needs that initiated their existences. In its
assessment of situatedness, this dissertation examines WCS discourses in order to determine the ways
that hegemonic and subversive identifications have been promoted and distributed. It is the fundamental
argument of this dissertation that the epistemic courts of WCS have had the effect of creating gaps
within its own field, and thus within the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition, which have all
contributed to reproduced problems for those presently working within these areas, a perspective
supported by Ede (1996), who noticed, for examples, that “the development of Ph.D. dissertations [and
other scholarship] on writing centers has led to a narrowing and limiting of writing centers, and to the
creation of oppressive hierarchies within the writing center community” (p. 119). Thus, examining
prominent disciplinary publications, emergent scholarship, and disciplinary products will help in
determining the possible effects that these discourses have on the promotion or hindrance of WCS
disciplinarity.
The unifying objective of these questions is the stated need and desire for a more clearly-defined
autonomy of Writing Center Studies within the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition. In the view of
this dissertation, WCS would best benefit from being placed in an independent Rhetoric and
Composition (or Rhetoric and Writing Studies, depending on the particular institution) department,

4 Additionally, these similarities may indicate why both WCS and Rhetoric and Composition have likewise commonly been
placed in local English departments
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while also having a dedicated space that is specifically designed for writing center purposes5. By
applying critical modes of analysis borrowed from Rhetoric and Composition as well as other contacted
disciplines, insights into the discursive and lived practices of WCS can be evaluated. Such analyses will
help to determine methods and approaches suitable for traversing gaps created by assumed norms in the
scholarship in the hopes of isolating and replicating more pragmatic and applicable aspects of the
profession that can then be addressed through Communities of Praxis.
Chapter Previews
In the remaining chapters of this dissertation, the contemporary discussion of the writing center
as interdisciplinary contact zone will be framed within (sub)disciplinary and disciplinary scholarship,
and the applicable critical and analytical methodologies will be employed. In the discussion chapters of
this dissertation (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), a triangulated approach will be applied in a meta-intentional way.
By that, the intention of these chapters will be to apply the Communities of Framework in a series of
writing center contexts, combining specific investigations with more general, philosophical
examinations. Finally, the concepts developed during the discussion will be reexamined in order to
address the specific questions of inquiry raised in this introductory chapter. The following section will
offer a brief overview of each the remaining chapters in this dissertation, with indications of how the
aforementioned topics will be specifically addressed in these sections.
Chapter 2: Review of Literature will follow the traditional organizational format of the genre as
it has been commonly established within the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition. The terms “contact
zone,” “community of practice,” “praxis,” “ecology,” “mapping,” and their various forms will be
examined in order to cull specific, usable definitions suitable for the discussion promoted in this
dissertation. This section will also be used to fold pertinent scholarship from the related fields of Writing
Across the Curriculum (including those listed as “Writing in the Disciplines”), and Rhetoric and

5 This concept will be addressed in greater detail in the “Mapping” section of this dissertation (see below).
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Composition (including “Composition Studies” and “Rhetoric and Writing Studies”) into the Writing
Center Studies discussion. In doing so, the literature review will serve to isolate (that is, provide
evidence within existing scholarship) perceived gaps within Writing Center Studies, spaces that will
serve as the crux of the subsequent disciplinary critique. Additional, related scholarship from the
disciplines and fields of Linguistics, Business and Management, Communication, and Biology will also
be consulted. Finally, various ways of understanding WCS’s (sub)disciplinary situatedness, as well as
writing centers’ various places and spaces within their institutions and the academy will be more
thoroughly examined.
Chapter 3: Analytic Framework & Methodologies will provide an overview and explanation of
the procedures relating to the methodological framework and research ideologies that will be employed
in the discussion chapters. Predominantly, Critical Discourse Analysis, as defined by Fairclough (2001)
and others, will be examined and explained. CDA will be employed as the main method of analysis in
this dissertation because it will enable a fuller exanimation of WCS as a series of interconnected and
codependent discourses, as opposed to individual texts, practices, practitioners, and identifications. CDA
will then be applied as a specific methodology in Chapter 4: Place and Space in the Institution, and then
again in Chapter 6: (Sub)Disciplinary Situatedness, as a theoretical framework or lens through which to
view various discourses of the (sub)discipline.
Also in Chapter 3, ecocomposition, and mapping theory in particular, will be introduced and
discussed as a heuristic for interpreting and understanding the various components of WCS, including its
various local manifestations and communicative discourses. Finally, the “contextualist paradigm”
proposed by Johanek (2000) will serve as the guiding principle for the discussion chapters, particularly
her emphasis on utilizing mixed – that is, the combination of qualitative with quantitative –
methodologies when conducting disciplinary research.
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In Chapter 4: Place and Space in the Institution, the local writing center’s cultural and
disciplinary, literal and metaphorical, general and local contact zones will be investigated and theorized.
Replacing traditional binary thinking propagated by physical metaphors such as the contact zone, a
newer model of understanding the contact zone, one that rejects the binary reliance insinuated by spatial
metaphors such as “border” will be presented. This newer schematic, based on Desser’s (2009)
examination of multiple contacts within a singularly-defined zone, will present a triangulated approach
to thinking about situatedness within the context of the writing consultation. In doing so, Communities
of Praxis composed of the tutor, student, and the content of the contacted discipline will be established.
This triangulated repositioning of contact zone theory as it applies to WCS will be this dissertation’s
first major component of its (sub)disciplinary argument, and in Chapter 4, this perspective will be
applied in a Critical Discourse Analysis of an Electronic Tutor Response Form used by the University
Writing Center at the University of Texas at El Paso.
The community of praxis model proposed by this dissertation will be further explored in Chapter
5: Writing Center Identification and Representation. In this section, the areas of Writing Across
Curriculum and Writing In the Disciplines will be mined for strategies and theory applicable to WCS,
with particular emphasis on isolating those practices most suited for implementation at the UWC at
UTEP. Results from a primary research projects involving a Writing Fellows Initiative will be discussed.
In this case, disciplinary expertise from WCS and RWS was brought to contacted disciplines in order to
help students better understand the objectives of the writing center, as well as to address known
misconceptions and criticisms that outside disciplines and individuals (professors and students alike)
have. In particular, the conflict of “tutoring the writer” versus “tutoring the writing” will be addressed.
Finally, in this chapter, the Writing Fellows Initiative will be used as a jumping-off point for discussions
of interdisciplinary work involving the writing center, wherein the community of praxis will be used in
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a discussion of the relationships between the writing center, its contacted disciplines, and their shared
institutions.
In Chapter 6: (Sub)Disciplinary Situatedness, the theories proposed in chapters 4 and 5 will be
applied to a mapping project in order to compose a more substantial understanding of Writing Center
Studies’ (sub)disciplinarity and situatedness. This project will begin with a Critical Discourse Analysis
of various WCS discourses in order to determine how power functions and flows within the
(sub)discipline. After presenting the results of these analyses, a map of the discipline will be drawn, with
schematic models presented in order to demonstrate the disciplinary situatedness of WCS, incorporating
with specific examples of writing center place and space. This chapter will introduce theories from the
area of ecocomposition in order to augment the previously presented arguments of triangulated contact
zones and communities of practice. The mapping project will constitute this dissertation’s third and final
proposed contribution to discussions of disciplinarity by demonstrating and evaluating the relationships
between the local writing centers, other centers, and the field of WCS.
Closing this conversation, in Chapter 7: Conclusion, summative responses to the aforementioned
Questions of Inquiry will be provided. Generalized conclusions will be drawn regarding the applicability
of a triangulated contact zone paradigm, communities of praxis, and mapping in Writing Center Studies.
Harris’s (1985) concept of the ideal will be revisited based on the established Communities of Praxis
framework. Lastly, before offering some closing thoughts, the arguments of this dissertation will be
interjected into the larger (sub)disciplinary conversations, and other possible applications of
Communities of Praxis will be discussed.
Final Preparatory Thoughts: “We” are Writing Center Studies
An offshoot of the physical space metaphors that have been embraced by writing centers and by
Writing Center Studies has been the identity of the “safe house,” another prescient concept introduced
by Pratt (1991) in her initial discussion of contact zones (p. 6). This metaphor was then picked up by
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scholars such as Papay (2002), who repositioned writing centers as “comfort zones” (p. 5). Through
metaphors such as these and images like them, writing centers have been viewed as places and spaces
where cultures and disciplines can interact freely and without judgment. Of course, when saying
“cultures and disciplines,” the effective connotation is that writing centers are safe and welcoming
places for the people who inhabit those places. In fact, Pratt’s house metaphor has remained prominent
in the discourse of the discipline, and it has contributed mightily to WCS’s foundational ethos of
inclusiveness and acceptance, an ideal manifest in the prolific and noticeable use of first-person plural
pronouns in WCS scholarship and discourse.
Using pronouns such as “we” mark intentional and rhetorically savvy moves that perform the
discursive function of promoting community, association, and togetherness. These are among the traits
that could be considered shared among disparate local writing centers, and in that vein, I occasionally
employ the “we” identification where appropriate in this dissertation. This is not just as a move of
solidarity, but a move of consistency: by applying the ideology of our discipline to the discourses we
create, Writing Center Studies can reify its position as a recognizable discipline based on a particular
ethos. This discipline-personalized approach to scholarly writing has become an accepted practice
within certain corners of academia, and rather than completely hide our ethos, Writing Center Studies
should likewise communicate in a manner consistent with its objectives (Applebaum, 2003). Of course,
employing such linguistic maneuvers can have the effect, in both intended and unintentional ways, of
excluding those not within the WCS discourse community. The objective of this rhetorical move then
becomes to maintain disciplinary identity while simultaneously finding productive ways what we can
work in interdisciplinary Communities of Praxis.
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Chapter 2: Situatedness and Context
As articulated in the introduction, this dissertation aims to provide an argument for the
(sub)disciplinary autonomy of Writing Center Studies (WCS). The foundation for this theory of
autonomy is rooted in the idea of the writing center’s identification as a literal and metaphorical contact
zone within the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition, abetted by a framework of Communities of
Praxis, and supported by an emphasis on promoting a Contextualist Paradigm for mixed (qualitative and
quantitative) research. In order to discuss these issues, scholarship from Critical Discourse Analysis and
ecocomposition will be reviewed, analyzed, and synthesized with scholarship from WCS and Rhetoric
and Composition.
Before getting to the original research and recommendations of how these perspectives,
methodologies, and theoretical frameworks aide in the (sub)disciplinary ambitions of WCS, it is
important to situate the arguments of this dissertation within the larger set of academic thought within
WCS, Rhetoric and Composition, and its contacted disciplines and fields. This review of literature also
includes transdisciplinary scholarship from Education, Critical Linguistics, Business and Management,
Communication, Political Science, and Biology, as well as from the fields of Writing Across the
Curriculum (WAC) and Writing In the Disciplines (WID).
As CDA and ecocomposition have been historically underrepresented within WCS, this chapter
will define these concepts at length. This will also help establish a common (sub)disciplinary language
for using these concepts within WCS scholarship and discourse. The first step in establishing this
disciplinary grounding will be to isolate definitions of key terms that will be used throughout this
dissertation: contact zone, community of practice, praxis, ecology (and its related forms), and mapping
(and its related forms). Next, WCS (sub)disciplinary situatedness will be explored in terms of its place
and space within the academy at large, as well as within local institutions. Finally, contemporary
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understandings of professionalization and disciplinary identification and representation will be
examined.
Historical Situatedness & the Binary Argument
Before addressing more contemporary perspectives on Writing Center Studies situatedness and
disciplinarity, it is worth taking a look back at the historical development of the (sub)discipline, as it is
nearly impossible to examine issues related to WCS in contemporary contexts without first figuring out
how we got to where we are now. By revisiting the de facto conversation between Stephen North (1984)
and Terrance Riley (1994), who advocated for separate ideals that the field should embrace, a viable
starting place for understating the lines of theory and inquiry that have come to define the competing
writing center practices and identifications will be illuminated. While the perspectives of these two
authors do not represent the totality of writing center stances, they have arguably been the most
prominent perspectives, and have played major roles in influencing WCS to embrace the traditional
binary thinking of the academy. This dissertation seeks to provide a triangulated approach to
understanding WCS’s (sub)disciplinarity, and so starting from the North/Riley argument will provide a
recognizable scholarly grounding as well as an appropriate point from which to scaffold my own
contributions.
Addressing the perceived threat that other scholars, including some within the discipline of
Rhetoric and Composition, did not understand the type of work that would happen in the writing center,
North described writing centers coming to existence largely as an institutional response to student
writers’ inherent needs to have someone who can respond to their work, a need and subsequent skill set
that gave rise to writing centers their disciplinary uniqueness. North (1984) established this disciplinary
identity as standing in direct opposition to those that would believe writing centers were created “to
serve, supplement, back up, complement, reinforce, or otherwise be defined by any external curriculum”
(p. 440). While writing centers could be viewed as, and often were formally listed as, support services,
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North firmly argued that it is not in the professional or disciplinary interests of WCS to embrace the
service identity, particularly when that identity would stand in the way of autonomous, professional
advancement6.
Following North’s lead, Fuller (1991) used the disciplinary boundaries of the hard sciences as a
model to demonstrate how professional autonomy was necessary for advancement. In this way, a sort of
template was established for how the “epistemic aspirations” of fields within the humanities could lead
to stronger arguments in favor of disciplinarity, such that, “[d]isciplinary boundaries provide the
structure needed for a variety of functions, ranging from the allocation of cognitive authority and
material resources to the establishment of reliable access to some extra-social reality” (p. 302). Implicit
in this argument is the idea that without well-defined boundaries, academic disciplines are unable to
function practically or epistemologically.
But there were many in Writing Center Studies and in Rhetoric and Composition that felt a
dominant disciplinary identity would run contrary to the true purpose of writing center work. Most
notably, Riley (1994), in “The Unpromising Future of Writing Centers,” articulated a viewpoint that ran
counter to North’s, arguing that autonomous writing center disciplinarity would signify the “undoing” of
Writing Center Studies because it would keep the field away from its “liberatory ethos” (p. 20). Instead
of seeking professionalization, Riley believed that writing centers should embrace their
multidisciplinarity, and supported his claim with arguments ranging from pragmatic (tying writing
center employment to grades excludes potentially excellent tutors that are not excellent students) to
neoconservative fear mongering (writing centers would become “too involved in the tussle of campus
politics”) (p. 31). In each case, Riley seemed to bank his argument on his own assumed norms rather
than the practices and experiences of the larger community of writing centers.

6 North (1994) would later revisit and further substantiate his disciplinary argument as a response to critiques of his essay
that rose to prominence during the early 1990s, most significantly those made by Nancy Grimm (1992) and Michael
Pemberton (1992).
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Contemporarily to Riley, Carino (1995) noticed writing centers that would “proudly advertise
themselves as places where all students are welcome and are treated, regardless of ability, as writers
with something to say” (p. 109). For these scholars and others7, the liberatory identifications of
individualized writing centers was a concept grounded in the history of the field, and one that would
need to be maintained in order for centers to continue to effectively serve students at their institutions.
Interestingly, both North and Riley viewed writing centers as being fundamentally different from
other academic disciplines. For North, this difference had to do with the writing centers’ unique skills
and expertise. For Riley, however, the writing center lay outside the establishment because with
professionalization comes uniformity, and individual writing centers, he argued, should be understood as
too contextual situated to allow for a uniformed, disciplinary identity.
The first major voice to directly critique the North/Riley debate came authoritatively from Ede
(1996), who rejected the disciplinary/liberatory binary in favor of a model that embraced both sides of
the argument. However, Ede’s reading mostly accepted two competing definitions in hopes of finding
middle ground, an approach that has only validated and reinforced the existence of such a binary8. This
dissertation will dissent from that stance and instead aim to understand (sub)disciplinary identification
as the result of triangulated situations.
In the next sections, a recent history of WCS will be traced, using the North/Riley binary as a
touchstone. Beginning with an investigation of the historical impressions and misconceptions that have
framed institutional understandings of the writing center, moving to an examination of the contemporary
situatedness, and closing with a look towards what the (sub)discipline should address going forward, a
broader portrait of the exigency facing WCS will be portrayed, one that could directly benefit from the
Communities of Praxis framework proposed in this dissertation.
7 Carino’s position would eventually evolve to embrace and produce empirical research in Writing Center Studies (see
below).
8 A similar critique could be levied at attempts by those within WCS eager to employ Burke’s (1969) pentad in
(sub)disciplinary analyses.
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Impressions & Misconceptions
North (1984) famously stereotyped the outsider’s view of the writing center as a “grammar and
drill center, the fix-it shop, the first aid station” (p. 473). This came after surveying how his peers and
colleagues, including those housed in English departments, perceived writing centers, which led North
to conclude that most “do not understand what does happen, what can happen, in a writing center” (p.
433). What North found was that most academics viewed the writing center as a place of remedial
tutelage, an image he sought to replace with one of “vital and authentic reflection of a way of thinking
about writing and the teaching of writing” (p. 437). This was in 1984, almost three decades ago. More
recently, Gladstein (2007) advised that WCS “needed to indentify perceptions that the college
community had about the writing center in order to help us better understand why we were doing what
we were doing” (p. 216). As WCS has continued to fight for identity within the academy, local writing
centers have similarly fought for recognition on their own institutions. Neither could be characterized as
easy fights.
Ten years after North’s initial plea, Riley (1994) recognized that “writing center directors are
struggling just to keep their rooms open for another semester” (p. 20), and in the decades that followed,
these negative impressions largely remained. Mullin (2001) observed that writing centers were still
perceived as “remedial centers focusing on skill-and-drill” (p. 182); Zawacki and Williams (2001)
worried that “the perception that our job is primarily ‘dealing with’ grammar and mechanics is difficult
to overcome” (p. 118); Grimm (2003) noticed that “Too often, writing center work is perceived as
service” (p. 42); while Severino and Knight (2007) observed that “Many faculty and students still
believed the myth that the Writing Center was a fix-it-shop rather than a site for intellectual exchange
among writers” (p. 20). No matter the desired endgame of WCS’s identification, this continuing trend of
misconception has been problematic and counterproductive.
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The blame for these misconceptions about writing was widely spread, often with a political bent.
Owens (2007) postulated that “There cannot help but be a direct correlation between the rising
corporization of the academy and a downturn in the quality of writing instruction” (p. 154). Resisting the
urge to beat around the bush, Grego and Thompson (2008) claimed that because “institutions may tend
toward conservatism,” gaining institutional acceptance of emergent understandings about writing would
always prove to be difficult (p. 203).
Largely, this problem was perceived to persist in spite of WCS’s best efforts. Bickford (2007)
claimed that “Although we had conveyed our mission to the faculty, repeatedly, it was clear that our
identity was rooted in stereotypes and tradition” (p. 135). Zawacki (2007) aired a similar grievance:
“Although everyone agreed that the campuses needed a writing center, most seemed to think that a tutor
(generically conceived) could just hang out his/her shingle and open the doors for business” (p. 259).
Owens (2007) suggested that tradition had been the discipline’s downfall, noting that “for far too long
Writing Centers have allowed their surrounding curriculum and pedagogical habits of faculty to shape
their missions,” and that they had become “too entrenched within their academic architectures” (pp. 153,
159). Somewhat begrudgingly, Harris (2007) admitted that “we have not yet been able to come up with
sound bites that illuminate what we do” (p. 75).
Illuminating the very content that the (sub)discipline has sought to master as a potential culprit,
Gladstein (2007) recognized a “need to uncover and challenge the assumptions that we and others have
about the role of the writing center and how this work and these assumptions tie in with the rest of what
occurs at the college” (p. 212). Drawing on constructivist and sociolinguistic theories, she surmised that
“Writing is seen as important to disciplinary learning because writing helps students think and learn
about the material of a course” (p. 237). This was a point that Harris (2007) concluded as troublesome
because “everyone writes and therefore assumes some inside knowledge” (p. 76).
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Oftentimes, however, this knowledge can be detrimental to writing instruction. As Sumner
(2001) observed, “outside English departments, the teaching of writing is often seen as a remedial
activity” (p. 266). Thaiss (2001) and Russell (2006) followed Sumner in detailing myriad ways in which
seemingly varied understandings of writing actually coalesced to produce oversimplified and reductive
norms that perpetuated stereotypes about writing. All academic disciplines write, argued Harris (2007),
but they do not all have the “adequate vocabulary or metalanguage” to talk about their own writing (p.
76). As a result, those other faculty tend to fall back on the usual stereotypes of writing as an acontextual
skill, and the writing center as a fix-it shop. Similarly, Williams and Takaku (2011) found “a tendency
among educators to view the help seeking associated with writing centers as a sign of dependency,” a
perspective that would likely resurrect the negative impression that some students might have about the
center, a misconception that WCS has been fighting for the past three decades, at least (p. 4).
Complicating the issue further was that RWS had developed multiple and sometimes competing
definitions of writing that did not correlate with popular or dominant opinions. Carroll (2002) discussed
how RWS had evolved to “challenge the notion of a stable, unified ‘writing ability’ that can easily be
measured by looking as isolated texts” (p. 2), a concept that carried over to assessment and tutoring
practices. Running contrary to many popular perceptions of writing, Carroll noted that “Writing
performance and student learning are not identical” (p. 135), while Harris (2007) described tutoring as
“complex… varied… and individualized” (p. 75). According to Gladstein (2007), writing centers had
“begun to reeducate the college community over this time period on the many uses of the center, and we
are broadening the definition of what it means to write” (p. 212). That expanded definition included,
among other things, composing in digital spaces (Monsma 2001), writing in service learning courses
(Gillespie, Hughes, and Kail 2007), and writing as research (Grimm 2003). As a direct appeal to other
disciplines and programs, Bickford (2007) promoted a writing center identity that would be “an inviting
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site for students, for tutors, and for faculty” (p. 136). In trying to be all things to all people WCS had
suffered from an identity crisis.
Following the model of the North/Riley debate, concerns of Writing Center Studies’ institutional
place have historically largely fallen into a similar binary trap. Whether concerned with defining the
goals and objectives of WCS, or with figuring out who to blame for WCS misidentifications, these
arguments have largely been reduced to dichotomous options. Therefore, what has been missing from
these (sub)disciplinary discussions, what has been missing from WCS, has been the allowance of
multiple, sometimes simultaneously contradictory, theories of identification. By working through a
Communities of Praxis framework as defined in this dissertation, triangulated approaches to
understanding WCS (sub)disciplinarity will be promoted.
Contemporary Situatedness
Depending on who was doing the situating, as well as where and when the situating occurred,
writing centers have been “at the heart, rather than the periphery, of current theory in composition
studies” (Ede 1989, pp. 5-6); “marginalized in relation to the central institutional structures of writing
pedagogy” (Cooper 1994, 106); and even “marginalized within their own host departments and within
their institutions” (Bergman and Conrad-Salvo 2007, p. 185). Additionally, writing centers have been
“cropping up with increasing regularity” (Ede & Lunsford 2000, p. 33); served as safe harbors for
“several types of non-main-stream students… and non-traditional students” (Mendez Newman 2003, p.
44); and have been “recognized [as] campus leaders whose vision of how learning environments should
be structured has come to dominate educational thinking” (Harris 2000, p. 13). Regardless of
description, Peters (2009) encouraged writing centers to pursue identities of place and space defined by
their specific contexts, “so that [their] placement and meaning made sense within the broader frame of
university spatial politics” (p. 192). As a result, the contemporary identification of Writing Center
Studies is one with as many facets as there are local writing centers comprising the (sub)discipline.
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These theoretical and physical locations are varied, but perhaps nothing has defined writing
centers’ place within the academy more than its close ties (sometimes formal, sometimes implicit) to
their institutions’ composition programs. In fact, many current writing center personnel originated in
composition programs (Cogie, Janke, Kramer, and Simpson, 2007). Like writing centers, composition
programs have traditionally resided in contentious spaces within the academy. Sumner (2001) tied the
field’s situation to its compulsory enrollment: “composition occupies a unique place within the
curriculum of most colleges and universities [because] it is one of a select group of courses – often the
only course – which every student on campus is required to take9” (p. 266). In spite of this, Owens
(2009) critiqued that composition courses did not “carry the same intellectual weight” as disciplinary
courses, a clear characteristic of marginalization (p. 220). Therefore, like writing centers, “the
composition course is a conflicted spatial site, in the nature of the course as well as its positioning within
the larger curriculum” (p. 222). Separately, these factors might have been seen as signs of weakness, but
instead they have been embraced as providing the necessary exigency for collaboration between writing
centers and composition programs. As Riley (1994) noted, “Like writing center people today, the
composition advocates of the 1950s were tireless in their search for an institutional niche” (p. 26). This
shared desire for autonomy, at the very least, could serve as a model for WCS disciplinary ambitions.
As a matter of fact, a number of scholars have attempted to tie composition with the writing
center on theoretical bases. Bezet (2004) argued that writing’s interdisciplinary nature should bind the
two programs, stating: “the purpose of the composition classroom and the writing center should be one
of acculturation, a process by which the writer becomes fluent in multiple composition styles” (para. 4).
To a similar effect, Nagelhout (2009) recognized the objective of “[establishing] relationships
with/connections to the things that student writers do, the things that they will do, and the things that
they will be asked to do in the future” that is shared by writing centers and composition programs (p.
9 Mandate such as these have resulted in first-year composition programs being branded with backhanded nicknames like
“cash cow” or unofficial qualifiers like “remedial.”
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146). In a nod to WCS’s place as an interdisciplinary contact zone, Liggett, Jordan, & Price (2011)
noted that “the writing center community learns from various disciplines, most notably Composition
Studies” (p. 52).
These are each concepts supplemented by Reynolds (2004), who found that, “In composition
studies, it's important to understand the ways which writers feel alienated from certain discourses or
institutional practices, or why new forms of reading and writing are so difficult” (p. 6). However,
Reynolds also observed that “composition has invested heavily in imagined geographies while ignoring
material spaces,” indicating why on some level, the two programs remain unhinged (p. 6)10.
However, while composition work and writing center work may be related, they are not
identical. Bergman & Conrad-Salvo (2007) suggested that the best way for writing centers to fulfill their
“potential to shape writing instruction at their respective institutions” would be to “work in conjunction
with other writing programs instead of in opposition to them” (p. 195). Above all, emphasized Harris
(1991), writing centers’ interactions with their parent institutions should be consistent with the
disciplinary objectives of WCS, and that “in our approaches to administration, we incorporate the
approaches we advocate in tutoring” (p. 65).
Beyond serving its own professional ambitions, the argument has been consistently made as to
how WCS’s disciplinary expertise could be used to benefit the academy. Cooper (1994) wrote about
writing centers served “the essential function of critiquing institutions and creating knowledge about
writing” (p. 98). This point was picked up on by Mendez Newman (2003), who repositioned the writing
center as an “agent for institutional change [and] access” (pp. 43, 60). Along those same lines, Wilkey
and Dreese (2007) re-envisioned the writing center as a site of “social responsibility… one that supports

10 Reynolds (2004) used the concept of “imagined geographies” to emphasize that when disciplinary identifications are
treated with such a high level of seriousness, they can tend to exclude more than to include. As a result, the actual lived
experiences of individuals within academic communities can be overshadowed in favor of disciplinary motives.
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an ethical enterprise beyond current practices” (p. 174). The key concern then becomes how to more
effectively embrace and fill these institutional needs.
Relying again on binary models, discussions of Writing Center Studies identification and
situatedness have largely placed WCS as some undefined part of Rhetoric and Composition. But by
thinking of WCS in terms of triangulated contact zones, the binary is removed, and instead WCS is
understood as occupying a place on the edges of Rhetoric and Composition but in contact with other
disciplines. In this way, the situation is not promoting a binary (inside/outside the discipline,
center/periphery of the discipline), and instead is understood as the place, space, and way that different
academic disciplines interact with each other. In this dissertation, a Communities of Praxis model will
be developed in order to demonstrate how these relationships work on the interdisciplinary contact zone.
Next Steps
In spite of progressing views of writing and language, Peters (2009) pointed out that WCS would
be wise to “never lose sight of the irony that our success thrives on the failures of ongoing traditional
practices in higher education,” and suggested that instead of biding our time worrying about negative
perceptions, our efforts would be better spent put to use determining more effective methods of
promoting our disciplinary expertise (p. 201). In order to achieve that goal, WCS must first critically
examine its own practices, a position that can be seen as providing the exigency for this dissertation. As
a response to that need, my argument is for the development of a Communities of Praxis framework of
interdisciplinary collaboration based on critical and contextualist understandings of the theoretical
places and physical spaces that constitute Writing Center Studies as an autonomous (sub)discipline and
contact zone within Rhetoric and Composition.
Embedded within that argument is the assertion that the entire discipline of Rhetoric and
Composition can be understood as the writing consultation writ large. In other words, the many
motivating objectives of the discipline are different ways to address the issues that concern the
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individual writer. As a way to help ensure that the desired objectives are being met by the student
visiting the writing center, writing center administrators must be prepared to “resign [themselves] to
some lengthy meetings with the instructor… and help her to see what constitutes effective writing and
good assignments” (Harris 1991, p. 66). Writing center directors could also conduct faculty workshops
in order to influence the types of writing assignments the faculty assign, but also to learn from and about
different faculty members' writing approaches. Meetings such as these are the writing center’s best
metaphorical olive branches, where representatives from the center will be able to explain what they do
in a way that demonstrates shared interests and benefits with the contacted discipline.
Bickford (2007) found that “For centers to be academically integrated and regarded as necessary
and proficient, faculty must be invited to participate” (p. 138). Critically, as Kjesrud & Wislocki (2011)
advised, “If our primary goal is not to collaborate but to convert, no matter how stealthy we are, others
will read our intentions as patronizing and resist” (p. 108). Therefore, when engaging in interdisciplinary
collaborations in both the planning stages and in consultations, an embrace of WCS’s liberatory ethos is
necessary. As Harris warned, it is often the case that, “an instructor from another department with only
the vaguest sense of what constitutes good writing is sending her students to the center for help, and you
and your tutors don't quite know what the instructor wants” (p. 65). Further complicating the tutor’s
task, Russell (2007) observed that “quite often professors from across the curriculum provide students
with no assignment sheet, despite having assigned lengthy and complex writing tasks” (p. 206). Taken
together, these points indicated that writing assessment within academic disciplines continue to be
causes for concern among writing center professionals.
Noticing that writing center scholars relied almost exclusively on qualitative methods of data
collection, Carino and Enders (2001) questioned “the ‘lore’… that the more time[s] students visit the
writing center, the more they like it” (p. 85). Instead, Carino and Enders concluded that the number of
times a student visits the writing center actually showed a correlation to that student’s performance in
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writing intensive courses, an improvement that would plateau after seven visits in a given semester.
Finally, Carino and Enders postulated that WCS’s “uncomfortable” and reluctant acceptance of
definitive, encompassing conclusions is partially to blame for the discipline’s traditional ineffectiveness
of conducting quantitative research and thus of using numerical data to support its claims.
Nicolas (2007) also offered some insight into how writing centers’ self-definitions have worked
to hinder their placement within larger academic networks by noting that “our metaphors and lore can be
read has having created a mythos that has coded writing centers as feminine sites,” which stood in
opposition to most “institutions of higher education [that were] still patriarchal in nature.” As a result,
“anything coded as feminine,” including writing centers and other support services, were “usually
marginalized in some way” (p. 4). In order to alleviate these multiple sorts of critiques, WCS needs to
develop theories that embraces its better characteristics while critically examining its areas of potential
weakness.
In order to accomplish this, Harris (2000) would later specify, “We must study all this more
closely and articulate the defining features and principles more loudly to the rest of the faculty” (p. 19).
In other words, if writing centers are to work in communities of practice, they must first be able to
recognize and articulate their own objectives. Making these sorts of concessions, according to Kinkead
(1997), would also be important because “understanding departmental writing priorities builds to a
larger question of understanding the institutional priority and responsibility toward writing” (p. 46). The
“need to identify whom the writing center is not serving” can be included in this evaluation, so that
potential areas of improvement and expansion could be addressed (Nichols 2007, p. 15).
Lastly, it is imperative that WCS examine its own history, challenge its own lore, and mine its
own commonplaces for potential areas of improvement. As Alsup (2001) noted, “disciplines are in a
continuous state of flux and development” (p. 44). Grimm, Wysocki, and Cooper (1998), implored WCS
scholars to reconsider, “the ways we ‘just normally’ do things,” particularly challenging those practices
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that “no longer seem useful,” an approach that became a sort of rallying cry for culling out lore and
reconsidering assumed knowledge (p. 251). This notion was reflected by Nagelhout (2009), who
asserted that, “we need to reexamine long-held assumptions about the first-year composition classroom,
reframe our points of reference, and reevaluate the pedagogies that inform our practice” (p. 146).
Therefore, rather than accept a history of Writing Center Studies based on a traditional timeline,
an approach that itself would only create a series of binaries, a better way to interpret the story of WCS’s
(sub)disciplinary progression is as a metanarrative. While every academic field has undergone various
series of changes, few have likely spent as much time as WCS has spent thinking about what those
changes mean. The accepting and inclusive ethos of the discipline has produced a discipline with an
amorphous shape and a convoluted, at times conflicting, history. As Ferry (1998) observed, “The
context that creates theory always changes,” and as a result, “theory occurs in a constant state of
becoming rather than as a totalizing narrative” (p. 17). Considering these perspectives, as well as the
voices that will be heard from over the remaining sections of this dissertation, it would be prudent for
WCS to open itself to critique and allow itself to explore new ways of questioning and understanding
what exactly it is doing and what it hopes to do going forward.
Defining Terms
Contact Zones
Discussions of contact zones in the humanities, and in the discipline of Rhetoric and
Composition and the (sub)discipline of Writing Center Studies in particular, can be traced to Pratt’s
(1991) seminal essay, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” which defined these eponymous zones as “social
spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical
relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of
the world today” (p. 1). Responding to the need for more appropriate ways to analyze and facilitate the
interactions between traditionally “dominant” cultures and those contacted cultures that have been
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traditionally labeled as “subordinate,” Pratt examined how “transculturation” and “autoethnography”
could be understood as phenomena wherein intercultural communication took place (p. 2). Significantly,
this metaphor played a major role in the formation of a number of different transcultural and
interdisciplinary theories – strands that have proven influential to WCS as the (sub)discipline has
progressed towards and with twenty-first century demographics and expectations. Furthermore, Pratt’s
theory helped predict a burgeoning interest in spatial metaphors in WCS, and in Rhetoric and
Composition by extension. Referring directly to the content of this dissertation, Pratt’s contact zone can
be viewed as an influence of later scholarly trends of ecocomposition and mapping theory.
In applying “contact zones” to WCS, Pratt’s definition is expanded to embrace dual connotations
of metaphorical and literal contact zones. That is, writing centers represent theoretical places where
disciplinary discourses and rhetorics interact with students’ individual academic disciplines and
everyday lived cultural experiences on a regular basis, while simultaneously serving as physical spaces
where students can interact with the academy in libratory and non-threatening ways. Pertinent to this
research, various other groups and scholars promoting distinct schools of thought have discussed issues
related to theories of contact zones before and around the time of Pratt, even if doing so without using
this exact, target term.
Prescient, although not directly influential, roots of Pratt’s theory can be found in the earlier
scholarship of Bazerman (1991), in which he shone a light on the idea of the negotiation of reality
through language use, particularly how differences are created by “the way language opens up or closes
off various reality-productions” (p. 78). In other words, group members would use language as a means
of defining their own group dynamics while also differentiating themselves from other groups.
Furthering this idea, Bazerman considered how language use could be a viable site for cultural and
pedagogical research, concepts that factored directly into Pratt’s theory. Even though Bazerman’s work
was entrenched firmly in the field of composition, and Pratt was situated in the fields of cultural and
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historical anthropology, when taken together, the work of these two scholars can be useful for
understanding how disciplinary and cultural identifications are formed and function, particularly when
two or more disciplines or cultures are in contact with one another.
In her exploration of contact zones, Pratt’s primary concern was with the power relations that are
created when different cultural groups interact. While she acknowledged that power traditionally flowed
from the most powerful down to lower groups, she also posited that “[w]hile subordinate peoples do not
usually control what emanates from the dominant culture, they do determine to varying extents what
gets absorbed into their own and what it gets used for” (p. 2). This point will carry a particular
significance within the context of this dissertation because it acknowledges that the affected and
periphery groups within a transaction of power also possessed transactional agency – a perspective that
signified the changing trend within the disciplines of cultural studies and anthropology.
Knodt (2009) would later add “ethnicity, religion, race, gender, social class, or sexual
preference” to the list of features that would help define the various types of cultural groups that could
become marginalized based on their location on the contact zone (p. 74). These categories are ones that
have traditionally been rife with political implications for not only in writing center contexts, but in
classrooms as well. To that point, Knodt warned, “students do not always accept multicultural
perspectives, and that classrooms discussions sometimes are marred by hostility and resistance” (p. 74).
Therefore, it was incumbent on the instructor (or whoever else occupied the relational position of power)
to ensure that the contact zone was a safe place for discussing potentially volatile ideas.
Speaking to the how contact zone theory would apply to instruction in Literature and Education,
Pratt enumerated ramifications both positive “autoethnography, transculturation, critique, collaboration,
bilingualism, mediation, parody, denunciation, imaginary dialogue, vernacular expression,” and
negative, “miscomprehension, incomprehension, dead letters, unread masterpieces, absolute
heterogeneity of meaning” (p. 4). Finally, Pratt broadened the scope of her theory to include
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interdisciplinary collaboration, noting that “The idea of the contact zone is intended in part to contrast
with ideas of community that underlie much of the thinking about language, communication, and culture
that gets done in the academy” (p. 4). Pertinent to the study presented here, each of these characteristics
were areas of interest for Rhetoric and Composition, and for WCS in particular, making the application
of Pratt’s theory to writing instruction a reasonable move.
If Pratt’s theory stood in the doorway of discussing academic disciplinarity, Fuller’s (1991)
walked the conversation straight into the room. Having applied theories of social epistemology to the
construction of disciplines in the social sciences, Fuller noted that “Disciplinary boundaries provide the
structure needed for a variety of functions, ranging from the allocation of cognitive authority and
material resources to the establishment of reliable access to some extra-social reality” (p. 302). In other
words, academic disciplines functioned as any other rhetorically constructed group, in that they require
established boundaries, epistemic courts, and readily applicable resources (monetary funds in addition to
physical plant accoutrements) in order to sustain as autonomous entities. In order to maintain their
identifications, Fuller argued, academic disciplines promoted identifications by tying their institutional
work to real word applications. Science, for instance, “exercises worldly power by rhetorically drawing
[the audience’s] attention to the fact that scientific knowledge represents the world” (pp. 301-302). This
could then be understood as a move that “mark[s] the point[s] at which methods are institutionalized”
(pp. 301-302). Thus, fields in the sciences have long been able to successfully justify their places within
the academy through their scholarly work.
The contact zone discussion has continued within the disciplines, as well. In one of her earlier
analyses of English literature canonization, Bizzell (1994) employed Pratt’s concept in arguing for an
approach “that focuses not on [disciplines’] essential nature, whatever that may be, but rather on how
they might, not ‘fit’ together exactly, but come into productive dialogue with one another” (p. 165). In
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this way, Bizzell placed the discussion of what to include in disciplinary canons squarely on the contact
zone, and in doing so, promoted a more inclusive and complete canonization process.
By reshaping the conversation of interdisciplinary contact zones as one concerned with “border
spaces within our institutions,” Cooper (1994) scaffolded on the physical imagery of the contact zone,
and expanded it to include sociopolitical underpinnings. When one thinks of a “border,” the image of
neighboring political states might come to mind, perhaps abetted by some sort of natural or man-made
physical blockade. Considered this way, the border served as an apt metaphor for interdisciplinary
contact zones because, as will be addressed more fully in the disciplinarity sections of this literature
review, academic disciplines have often had to painstakingly advocate for their positions within the
academy – and against each other. Further, in both cases – geopolitical and academic – the defining
borders have been forcefully maintained. Thus, in thinking of interdisciplinary contact zones as borders,
participants are constantly reminded that these are zones not easily crossed. With that in mind, Cooper
argued that RWS should work with contacted disciplines in order to “create together better ways of
writing and of teaching writing,” a suggestion that, when one follows the metaphor laid out by Cooper,
calls to mind a symbiotic, international treaty (p. 110).
It did not take long for Rhetoric and Composition and WCS scholars to directly apply contact
zone theory to their own theories and practices. Most common of these re-appropriations was the
embrace of Pratt’s “safe houses” image, which she identified as “social and intellectual spaces where
groups can constitute themselves as horizontal, homogeneous, sovereign communities with high degrees
of trust, shared understandings, temporary protection from legacies of oppression” (p. 6). Even though
Pratt didn’t expand the idea much further, WCS has embraced this metaphor at both the
(sub)disciplinary and local levels by promoting writing centers as spaces where traditional institutional
power is challenged and where interdisciplinary work can be equitably done. Carino (1995), specifically,
acknowledged the co-opting of this idea, noting that “writing centers proudly advertise themselves as
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places where all students are welcome and are treated, regardless of ability, as writers with something to
say” (p. 109).
Further expanding the notion of contact zones, Huckin (1992) acknowledged that they are not
absolute, noting that “Writers belong to multiple discourse communities, and the texts they write often
reflect their divided loyalties” (p. 88). Considered in the context of the writing center, Huckin’s
observation could be used as a basis for arguing for WCS’s inherent transcultural identification, as well
as for its place as an interdisciplinary contact zone. Expanding this idea, writing centers are places where
different cultures and disciplines meet, making writing center work an amalgam of all the different
identifications contacted by the center. Similarly, the writers themselves that work in the center are the
products of the various discourse communities they belong to, considering academic, cultural, and
personal identifications, and in both of these cases, writing centers and the writers themselves, these
layers of identification must be negotiated with and rationalized in order to produce meaningful
discourse. Thus, the writing center exists as a place of meta-interdisciplinarity, and as such, it is
incumbent upon the place to accommodate these various identifications. These ideas taken collectively
reveal an understanding of the contact zone that has been used to reify the liberatory aspects of writing
center work, which Plevin (2001) defined as the creation of places and spaces that allow students to
examine their own writing and lived practices in order to recognize and challenge hegemony. Applied to
WCS, this mentality would help stakeholders develop skills used for “thinking about ourselves and our
whereabouts in the world at large” (p. 160). Moving from the periphery of WCS towards the center of
the Rhetoric and Composition discipline, the adoption of perspectives such as these would open avenues
for related fields of study within or contacted to Rhetoric and Composition to establish rationales for
similarly applying pedagogies that promote social justice and democratic action.
A fundamental shift in the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition concerning contact zones, at
least as far as this dissertation is concerned, occurred with Norgaard (1997), who focused in on the
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concept of disciplinary contact zones. He defined these zones as “those areas where one disciplinary
culture comes up against another” (p. 45). By interpreting academic disciplines as “distinctive cultures
in their own right,” the proposed change in thinking from “cultural” to “disciplinarily” can be seen as a
logical move (p. 49). Considering the extents to which scholars and students alike invest themselves to
their academic disciplines, Norgaard’s connection is appropriate.
In disciplinarily-defined spaces, Norgaard argued that professionals working in academic
disciplines would gain “by foregrounding the rhetorical or negotiated dimensions of expertise” (p. 44).
In other words, it is in these contact zones that academic disciplines are defined. Importantly, the work
in the contact zone would “occur not in any one discipline or organizational domain but at the margin or
along the boundaries of each” (p. 49). In order to best utilize this interdisciplinary place, Norgaard
advised academics to “do more to create or design educational experiences that foreground the
negotiation of expertise in disciplinary contact zones” when composing and creating disciplinary
assignments for their students (p. 51). Thus, the contact zone was constructed as fundamentally
multidisciplinary place that all academic disciplines would and should be forced to consider. This line of
thinking was validated and expanded upon by borrowing from scholars such as Applebaum (2003), who
defined identity as the formation of one’s own “recognition of others,” and as such, “the absence of such
recognition as well as misrecognition can cause real harm” (p. 153). Applebaum continued, stating that
“only oppressed groups whose views are democratic themselves—that is, those oppressed groups that
are committed to the democratic principles of recognition and non-oppression deserve recognition,” (p.
153). Applied to disciplinary contact zones, these points act as a recommendation that academic
disciplines should seek egalitarian, interdisciplinary relationships with their contacts. This is a point also
reflected by Ede (2004),who argued that RWS and WCS “have to work within the ideologies of
professionalism and disciplinarity,” and not with a deficit model or from a position of assumed authority
(p. 118).
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Also dependent upon Pratt’s seminal idea, and related to Norgaard’s addition, was Pennycook’s
(2007) theory of transcultural flow, an understanding of which is central to the presently developing
understandings of writing centers as literal and metaphoric contact zones. Pennycook’s term, which
originated in critical linguistics, can also be applied to “address the ways in which cultural forms move,
change and are reused to fashion new identities in diverse contexts” (p. 6). Flow refers to the influences
that the field and its contacted disciplines can have on one another, a usage that relates to Pennycook’s
idea of “processes of borrowing, blending, remaking and returning, to processes of alternative cultural
production” (p. 6). The students, in turn, would find useful place within disciplinary contact zones where
they could, as Pennycook explained, “shift attention from an exclusive focus on domain content while
still engaging and developing [their] expertise” (p. 49).
Discussions of disciplinary contact zones in turn led to theorizing about the rhetorical
implications of literal contact zones, a concept picked up on by ecocompositionists. Monsma (2001)
recognized the “university campus” as “a borderland between urban and open space” that “provided an
ecologically interesting space for inquiry” (p. 281). Bezet (2004) viewed this space as “a more
controlled contact zone in which cultures must still struggle and grapple with each other in order to
make meaning, but where this struggle is nonthreatening” (para. 8). Pointing directly to the writing
center as the specific place where students meet the university head on, Papay (2002) “envision[ed] the
writing center as both the comfort zone for first explorations and the contact zone for setting our ideas
into the larger context” (p. 6).
Considering these various and complicated understandings of contact zone, this dissertation will
build on the definitions cultural contact zone, as defined by Pratt, and disciplinary contact zone, as
presented by Norgaard, in order to come up with a operational definition of the contact zone that is
more considerate of twenty-first century practices and lived experiences. To that end, the writing center
will be established both a metaphorical contact zone, a disciplinary place where disciplinary ideas and
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writing pedagogies meet, as well as a literal contact zone, a physical space where students can go to
learn how to transition to the living and working in the university setting. Furthermore, various contact
zones will be defined here as triangulated places that contextually combine the concerns of writers,
instructors, tutors, disciplines, cultures, and institutions in metaphorical, literal, and virtual spaces.
Contact zone theory has offered scholars and academic disciplines ways of theorizing about
culture and disciplinary identity, and while the term “contact zone” might not be the most well known
term to make the leap from academic to popular discourse, it is certainly among the more selfreferential. As the idea of the contact zone becomes embraced by more and more disciplines, the validity
of concept zone theory is perpetually reified.
Before closing this exercise in defining the contact zone, it would be prudent to note that not all
responses to Pratt’s concept were in the affirmative. However, in each instance of dissent, opportunities
for recourse and improvement are likewise identified. For starters, Miller (1994) pointed out that “in the
contact zones of our classrooms and our conferences… important questions often don't get heard, are
ignored, or simply don't get posed in the heat of the moment,” and in spite of some instructors’ best
efforts, “vital contextual information often is either never disclosed or comes to light very late in the
discussion” (p. 391). From this standpoint, it would appear that even in the alleged safe houses of
composition classrooms and writing centers, hierarchical norms can be inadvertently reinstituted. Along
similar lines, Ingberg (1995) pointed out that teaching on the contact zone could have a “homogenizing
effect,” and lead to the active repression of minority and periphery voices (p. 600). Ingberg further
critiqued Pratt’s original theory because it did “not make entirely explicit the connection between the
curricular and the pedagogical implications of unsolicited oppositional discourse” (p. 601). In Ingberg’s
usage, “oppositional discourses” are those that students bring to the classroom that run counter to the
variables expected by the instructor. Furthermore, Ingberg argued, interactions on the contact zone
would inherently be rife with “these contested issues [that] might be characterized or named differently
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from the different perspectives of the contestants” (p. 600). In other words, it would be nearly
impossible for an instructor to anticipate and accommodate all of the potentially marginalized discourses
that would be encountered in a classroom on the contact zone.
Van Slyck (1997) likewise recognized the inherent political ramifications of the contact zone,
noting that the “artificial space” of the classroom “does not appear to [students] to be safe or neutral” (p.
151). In making a plea for a more diverse literary canon, van Slyck argued that “Contact zones must
therefore be defined more broadly as spaces where diverse world literatures, and the cultures they
represent and critique, may be taught in thematically organized contexts” (p. 154). Further explicating
her idea, van Slyck posited that contact zones can be created within and through individual texts, which
allow students to discuss cultural differences (p. 167). These sorts of scenarios where referred to by
Gaughan (1998) as “teachable moments,” where students must “be prepared to consider and respond to
opinions and arguments different from their own” (pp. 40, 42). These are not critiques of contact zone
theory in and of itself, but instead could be taken as suggestions for composing pedagogy and classroom
management strategies that would be applied in contact zone situations.
Alsup (2001) defined contact zones as places of conflict, where “each culture, to some extent,
misunderstands the other and thus defines it through a series of stereotypical lenses that don't accurately
reflect reality” (p. 42). However, Alsup believed this space could also be “a potential site of increased
understanding and mutual respect,” so long as all involved participants are willing to think critically
about their own situatedness within the zone (pp. 42-43). Brown (2001) similarly capitalized on the
political ramifications of contact zone theory, specifically pointing out “the more often overlooked
complicity of intellectual enterprises in the exploitive practices of colonization: the gathering,
production, and dissemination of knowledge… played a ubiquitous role during the neocolonial era of
cultural imperialism” (p. 121). Again, these observations suggest the need for the critical negotiation and
analysis of disciplinary materials and approaches.
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Community of Practice
In his early plea for Writing Center Studies disciplinarity, North (1984) bemoaned that “No one
likes not to be understood” (p. 434). Mullins’s (2001) more specific sentiment came later: “faculty
members do not want to be told how to teach their classes, how to write assignments, or how to evaluate
assignments” (p. 186). Alsup (2001) noted that academic disciplines can “be guilty of stereotyping the
other, often without sufficient evidence, either because of isolated personal experiences or long-standing
and outdated beliefs about our respective professional work,” an issue of particular concern to writing
center personnel (p. 32). Taken together, these observations have provided a useful proviso for scholars
pursuing work in interdisciplinary communities of praxis. Primarily because, as these quotes suggested,
working with others in academic settings can be complicated business. In order to replace assumption
with understanding, developing effective communities of practice is not only critical to writing center in
terms of disciplinarity, but also with regards to the day-to-day experiences that take place within
individual centers.
Yet in spite of warnings such as these, there are numerous potential benefits of working across
interdisciplinary contact zones. Wenger (1998) provided a seminal starting point for the communities of
practice paradigm, which he defined as a “joint enterprise… understood and continually renegotiated by
its members,” as well as, “the relationships of mutual engagement that bind members together into a
social entity,” and ultimately, “the shared repertoire of communal resources (routines, sensibilities,
artifacts, vocabulary, styles, etc.) that members have developed over time” (p. 2). Using terminology
that would prove specifically useful to this dissertation, Wenger later truncated this definition in calling
communities of practice the ways that “we define with each other what constitutes competence in a
given context” (p. 229).
Theories of communities of practice have proved valuable within various academic disciplines
and fields of study. In discussing social epistemology, Hughes, Jewson, and Unwin (2007) described
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communities of practice as “the vehicle for learning itself” (p. 3). In contrast, Hara (2009), coming to the
concept from the field of business management, where collaborative work is prominent, defined
communities of practice as “collaborative, informal networks that support professional practitioners in
their efforts to develop shared understandings and engage in work-relevant knowledge building” (p. 3).
Hara further argued that “By understanding the nature of a community of practice and of organizational
learning, an organization can make practices more productive and effective” (p. 121). In this application,
communities of practice had a clear profit margin objective, an appropriate framing given that writing
centers are often forced to function as business unto themselves, replete with budgets, payrolls, annual
plans, and professional growth ambitions. Therefore, writing centers would be wise to embrace the
transcultural flows of knowledge and practice emanating from the business world’s use of communities
of practice in order to improve center practices.
In this dissertation, the concept of communities of practice is modified to discuss the ways in
which WCS can interact with others within Rhetoric and Composition, the ways writing centers can
interact with specific programs and disciplines at their shared institutions, and the ways separate writing
centers can interact with each other across (sub)disciplinary contact zones. Writing directly to the close
relationship between composition programs and writing centers, Harris (1985) suggested, “as writing
programs add new courses, new requirements, and new majors, the writing center must provide
appropriate materials and resources” in order to accommodate them (p. 5). However, while some
institutions that will be discussed in this dissertation have Rhetoric and Composition programs unified
with their writing centers, at most schools, there are no formal obligations or designs connecting the
FYC curriculum with UWC praxis.
Even absent formal connections, the relatedness of composition programs and writing centers is
rather obvious, as the two share numerous professional objectives, most obviously the improvement of
student writing. Likewise, other academic disciplines at the institution have a shared interest in writing
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center work by virtue of their own disciplines’ writing practices. However, a theoretical tie was
presented by scholars of social constructivism, who defined writing as a socially epistemological
process. Cooper (1986) noted that knowledge making through writing was essentially a social activity
that was “dependent on social structures and processes not only in their interpretive but also in their
constructive phases” (p. 366).
Also inherent in discussions of communities of practice is the concept of collaboration, which
Harris (1991) called “the process of working together, building together from what each can contribute”
(p. 64). According to Mullin (2001), interdisciplinary collaboration is an imperative, as “no discipline
can effectively act alone: this fact implies a call for workplace alliances, interdisciplinary planning, and
multidisciplinary exchanges of theory and practice” (p. 185). Owens (2001) supporting this point,
observed that “Disciplines can no longer afford to situate themselves ‘outside’ the need to envision a
sustainable culture” (p. 29). Just as students bring multiple cultures and interests to the contact zone, so
too should disciplines provide their own multidisciplinary understandings.
Bazerman (1997) would go on to note that “disciplines concerned with the production of
knowledge largely produce discourse, most often written discourse” (p. 297), a point reverberated by
Yancey and Huot (1997), who stated that “writing is a way of learning, and it is increasingly understood
to operate within disciplinary boundaries” (p. 10), and again, later, by Ede and Lunsford (2000), who
acknowledged that “the knowledge created within writing centers is most often communal knowledge,
and materials developed there are generally intended for public use” (p. 35). Taking these views
collectively, writing can be understood as an individual act done socially in order to create shared
knowledge and promote disciplinary identity. Since each discipline has an invested interest in its selfpromotion, writing centers and individual disciplines can look at the instruction of writing as a shared
interest. More recently, Corbett (2011) called for more collaboration between writing centers and other
academic disciplines, noting a “need to be more open to experiencing two-way streets in theory,
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research, and practice” (p. 56). In other words, writing center people should be prepared to do liaison
work.
Critical to WCS, collaboration does not just occur between the writing center and its contacted
disciplines, it is also the driving characteristic of the relationship between writing center tutor and writer.
According to Dreese and Wilkey (2007), “real collaboration involves working through difficult
moments confronted throughout the writing process and dealing with the kinds of disagreements that are
certain to arise when two individuals sit down together to work on writing” (p. 171-172). Therefore,
collaboration can be viewed as fundamental to all aspects of the writing center, a concept later addressed
separately by Johnson, Garza, and Ballmer (2009), as well as by Williams and Takaku (2011).
The desire for interdisciplinary collaboration between writing centers and other academic
disciplines has become an increasingly popular trend, even if the concept itself is not an altogether new
one. In order to better facilitate the collaboration between writing center and contacted academic
disciplines, Condon (2001) suggested that those of us working in writing centers “need to ask our
stakeholders… what outcomes we ought to evaluate” (pp. 46-47). In fact, regularly meeting with a
writing tutor can help student writers develop more thorough appreciations of audience, which will only
stand to bolster the students’ disciplinary learning. This was an objective supported by Frey (2007), who
noted that time that student spend in the writing center does not take the place of time spent on work,
and instead supplements “the time students spend on coursework and to their engagement in learning”
(p. 249). So, when working with contacted programs, writing centers provide support in writing in
addition to the student’s disciplinary objectives.
Face-to-face meetings have never represented the extent to which writing centers and other
disciplines have interacted, and as such, the prominence and necessity of understanding the
collaborations between programs and disciplines engaged in communities of practice have allowed for
the formation of specifically disciplinary focuses variously named “Writing Across the Curriculum,”
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“Writing In the Disciplines,” “Curriculum/Classroom Based Tutoring programs,” and other, similarly
referential titles. Bazerman (1991) referred to these sorts of programs11 as mixtures of “practical
composition pedagogy” and “an adventure into the uses of written language” (p. 209). Along those same
lines, Russell (2006) characterized “the WAC movement [as] an effort to improve education by
encouraging students to write in many fields” (p. 3). When effectively employed, WAC/WID programs
become the “lifeblood of communication by means of which disciplines and professions organize
themselves” (p. 210). However, when used ineffectively, they can promote “sweeping proposals about
the foundations of rhetoric and broad statements of resistance against disciplinarity” (p. 211). Focusing
on their positive applications, Condon (2001) noted that “WAC data can – and should – figure
prominently in university accreditation,” adding that “they should provide administrators with evidence
that legislators can understand12, evidence that documents the institution's efforts to provide more
effective, more responsive learning opportunities for its students” (p. 32).
Harris (1991) forewarned that the writing center may be forced to function as “a mini writingacross-the-curriculum program without adequate compensation, resources, or planning” (p. 76). This is
not without reason, as WCS and WAC/WID interests overlap in a number of areas. Mullin (2001)
recognized that these programs “both draw from some of the same theories, engage in shared practices,
and are similarly placed within the academic community” (p. 184). In fact, Alsup (2001) noticed that at
many institutions, WAC programs already work hand-in-hand with their institutions’ writing centers as
well as with English Education programs (p. 38). In these instances, noted Townsend (2001), writing
center personnel can use WAC programs to “create greater awareness and sensitivity that can then
translate into action in the classroom in the form of, say, innovative assignments and less judgmental
thinking about ‘error’” (p. 254), a move that ties in nicely with the professional objectives of WCS’s
11 While discrete differences do exist between these disciplines and programs, for the purposes of succinctness, this
dissertation will collectively refer to these schools of thought with a WAC/WID stylization.
12 As will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2: Analytic Framework & Methodologies, it is important to note that in
Condon’s usage, “evidence that legislators can understand” referred to quantitative data.
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participation in communities of practice. Drawing attention to the physical connotations of these sorts of
programs, Thaiss (2001) pointed out that words like “across” and “in” signify “movement from place to
place,” (p. 312), a concept that Dobrin (2001) used to tie WAC to ecocomposition, where “theories and
programs might benefit from looking at the relationships between varying environments and
conventions needed in those contexts” (p. 20). Understood this way, the discourses, histories, and
interests help to tie WAC/WID to WCS.
Connections made via communities of practice must be critically investigated, however, as
Lunsford (1991) called interdisciplinary collaboration “damnably difficult,” and warned that, “amidst
the rush to embrace collaboration, I see a need for careful interrogation and some caution” (pp. 6, 4). Yet
she also noted that it smartly “aids in transfer and assimilation,” and that “it fosters interdisciplinary
thinking,” two prominent objectives of composition pedagogy (p. 5). Ultimately, Lunsford warned that
“each person involved in the collaboration to build a theory of collaboration, a theory of group
dynamics,” and so all parties invested in the promotion of a writing center community of practice must
participate in the boundary-making of such a community (p. 6).
More explicit was Riley (1994), who argued that “writing centers have set themselves against
epistemological conformism and on the side of communities of learning” (p. 21). In this case,
“epistemological conformism” referred to North’s prior arguments for disciplinarity, and “communities
of learning” related to the liberatory ethos of writing centers as a service industry. Of course, writing
centers, too, stand to benefit from participation in communities of practice, and not just in disciplinary
terms. “Establishing collaborations with other programs,” noted Bermann and Conrad-Salvo (2007), can
lead to “upgrade[s] technological resources,” and can help “fund new staff positions to keep those
collaborations active” (p. 194). Additionally, “these collaborations with other programs create research
opportunities for both graduate and undergraduate students” working in the center, which can potentially
lead to much-desired, quantifiable results (p. 194).
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Throughout any sort of transdisciplinary collaboration, it is important that Writing Center
Studies scholars not lose sight of their primary objective: helping students. Drew (2001) noticed that
“part of the problem [of writing center work] lies in the figure of ‘student’ itself, a figure that resonates
within the culture as a novice, young and as yet un(in)formed” (p. 60). However, a better impression to
work with is the one presented by Grimm (2003), which replaced the novice student writer with
“someone who is an authentic beginner in a new discourse, new language, new social context, new
culture, new power relationship and at the same time a fully developed individual in a
community/culture/class unfamiliar to many in the university” (p. 47). Interpreting interdisciplinary
work as communities of practice is a worthwhile starting point for promoting writing center
(sub)disciplinarity professionalization.
Praxis
A major object of this dissertation is to take the previously investigated term, communities of
practice, and combine it with the term praxis in order to develop a concept of Communities of Praxis.
This phraseology is not meant as a neologic portmanteau but instead will be employed in order to
promote a specific methodological framework that is imbued with the different definitions of its parts. In
the subsequent chapters of this dissertation, Communities of Praxis will be more fully defined; in this
section, a specific definition of the term praxis will be developed in order to establish how the term will
be used throughout this dissertation.
Praxis is commonly understood as the practical application of knowledge, or “theory into
practice.” This modernized definition is a variation on Aristotle’s initial usage of “an imitation of an
action,” but its current usage in Rhetoric and Composition was influenced largely by Freire’s (1970,
2005) definition of “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it” (p. 51), a notion
updated by Ferry (1998) to read “the work of changing the world's material conditions” (p. 11).
Attempts to bridge the theory/practice divide involving various ideologies and methodologies have been
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presented as examples of praxis, for instance Sullivan’s (1992) use of feminist theory in writing
instruction. But these are inadequate definitions of praxis in WCS, a point instituted by Ede, who
bemoaned that “those of us who direct or work in writing centers have seldom been able to articulate
theoretical support for our work that goes beyond the basic principles of collaborative learning” (p. 5).
Internally, writing centers have not been hindered too greatly from his lack of definition. However,
when staking our cases to other disciplines, administrators, and to the community, the need for proper
identification becomes paramount.
This dissertation advocates for a theory that defines various aspects of the writing center as
Communities of Praxis, an approach based on Freire’s definition, but grounded as a reaction to the
disciplinary identity promoted by North (1984) as well as the liberatory practices advocated by Riley
(1994) – two perspectives traditionally held in diametric opposition. Additionally, the proposal for
larger, multi-institutional writing center Communities of Praxis is dependent upon a differentiated
understanding of the ecology of the discipline, a concept itself based off of the ideas presented by
Reynolds (2004).
Although not previously applied to WCS, the singularized term “community of praxis” is not
new within academia. The concept originated in religious studies by Groome (1990), and it has been
more recently introduced to literary studies by Bickman (2010). However, applying it to WCS,
particularly on the simultaneous micro- and macro-scales proposed here, allows for different ways of
thinking about the concept, as well as for new ways of thinking about WCS as a (sub)discipline. The
idea of the writing center as a community of praxis is dependent upon all stakeholders of the center
having active and participatory roles in the production and application of disciplinary knowledge.
However, thinking of writing centers as communities of praxis where tutors participate in the creation of
new knowledge and research is a prospect that would be denounced by North (1984), who asserted that
“Tutors are not, finally, researchers: they must measure their success not in terms of the constantly
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changing model they create, but in terms of changes in the writer” (p. 438). Instead, this proposition
leans on Cooper (1994), who believed that, “the role of the tutor should be to create useful knowledge
about writing in college and to empower students as writers who also understand what writing involves
and who act as agents in their writing” (p. 98). As stakeholders working on the front lines of the writing
contact zone, tutors represent, perhaps, the best potential researchers in the writing center13. Corbett
(2007) advocated for “the role of peer tutoring in institutional change” and the notion that, “peer tutors
have the ability to translate at the boundaries between the knowledge communities students belong to
and the knowledge communities they aspire to join” (n.p.). Corbett was writing specifically about the
practice tutors helping student writers become participatory knowledge makers, but is would not be too
great a leap to apply that same concept to the tutors themselves.
Importantly, since the turn of the twenty-first century, WCS has seen an uptick in the attention
given to the theory-practice divide, but with little consensus14. Ede and Lunsford (2000) noted the
“reciprocal and dialogic relationship” between the two concepts (p. 35); Mullin (2001) acknowledged a
gap between theory and practice (p. 192); Johnson, Leverenz, and Law (2003) noticed that the bulk of
writing center research had focused exclusively on practice (p. 134); Harris (2007) pointed to the
discipline’s inability to “characterize what we do” as the genesis for why a theory-practice split remains
prominent; while Grego and Thompson (2008) invoked Riley in calling the theory-practice gap “a
problematic sign of our overreliance on an overgeneralized disciplinarity” (p. 47).

13 Cooper (1994) viewed writing centers as sites where “a great deal of exciting research, a site where we can really begin to
see what goes on with students' writing and what keeps them from writing” (p. 97). Likewise, Ede and Lunsford (2000)
noticed that “writing centers offer new and provocative ways of thinking about research paradigms and rewards” (p.
35). As a matter of fact, there has been much research related to WCS that has advocated for the writing center as a research
site, but there are relatively few instances where the writing center tutors are considered researchers, although notable
exceptions can be found in research pertaining to writing fellows (for instance, Corbett 2011) and in tutor surveys (such as,
Gillespie, Hughes, Kail 2007).
14 Some within WCS that have questioned the existence of a gap separating disciplinary theory from practice. Alsup (2001),
for instance, rejected the very notion of a discernible practice-theory binary (p. 45). While these extraneous viewpoints do
little to inform my theory of communities of praxis, the camps that spawned such perspectives may prove to be ripe sites of
critique for the concepts proposed here.
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Coinciding with these critiques have been some scattered suggestions for how to traverse the
perceived theory-practice gap, and Carroll (2004) rearticulated Ede’s exigency for the need to mine the
perceived divide:
[N]ew consultants need practical strategies in order to imagine their work in a writing center. But
what they also need is knowledge of current theories that challenge, confirm, or extend some of
the more practical approaches, as well as a method for discovering what this knowledge means to
their work in the writing center. (para 8)
Carroll’s view helped provide focus for scholars working within WCS invested in developing a
specifically applicable theory of praxis. As proposed here, developing a theory of Communities of
Praxis helps address the exigency expressed by Carroll, while also promoting an intra- and
interdisciplinary collaborative environment where all stakeholders participate in research and the
creation of new disciplinary knowledge.
Authoritatively commenting on the dependent relationship between theory and practice in
Writing Center Studies, Ede (1989) proclaimed that “Theory without practice is likely to result in
ungrounded, inapplicable speculation. Practice without theory, as we know, often leads to inconsistent,
and sometimes even contradictory and wrong-headed, pedagogical methods” (p. 4). In short, what
disciplines like Writing Center Studies need is to develop a theory, or even theories, of praxis. As will
be discussed later on in this dissertation, the application of theories of praxis is not something that
should be done independently, but should be approached through interdisciplinary collaboration.
Ecology
In theorizing writing centers in terms of place (disciplinary location) and space (physical
location), applying concepts developed in ecocomposition, itself a (sub)discipline within Rhetoric and
Composition, will prove useful. By using terms and imagery associated with the study of the
relationships of living organisms, ecocomposition has provided the discipline with metaphors useful for
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promoting different ways of seeing and thinking about both theoretical and literal contexts surrounding
student writing. At the time of this writing, ecocomposition has been underutilized in Writing Center
Studies, but due to its malleability and usefulness when composing physical and three dimensional
metaphors, ecocomposition, and its related concept of mapping, can be essential tools for developing
Communities of Praxis as a way of situating WCS as an interdisciplinary contact zone.
A writing ecology, according to Cooper (1986), provides a way of understanding writing as “an
activity through which a person is continually engaged with a variety of socially constituted systems” (p.
367). Placed in the context of Writing Center Studies, the ecology metaphor can be useful for helping
stakeholders understand how student writers negotiate and work within their identifications as
individuals, as students in institutions, and as scholars within academic disciplines.
Employing a “web” metaphor “in which anything that affects one strand of the web vibrates
throughout the whole” (p. 370), Cooper continued, noting that “all the characteristics of any individual
writer or piece of writing both determine and are determined by the characteristics of all the other
writers and writings in the systems” (p. 368). That is, individual writers both affect and are affected by
the writing that goes on around them.
Along similar lines, Bawarshi (2001) noted that “neither the writer nor his or her social
environment exists independently of one another” (p. 69). Even so, writers are able to adapt to, and
reproduce in, different written genres and writing ecosystems (pp. 73, 78). This is a point reiterated by
Carroll (2002), who observed that “different environments require different kinds of writing” (p. 26).
Thinking of genres as ecosystems unto themselves broadens the ways in which we can teach writing
with regards to genres and disciplines. Instead of thinking of genres as isolated formats, the emphasis is
instead placed on context and situation. Therefore, by understanding academic disciplines as “socially
constituted systems,” analyzing the writing center as contact zone in the terms of a writing ecology is
both appropriate and useful.
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A later benchmark in defining the metaphor of writing as an ecology was established by Dobrin
(2001), who stated that “ecocomposition posits that writing is an activity that affects not only other
writers and readers, but the total relations of discourse both to its organic and inorganic environment” (p.
20). Viewed this way, ecocomposition is more than just writing in a given context, but a critical
awareness of the physical and theoretical contexts that influence and are influenced by writing scenarios.
Similarly, Ingram’s (2001) observation that “as principles of ecology and sustainability would suggest,
the more diverse the (course) components, the richer and more effectively functioning the (classroom)
environment” spoke to the role of ecocomposition in disciplinary identification (p. 217). So, by carefully
considering how we compose theoretical and physical space in the writing center, we can better promote
our own disciplinarity and sustainability. When postulating a concept of writing center ecology, the
focus should be inclusive, incorporating natural environments and institutional, disciplinary, theoretical,
and virtual spaces.
According to Ede and Lunsford (2000), “writing center work often moves not only across but
well beyond our campuses—to outreach efforts with schools, community organizations, business,
industry, and government” (p. 34), a point that can be linked to Keller (2001), who postulated that
“Ecocomposition is primarily informed by rhetoric and composition studies, which itself thrives
tremendously on interdisciplinarity” (p. 193). Since students come to the writing center not solely as
writing students, but as members of a litany of discourse communities, it is important to consider
multiple literacies and identities when composing writing center spaces and places.
One final way that ecocomposition can be tied to WCS is through the liberatory imperatives
embraced by both. Relating ecology to issues of accessibility and universality, Dolmage (2009) asserted
that if we are to “treat students ethically and respectfully, [instructors] must consider the spaces where
they teach not only in terms of disciplinary attitudes, but also in terms of the bricks and mortar, walls
and steps that exclude bodies” (p. 123). In other words, the actual, physical layouts of writing centers
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also need to be investigated and revised. Dolmage was particularly critical of physical spaces that lacked
universal design, noting that traditional spaces can exclude students from certain cultural and abled
groups, and that even retrofitted spaces can serve to exclude students with certain physical disabilities.
In this dissertation, ecocomposition will be used as a guiding theoretical framework for
establishing Communities of Praxis. Furthermore, this approach will ensure that subsequent discussions
are focused not just on the ways that theoretical places influence (sub)disciplinary situatedness, but also
on the roles that physical spaces play in determining WCS’s identifications and representations.
Mapping
In the introduction to his book Lost States, Trinklein (2010) warned that “All maps have a
purpose, perhaps even an agenda” (p. 9). While he was referring to geopolitical cartography, this point
can likewise be applied to the mapping of academic disciplines. In the disciplinary terms of Rhetoric and
Composition, mapping has referred to the concept and process of “naming and arranging objects in
space to create multiple ways to ‘read’ a place and, thus, diverse ways to understand it” (Fosen 2009, p.
164). Therefore, mapping can be understood as the practice of composing visual representations of ideas
as well as the theories and methodological frameworks surrounding those practices.
In order to facilitate Communities of Praxis within Writing Center Studies, it is critical to
develop a theory of mapping for and of the discipline. Borrowing from Ede (2004), who claimed the,
“urge to define a situation is, of course, key to theoretical critique,” (p. 167), and Reynolds (2004), who
argued that “composition studies need cultural writing theories and material literacy practices that
engage with the metaphorical – ways to imagine space – without ignoring places and spaces – the actual
locations where writers write, learners learn, and workers work” (p. 3), the theory discussed here will be
applied to compose a series of maps of the (sub)discipline. Therefore, mapping, in the context of this
dissertation, will be used in the construction and analysis of theoretical places as well as of physical
spaces.
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Academic disciplines, and it seems Rhetoric and Composition in particular, have long been keen
on metaphors of space and movement (Yancey 2009). Consider, for instance, Bartholomae’s (1985)
invented university, Bruffee’s (1984) joined conversation, Burke’s (1941) parlor, and of course, Pratt’s
(1991) contact zone – each of which utilize the idea of moving into and from physical space in order to
understand discourse and identification. For those interested in social justice, Eodice (2003) compared
collaboration to “missionary work,” while the “border” was made into a convenient double entendre by
Mendez-Newman (2003)15. Of course, ecology (as discussed above) has become its own prominent
metaphor in Rhetoric and Composition. As a means of defining disciplinary boundaries, understanding
discursive practices, and informing pedagogy, the prominence of using visual concepts and
representations in order to understand and explain writing work has increased.
Already, academic disciplines use mapping to differentiate themselves from other disciplines. As
noted by Norgaard (1999) “Expertise has a spatial dimension, made all the more concrete by disciplinary
boundaries and professional gatekeeping activities” (p. 57). To a similar effect, Plevin (2001) explained
how institutional programs use mapping to discern their situatedness within larger disciplines as “Place
becomes a valid - and necessary inclusion - in thinking about ourselves and our whereabouts in the
world at large” (p. 160). Ball (2009) then expanded this concept to say that “that writing instruction
should be more localized, individualized, and responsive to and dialogic with individual place, context,
and experience” (p. 19), a point echoed in Hara’s (2009) recognition of “the importance of proximity” in
his analysis of workplace communities of practice (p. 58).
Disciplinary mapping has its roots in postmodern theory, which Reynolds (2004) recognized as
promoting the “study of space and place, geography and mapping, location and materiality,” as a
response to “spatiality, cultural geography, and the sociospatial construction of difference” (p. 3).
Reynolds also noted that mapping is at once cross-disciplinary, intertextual, and reliant on discourse in
15 Along similar lines, Nicolas (2007) noted that writing centers have traditionally been metaphorically coded as feminine,
with the centers described as “haven[s],” and terms such as “mid-wife” and “mother” used to describe tutors.
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its formation (p. 80), a point that calls to mind sociolinguistic theories of community development
(Huckin 1992).
Disciplinary mapping has also proved important on institutional and local levels when it comes
to understanding physical spaces. According to Ede and Lunsford (2000), “The politics of location is
essential in writing center work. You have to understand not only the nature and mission of your
university but also the exigencies that constrain you and the opportunities that (if you can only see them)
also exist” (p. 37). Later, Lunsford and Ede (2011) would supplement this notion in a discussion of the
physical spaces that writing centers occupy on college campuses: “where we are housed carries both
material and symbolic location… we need to pay much closer attention to physical space and what that
physical space contains” (p. 13). Combining these emphases on the importance of physical space with
Dolmage’s (2009) focus on how those physical spaces are created the institution and then consumed by
the end user can help disciplinary mapmakers construct writing center spaces that are both advantageous
and accessible.
Mapping can also be used to create contextualist learning tools and heuristics. According to
Mullin (2001), visuals, including maps, models, diagrams, and other representations, “are useful for
stimulating ideas,” and “should be seen as menus from which ideas can be chosen” (p. 183). Following
this lead, the Communities of Praxis maps created throughout the course of this dissertation is designed
to serve not just as analytic tools, but as heuristics that local writing centers can use determine potential
areas of need and courses of action.
The involvement of all invested stakeholders, another major element of the Community of Praxis
framework, also has a place in mapping. In defense of this collaborative approach, Gaard (2001)
asserted that mapping projects should include students and other stakeholders in the building of “their
own environmental ethics through a process of exploration that included reading, discussion, analysis,
and reflective writing” (p. 174). In some contexts, it might seem overly exhaustive to say that the design
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plans of a writing center’s physical spaces should include input from tutors, outside disciplines, support
programs, and even potential clients in addition to the departments and individuals actually charged with
the design and creation of the center, but if democracy, accessibility, and sustainability are dominant
concerns, then this planning option should not be overlooked. Recently, Yancey (2009) expanded this
notion even further, proposing the possible benefits of inviting “students to define broadly their
materials for composition,” including genres, topics, and themes of focus, which should not unattainable
objectives if true liberatory practices are to be pursued (p. 211).
There are, naturally, potential areas of concern when it comes to disciplinary mapping in WCS.
Early on, Cooper (1986) advised against utopian thinking, noting that, “In reality, these systems are
often resistant to change and not easily accessible” (p. 373). Later on, Drew (2001) pointed out that
academic disciplines can make the mistake of assuming that their students are primarily situated within a
classroom or other academic space, as opposed to “the material reality of their lives, and the spaces they
inhabit, would suggest that this is only a partial picture at best” (p. 60). A similar point was reiterated by
Ede (2004), who warned that “A politics of location could seem to suggest a limited notion of
subjectivity, one that assumes that location determines or reflects identity” (p. 28). And more recently,
Dolmage (2009) related a similar point to Trinklein’s: “Often maps are created not to reveal exclusion,
but to create it” (p. 123). While all of these perspectives represent sound criticisms, their concerns can
be mitigated by through the careful collaboration of stakeholders, and by employing praxis theories of
universality and accessibility.
With these critiques and points of emphases in mind, mapping Writing Center Studies needs to
be approached in ways that include concepts of space and place within the academy and within the
institution, in physical and in virtual places, and with careful consideration paid to notions of difference
and locality. Drew (2001) suggested that we think of our students as “travelers” that are able to move
from one discursive ecology to the next. It is useful reminder when working within the metaphors
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provided by mapping theory, and particularly for Writing Center Studies – make decisions based on the
needs of the students.
Mining the Gap
Near the start of this dissertation, the following primary question of inquiry was posed: How can
Writing Center Studies be understood as an institutional contact zone, and how does this identification
contribute to its place as an autonomous (sub)discipline of Rhetoric and Composition?
In order to sufficiently establish the parameters for responding to this question, this Review of
Literature addressed the following issues:; the historical development of Writing Center Studies’
identification, including its (sub)disciplinary place within Rhetoric and Composition; the definition of
key terms – contact zone, communities of practice, mapping – as well their accessory terms; and lastly
the application of more general concepts theories related to disciplinary place identification to a specific
WCS context. The purpose of discussing these issues was to carve out a place for this dissertation’s
research by identifying gaps within the existing and emergent scholarship of-and-related-to the WCS
(sub)discipline and then to address said gaps through the application of theoretical frameworks and
methodologies that have been underrepresented in WCS.
Directly to that point, my contention is that there has been a significant gap within the
scholarship and practice of Writing Center Studies with regards to embracing WCS’s situatedness as an
interdisciplinary contact zone that considers the perspectives, expertise, and writing practices of
contacted stakeholders. In order to address this need, I use this dissertation to investigate potential for
considering place and space as factors promoting WCS’s (sub)disciplinary identifications and
representations. In doing so, this dissertation draws attention to various ways that local writing centers
and the WCS (sub)discipline can better utilize the interdisciplinary and interprogrammatic relationships
it enjoys due to its unique situatedness within the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition, within its
particular institutions, and within the academy.
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In the next chapter, Analytic Framework & Methodologies, Critical Discourse Analysis and
ecocomposition will be defined as the primary lenses that offer new ways of seeing and understanding
writing centers and WCS. In the subsequent discussion chapters, WCS (sub)disciplinarity will be
explored through focused investigations of WCS’s Place & Space within the Academy (Chapter 4),
Writing Center Identification & Representation (Chapter 5), and WCS’s (Sub)Disciplinary Situatedness
(Chapter 6).
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Chapter 3: Analytic Frameworks and Methodologies
Contact Zone of Methodologies
As previously articulated in Chapter 1, the larger purpose of this study is to critique Writing
Center Studies by investigating potential gaps within assumed knowledge, challenging understandings
of the contact zone and other physical metaphors, and promoting Communities of Praxis. In doing so,
WCS becomes repositioned as a (sub)discipline within Rhetoric and Composition. Liggett, Jordan, &
Price (2011) recognized WCS as possessing a “methodological pluralism, a concept that allows us to
embrace diverse methodologies and their variety of underlying epistemologies” (p. 73). Therefore,
applying elements from Contextualist Paradigm, Critical Discourse Analysis, and ecocomposition in the
creation of a series of schematic maps of various aspects of the (sub)discipline help to achieve this
purpose16.
Local writing centers have long provided institutions with physical spaces where individuals
from different academic disciplines, support programs, demographic groups, levels of administration,
and the community could meet and interact on writing work. In other words, writing centers are literal
contact zones. Similarly, Writing Center Studies has traditionally strived to provide a place where
different ideas, pedagogies, approaches, methodologies, and perspectives have been welcome. In this
way, WCS has created a theoretical contact zone. Following the spirit of this combined contact zone
ethos, this dissertation draws from a number of theoretical approaches and methodologies in establishing
its analytic framework. In this chapter, the theoretical frameworks and analytic methodologies employed
in this dissertation will be discussed and parsed for their specific usages. In addition to the
aforementioned, a variety of other academic disciplines that contact WCS will be mined for pertinent
and usable theories, perspectives, and scholarship.

16 Given that the focus of this dissertation project involves continuous repositioning and reframing in order to promote the
inclusion of various perspectives and points of access, this chapter will be a more extensive examination of methodologies
and theoretical frameworks than would be traditionally expected in this genre.
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As discussed in the preceding chapter, research and scholarship within Writing Center Studies
and in other areas of the Social Sciences has predominantly fallen into one of two categories: qualitative
and quantitative (Bazerman, 1991). Used in this (sub)disciplinary context, qualitative evidence has been
effectively demonstrated through narrative forms, such as “ethnographic narratives, individual case
studies, and even stories” (Carino & Enders, 2001, p. 83). As such, qualitative data has been typically
been more effective at validating practices and promoting a sense of community within the
(sub)discipline.
Conversely, quantitative research and scholarship in WCS has focused statistically on
considering what Carroll recognized as “complex, hard-to-measure human behavior” (p. 45). Within
writing center contexts, these phenomena have been represented most commonly through statistics such
as usage rates (the percentage of students using the writing center), and contact hours (the total amount
of time spent during writing consultations). Typically, quantitative data has been used in successful
appeals outside the (sub)discipline and to administrative powers within the institution, in particular.
However, quantitative data has also been the cause of considerable consternation within WCS, because
it has exposed traditionally accepted lore as ineffectual, and because many within the field would
contend that it does not accurately depict the level or quality of work actually done in the center (Carino
& Enders, 2001).
While both of these approaches have historically been effective at reaching their targeted
audiences, quantitative data has been more successful at procuring funds for the center (Ede & Lunsford,
2000), and as a result, has been favored by those outside the (sub)discipline that have authority over
what a particular local center is able to do. This hierarchy of traditional institutional power is then
reproduced through the writing centers and WCS, whether with other academic disciplines, institutional
administrators, or any number of potential and common interactions.
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The object then becomes determining how these hierarchies of traditional power are manifest
within (sub)disciplinary discourse, and more importantly, how they can be addressed and remedied. By
applying a research framework that is concerned with promoting and collecting empirical evidence,
evidence that would allow for the traditionally-strong qualitative evidence to be observed, represented
quantitatively, and then modified and reproduced in different contexts, such as the Contextualist
Research Paradigm discussed below, Writing Center Studies will be able to demonstrate its qualitative
and quantitative strengths in both is identifications and representations.
Chapter Overview
This chapter can be broken down into two conceptual sections, one descriptive and one
proscriptive. The first section, which covers the “Mixed Methodology Paradigm” and “Critical
Discourse Analysis” subsections, will present descriptions of these methodological approaches, as well
as justifications for why they were selected. The second section, which consists entirely of the
“Applying these Methodological Approaches in this Dissertation” subsection, naturally explains how the
previously-discussed approaches will be applied in the discussion chapters of this dissertation. Outlines
of these applications, including participant and setting descriptions, research and analysis methods, and
quality assurance (to borrow the market-based imagery of one of WCS contacted disciplines) will also
be provided.
The first methodological approach to be discussed here will be Johanek’s (2000) Contextualist
Research Paradigm, which was developed as a way to expand the research methodologies of Rhetoric
and Composition, and thus improve its standing within the larger academy. Johanek began by
acknowledging that Rhetoric and Composition had historically developed as a discipline with different
and competing ways of knowing, and that in the contemporary academy, the more prominent of these
ways involved quantitative (numbers-based) and qualitative (narratives, mostly) data. However, she
noted, taken in isolation, neither of these ways of knowing would be capable of providing a complete
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picture of what was being researched, studied, or analyzed. Instead, “the natural interplay of both
quantitative and qualitative is necessary for full epistemic justification of our beliefs” that is based on
the need, inherent within academia, to develop newer and better ways of knowing (p. 103). In other
words, in order to better and more effectively identify and represent the work done within Rhetoric and
Composition, and by extension, Writing Center Studies, scholars would need to apply research
methodologies, design projects, and collect data that targeted both of these ways of knowing. Even so, a
contextualist paradigm is not merely the use of both qualitative and quantitative information. Johanek, at
length:
…a Contextualist Research Paradigm that focuses on questions (rather than just theory) and that
demonstrates how eclectic forms of knowledge could work together in varied contexts (rather
than just theorizing that they could) is able actually to release the power of the research process
and the actions of the researchers within the specific contexts that produce them. (p. 114)
Importantly, rather than selecting an analytic approach or framework for research based on the
preferences of the researcher, a contextualist paradigm would dictate that the researcher make the
decision on which qualitative and quantitative aspects to employ based on the specific context of the
research project.
This concept is useful to research in Writing Center Studies for a number of reasons. For
instance, as Johanek noted, “all tutoring is contextual” in that each type of tutoring offered by the
writing center – face-to-face consultations, online tutoring, and classroom or group tutoring, as examples
– contain their own unique contexts and thus necessitate unique ways of knowing (p. 94). This concept
can then be extended to the (sub)disciplinary level. While establishing (sub)disciplinary norms had
become a major objective in some factions of WCS, the unique contexts of the local writing center
necessitate individually-developed research projects. Finally, and perhaps most obviously, since WCS
holds a (sub)disciplinary position within Rhetoric and Composition, it follows that it should seek to
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appropriate effective research methodologies and paradigms of its parent discipline. By applying a
Contextualist Research Paradigm to guide this work of this dissertation, the goal is “to see not only the
process of [the] research, but also the products of that research differently” (p. 114). In other words,
Contextualist Research Paradigm not only directs the scope of this dissertation towards the discovery of
areas of need currently underrepresented or un-seen by (sub)disciplinary scholarship and local writing
centers, it will also ground the production of new discourses in contextualized terms of place and space.
While a Contextualist Research Paradigm has provided the guiding belief system for this
dissertation, Critical Discourse Analysis will be the specific theory employed throughout this study, and
it will be applied to two different ways: first as a procedural methodology, and then as a theoretical
framework. In spite of its seemingly descriptive name, CDA is not a methodology in the sense that it
provides a formal schematic, process, or heuristic to follow. Instead, CDA is an interdisciplinary
approach that provides analysts with a particularly focused world view for framing their analysis.
Effectively functioning as an ideology, theoretical lens, or terministic screen that proscribes certain
types of goals and objectives, a more succinct definition would be to say that, as a methodology, CDA is
a way of seeing as opposed to a way of doing that is both flexible and resilient, which are fundamental
characteristics sufficiently linking it with Writing Center Studies and Rhetoric and Composition
(Krzyzanowki 2011). This methodological approach will be applied to the analysis of Electronic Tutor
Response Forms in Chapter 4, as well as in the analyses of (sub)disciplinary discourses in Chapter 6 of
this dissertation.
Above all, the application of CDA will be guided by the early perspective of Wodak (1999), who
argued that working with and within this framework “implies that a researcher is self-reflective while
doing research about social problems” (p. 186). Therefore, in taking on the mantle of the Critical
Discourse Analyst, it will remain imperative that this researcher’s own work and findings are opened up
to critical analysis, an obligation that will be addressed in Chapter 5, with the examination of the
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aforementioned Writing Fellows Imitative project, and in other points of the dissertation, where the
schematic maps will be both presented and critically examined.
Mixed Methodology
Writing centers have long been wellsprings of qualitative data, partially due to the influence of
Riley (1994), who argued that the libratory ethos of writing center disciplinarity was dependent upon the
field’s rejection of traditional modes of institutional professionalization. More than any other approach,
Writing Center Studies has experienced the consistent application of qualitative studies and collection of
resultant data17, most usually in the form of client surveys and tutor responses. These approaches have
updated as newer forms of technology have been introduced into the discipline, for example, the use of
blogging to facilitate dialogic tutor reflection and discussion (Hall 2011). However, starting
predominantly at the end of the twentieth century, the (sub)discipline’s ethos within the larger academic
community (and the dollars attached to that ethos) increasingly became dependent upon offering more
proof than mere student testimonials and tutor narratives (Russell, 2004).
Indicative of a slight shift and not a sea change, the first decade of the twenty-first century has
witnessed the emergence of quantitative research concerning writing centers and tutoring. Carino and
Enders’s (2001) study of usage rates was a prominent, earlier (sub)disciplinary example, while Williams
and Takaku’s (2011) analysis of efficacy among English as a Second Language writers served as a more
recent example from the contact zone of the (sub)discipline. Additionally, emergent scholarship in the
form of completed dissertations related to and involving studies of writing centers from fields as diverse
as computer science and business/management have contributed quantitative research to the discussion.
Yet, for a variety of reasons both systemic and local, qualitative research has remained the
lifeblood of the (sub)discipline; therefore it would be prudent to capitalize upon recent movements
within WCS aimed at supplementing the already strong qualitative data with more easily represented
17 However, Gillam (2002) observed, “What has been missing are discussion and assessment of various methodologies for
their appropriateness” (p. 4).
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quantitative data. Recent moves towards mixed approaches have not been intended to supplant the
discipline’s qualitative strengths; rather the goal has been to find ways to represent qualitative concepts
with reproducible numerical data, and to support quantitative studies with corresponding evidence of
participants’ lived experiences. As such, a mixed approach would combine elements of qualitative and
quantitative research in the design, data collection, and data representation – in short, the mixed
approach needs to be applied in every phase of the project. In order to demonstrate this mixed approach,
this dissertation will draw on a primary research project study that monitored the implementation of a
Writing Fellows Initiative, which will be discussed in full in Chapter 5. The WFI was proposed as a way
to apply the known, qualitative, strength of the University Writing Center at the University of Texas at
El Paso while also allowing for ways to generate supporting quantitative data.
Quantitative Research and Institutional Ethos
There exist any number of viable and applicable reasons for this increased emphasis on
quantitative research within (and periphery to) WCS, two of which will be discussed here: institutional
reliance on (and trust of) quantitative research methodologies, and the programmatic need to quickly
appease parent institutions and oversight boards.
Sullivan (1992) provided a useful entry point for understanding the institutional trust and
reliance of quantitative research (and resultant data) as a product of the approach’s purported objectivity
and quest for “transcendent truths and value-neutral facts” (p. 55). Based on this understanding,
quantitative data (often bolstered by the qualifier “scientific”) is viewed as inherently unbiased and thus,
more trustworthy. In fact, scholars from Rhetoric and Composition, most notably Zerbe (2007), have
argued that scientific approaches be adopted as “an effective pedagogical framework that capitalizes on
cultural studies and ideological literacy” (p. 9).
Working with mixed, qualitative/quantitative, paradigms has had its place in Critical Discourse
Analysis, too. Wodak (1999) argued that “CDA requires a constant balancing between theory and
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empirical phenomena,” and that “analyses should neither be purely inductive nor deductive, but
abductive, in which analysts are explicit about what they are actually doing” (p. 186). To a similar end,
Fairclough18 (2010) asserted that since “CDA should be transdisciplinary analysis,” it should, “have a
transdisciplinary methodology” (p. 5). In this sense, “transdisciplinary” can be understood as adopting
and adapting to different procedures or analysis, ones that would combine those from the science
disciplines (quantitative) with those from the humanities (qualitative).
A final point of connection between CDA and mixed research methodologies, will be drawn
from Poole (2010), who advocated for “weighing the strengths and weaknesses of all theories” (p. 152).
Because situating the research and findings of this dissertation among all research and scholarship
would be unrealistic (Widdowson, 1998), in this dissertation, applications of Critical Discourse Analysis
will be buttressed with mixed methodologies that seek to extrapolate supplementary qualitative and
quantitative data from what is being analyzed.
Critical Discourse Analysis – A Summary and Rationale
The transdisciplinary ethos associated with Critical Discourse Analysis (henceforth, CDA) was
birthed from the framework’s overarching identity, where, according to Spizmuller and Warnke (2011),
“disciplinary boundaries were considered less relevant, if at all useful,” (p. 78). However, from the
vantage point of Writing Center Studies (along with being the contention of any emerging or
marginalized discipline), disciplinary boundaries are absolutely relevant and useful, and so an adapted
understanding of CDA that is applicable to the specific needs of this project would be necessitated.
Before articulating that individualized approach, however, it is first important to frame this project in the
larger context of CDA as a distinct area of scholarship and research.

18 At this point, it is worth noting that, in his descriptions and applications of CDA, Fairclough was not specifically referring
to WCS, Rhetoric and Composition, or necessarily the Humanities, but instead to a variety of fields and disciplines that
would be generally categorized as the social sciences.
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Wodak (1999) defined Critical Discourse Analysis as “a research program with many facets and
numerous different theoretical and methodological approaches” (p. 186), while Fairclough (2001) called
it “inherently interdisciplinary” (p. 230). This emphasis on interdisciplinarity was viewed as
philosophically necessary because it ensured that the critic would take a wider view of what was being
analyzed, creating a sense of context within which to situate the analysis. The reason for this
interdisciplinary focus was that CDA was understood as necessitating a situatedness that placed it within
larger contexts – in regard to both the inclusive nature with which the target discourses were being
analyzed, as well as with the stance that the analyst was taking. De Beaugrande (2004) called this
concept “intersubjective” (p. 114), and Guerrero (2010) referred to it as “intertextually” composed (p.
294). Taken together, perspectives such as these have indicated that analysts are effectively creating
pertinent discourse as they engage in their work (p. 114). There is also a pragmatic rationale for CDA’s
interdisciplinarity, in that it ensured that the focus of the analysis would remain on the metaphorical
edges of the discourse, and thus on how knowledge was exchanged, identities defined, and power
enacted (Martinez 2007). This aspect of the framework, the focus on interdisciplinary contact zones, is
of central importance to this dissertation.
Specifically providing a rationale for the use of CDA in analyses of contact zones, Fairclough
(1993, 2010) noted that “boundaries and insulations between and within orders of discourse may be
points of conflict and contestation” (p. 93). It is with this focus in mind that CDA will be employed in
this dissertation as a viable means for analyzing the contact zones that connect WCS to other academic
disciplines, as well as in examining how writing centers themselves function as intradisciplinary contact
zones that help provide local centers and programs their definitions and shapes. Focusing on the
“discourse” part of CDA, these definitions and shapes will be understood as how local writing centers
and WCS alike have produced identifications and representations through the composition of specific
discourses.
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Alternately, in an approach that may prove useful when examining how the actions and practices
of local writing centers have been reproduced via WCS discourses, van Dijk (1998) applied CDA as a
means of determining how belief and knowledge are “expressed and reproduced by social practices” (p.
24). From this perspective, CDA was elevated from simply being a way of examining texts and products
as discourse, but of considering actions and lived practices for the communicative functions.
Fittingly, just as contemporary applications of CDA have focused on interdisciplinarity and
inclusiveness, so too has the approach’s history been one with multiple entry points and lineages.
Emerging out of various, individualized ideas of discourse study that were popular in European schools
during the late 1980s, and with particular roots in the Frankfurt School, sociolinguistics, psychology,
and the social sciences, CDA is a blanket concept that represents the convergence (and divergence) of
numerous methodological approaches focused on extrapolating narrative formations and that dealt with
revealing historical power structures and their functions (Blommaert & Bulcaen 2000; van Dijk 2001).
The locus of CDA is on texts and social interactions, and its objective, in the words of
Fairclough (2001), “is to show how language figures in social processes” (p. 229). Therefore, CDA
views language and knowledge as socially epistemological and contextually bound.
Yet another major characteristic of CDA is that it is naturally participatory. According to
Fairclough (2001), “the critical analyst… is also producing discourse,” an assertion that can be
understood in a number of important ways (p. 8). For starters, there is an inherent aspect wherein the
critic, in order to respond to discourse, must in turn create discourse in which to frame and present their
response. Thought of slightly differently, the only way for the critic to analyze discourse is through
discourse, whether through written texts, multimodal compositions, or as van Dijk indicated (see above),
through actions and social practices. Additionally, Fairclough’s stance could be viewed as a sort of call
to action for scholars to contribute to the ongoing analytic conversation by not just consuming discourse
but by sharing and putting their findings to good use. Given CDA’s subtexts of social justice and
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democracy, these should not be considered an implausible conclusion. This participatory concept is one
that will be applied to this dissertation quite literally, as in addition to critiquing the (sub)disciplinary
discourses of WCS, this dissertation will contribute to the larger collection of disciplinary discourse
through the composition of a series of schematic maps designed to illuminate areas within WCS in need
of expansion and attention.
As indicated above, CDA’s focus on power relations means that it purposefully and necessarily
engages in analyses of political discourse. Similarly, writing centers, whether at public institutions or at
private schools and organizations, engage in political discourse because they are spaces where
individuals from different demographic groups interact, resulting in the inevitable existence of power
and power structures. Furthermore, writing centers in their institutional and day-to-day operations
function as businesses, another characteristic of political power that is of interest to CDA. Since
positions of power are inherently conservative in nature, CDA must take on progressive points of view
in order to provide a countering frame of reference. Specifically to this point, Tupper (2008) noticed that
CDA intends to reveal how discourses reinforce power structures by “challenging taken-for-granted
beliefs of the status quo” (p. 224). Importantly, this stance is knowingly applied, so as analysts engage in
CDA, they are doing so from a more partisan perspective. Closing this loop, in producing their own
discourse, analysts leave their work open for critique.
Liberatory and Democratic
Critical Discourse Analysis was designed to promote social justice and meet democratic
objectives within capitalistic societies. Although not an exhaustive list, Blommart & Bulcaen (2000)
recognized a number of specific topics and “social domains” that CDA practitioners work with:
“political discourse… ideology… racism… economic discourse… advertisement and promotional
culture… media language… gender… institutional discourse… education… [and] literacy” (pp. 450451). Naturally, then, CDA has traditionally appealed to the politically inclined, and to more progressive
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academics in particular. Significantly, Wodak (1999) noted that when these researchers and critics then
apply CDA, “they do not separate their own values and beliefs from the research they are doing” (p.
186).
Pertinent to the study proposed by this dissertation, CDA’s progressive imperative can be viewed
as an appropriate companion for the libratory impetus of Writing Center Studies, and it is a perspective
that becomes particularly useful when considering the writing center’s oftentimes problematic place
within larger academic institutions. To that end, Hearn (2008) provided CDA as a model for promoting
“equality” and “workplace justice” (p. 21), while De Beaugrande (2004) argued that the resulting
“emancipatory ideology” resulting from CDA provided an explanation of how progressive notions of
socialism and democracy are ably promoted through discourse (p. 116). Considering writing centers’
place and space as contact zones the promote meetings of diverse individuals and disciplines, assuming
a theoretical framework that is aimed in a similar philosophical direction can make valuable sense for
scholars, researchers, and practitioners.
Differentiating it from other theoretical frameworks that emphasize close readings, CDA is
always interested in the ways that discourses produce, reproduce, and challenge traditional modes of
power. Returning to van Dijk (1996), “one of the crucial tasks of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is
to account for the relationships between discourse and social power,” with “power” in this case being
the “property of relations between social groups, institutions or organizations” (p. 84). In this way,
power, like knowledge, is something that is socially constructed and operated with gate keeping
functions wherein, “more access… corresponds with more social power” (p. 86). A demonstration of
this concept can be seen in the struggles that individual writing canters have with their parent institutions
over funding as well as the use of allocated funds.
Further along these lines, Widdowson (1998) explained that CDA can be used to determine “how
the texts of a particular community exemplify and exercise this control of access,” adding that “the
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discourses of the powerful exercise their influence by the hegemonic insinuation of features of other
discourses (pp. 143, 147). And, according to Wodak (1999), “No interaction exists in which power
relations do not prevail and in which values and norms do not have a relevant role” (p. 186) Pertinent to
the study presented here, there are a number of ways in which these concepts of power can play out with
regards to the various power structures (internal and external) that can have an effect on writing centers
and Writing Center Studies.
The first and grandest in scope of these is the way that the academy projects power onto the
university writing center, itself a concept that can be examined at both the institutional and local levels.
The ways that governments dictate college curricula, school administrations determine funding for
support services, the ways established disciplines project expectations, among other scenarios, would
likewise fall under this category. A second power relationship consists of the power that the
institutionalized discipline of WCS can have on local writing centers. Included in this section are the
ways that disciplinary norms: vocabulary, degree programs, publications, and other discourses, shape,
influence, and pressure local writing centers. This power relationship is even evidenced in the effects
that certain writing centers have on others. And finally, although not exhaustively, it is important to
consider the power relationships that exist between writing centers and their student clients. Most
immediate of these power structures is the basic tutor/student binary that exists during writing
consultations and that often assumes a traditional authoritative power structure, with the tutor, often
unintentionally, assuming the role of the expert and institutional authority. Like the others, this is a
category that can be examined on macro and micro levels, as students can be equally impressed upon by
disciplinary norms and expectations in addition to localized policies and practices.
Van Dijk (2001) later recognized that power relations such as these “are enacted, reproduced,
and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context,” processes that help reveal how power
relationships relating to writing centers and Writing Center Studies function (p. 352). By investigating
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van Dijk’s emphasis of CDA’s objective to “understand, expose, and ultimately resist social inequality,”
rationales for applying this methodological approach to academic settings, and to issues of concern
related to RWS and WCS in particular, can be revealed (p. 352). For instance, since power structures in
social groups tend to function on both micro and macro levels, van Dijk recognized CDA as a way to
“theoretically bridge” understandings of how these different types of relationships effect one another (p.
354). Applied to WCS, this bridge can demonstrate the connection between institutional and local levels.
Van Dijk then tied this concept to Gramsci’s theory of “hegemony,” noting that “the power of dominant
groups may be integrated in laws, rules, norms, habits, and even a quite general consensus” (p. 355).
This effect can be observed in numerous WCS-related scenarios, such as when individual writing
centers are forced and coerced to operate using business models that perhaps run contrary to their
pedagogical and ethical objective (Fairclough, 1993, 2010).
Fairclough’s (2010) more recent articulation of CDA articulated the groundwork for establishing
the applicability of the framework to WCS, and to the research presented in this dissertation, in
particular. To that point, Fairclough took the customary understandings of CDA’s objective “of
analysing language which address its involvement in the workings of contemporary capitalist societies,”
expanded the exigency, and presented “capitalism [as] the dominant economic system internationally.”
Furthermore, he posited, “the character of the economic system affects all aspects of social life” (p. 1).
This representation, in and of itself, is not entirely new, and in fact, it is probably widely accepted, but
applying the ramifications of this power structure as it pertains to WCS is relatively under-charted
territory. While part of a scholarly tradition that has embraced equitability, collaboration, and access,
among other progressive ideals, it would be impossible (and impractical) for WCS to escape its place
within the academy, where capitalism and market logic had long ago established themselves as the
dominant modes of discourse.
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Academia, and higher education, in particular, has evolved to function according to capitalist
economic principles, with community members expected to compete for resources and favor, with
money being chief among them. The more successful an individual or group becomes at working within
the capitalist system (that is, the more money they make), the more their power is reproduced. Similarly,
for members of the community that are less successful, their autonomy and power would decrease. In
extreme, but not uncommon, cases, the work of local writing centers has been “outsourced to the
business world as more economically feasible” either through institutional control being taken away
from Rhetoric and Composition faculty and placed under the control of business management faculty, or
by local institutions subscribing to online writing tutoring services, such as Smarthinking, that promise a
inordinately high number of student contact hours for a low cost to the client (Harris, 2000, p. 15).
Understood more broadly, this would indicate that writing centers within the United States, by
virtue of being of being part of larger institutions that are heavily influenced by governmental, political,
and business interests, are inherently part of capitalist systems. However, as demonstrated above,
writing centers do not function exclusively as capitalist enterprises, and in fact, often times the goals and
objectives of writing centers run contrary to the preferred results of capitalism and capitalistic thinking.
While anecdotal examples may exist, at most local writing centers, students are not turned away because
they offer a low return on the writing center’s investment. Therefore, applying a theoretical lens such as
Critical Discourse Analysis to Writing Center Studies not only makes practical sense, but it also
represents an alignment of philosophical identifications.
Applications
Critical Discourse Analysis has largely been absent from Writing Center Studies, and specific
pedagogies are yet to emerge from the application of this framework to the (sub)discipline. Yet, other,
closely contacted fields of study, even some that have traditionally be placed under the umbrella of
Rhetoric and Composition such as English as a Second Language instruction (Kettle 2005) and feminist
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pedagogies (Lazar 2007), have demonstrated CDA’s efficacy. Wielding CDA’s political imperative
more directly, Morgan & Taylor (2005) noted that “the uses of CDA in educational research have been
mainly associated with analyses of policy documents, interview data and classroom talk” (p. 2).
Following this lead, CDA could be employed in WCS contexts by studying the ways (sub)disciplinary
discourses, artifacts, and even consultations reproduce or challenge political power.
Further demonstrating CDA’s malleability, numerous scholars have applied the methodological
framework in analyses of academic disciplines. Of particular use to the study presented in this
dissertation is Gaviely-Nuri’s (2012) development of a Cultural Approach to Critical Discourse
Analysis. The aim of CCDA was to expose “the various ways in which cultural codes are embedded in
discourse, and contribute to the reproduction of abuses of power,” and as a result, scholars that have
appropriated this framework were interested not only in descriptions of discourses, but in finding
explanations and rationales (p. 77). Discourses in this sense included linguistic constructs, visual
compositions, as well as cultural sites, all of which are applicable to WCS contexts. Perhaps the more
obvious example would be the physical space of the writing center itself, which would be a “site” in
both the literal and figurative senses. Expanding this concept, hybrid spaces, such as the wcenter listserv
and the #wcchat bi-weekly Twitter chat, could offer sites for investigation into the ways that cultural
codes reify traditional modes of power. Gaviely-Nuri continued along the same lines, noting that
discursive artifacts, places, and acts create “discursive capital,” which is “the achievement of social
dominance and the promotion of political interests” within “a certain cultural community” (p. 82). This
capital can be understood as whatever is valued within a given discourse community, and it can be
manifest in a variety of ways from what topics are represented at disciplinary conferences, or the
prestige gained by having a certain subject, idea, or view recorded in disciplinary publications.
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Common Criticisms & Counter-Arguments
Naturally, Critical Discourse Analysis has not progressed without its detractors and criticisms,
and many of these critiques have offered useful insights for potentially applying CDA to Writing Center
Studies. Among the more succinct of these was the one levied by Morgan & Taylor (2005), who defined
CDA as “a method in search of a theory,” a line of criticism that has unfortunately reverberated
throughout the field’s literature (p. 1). A second major line of criticism has viewed CDA from a deficit
perspective, indicating that CDA lacked some fundamental component or unifying foundation – a
concept that would seem to run contrary to CDA’s key objectives and identifications.
Among the earlier and more notable of CDA’s critics was Widdowson (1998), who found holes
in the proponed claims of fungibility and interdisciplinarity. The “absence of a clear conceptual
scheme,” he argued, resulted in an approach that was “unprincipled,” “inconsequential,” and
“uninformed” (p. 149). What’s more, Widdowson accused CDA of utilizing its libratory ethos as a way
of deflecting valid criticisms. Since CDA always claimed that its intentions were pure and objective,
detractors would inherently be aligned with unfairness and prejudice. This protectionist approach
resulted in “[inhibited] intellectual enquiry [that] ultimately [undermined] its integrity in the interests of
expediency” (p. 150). Looking back, it might be easy to brush off Widdowson’s claims as coming too
early in CDA’s history, particularly regarding Rhetoric and Composition’s use of the framework, but it
is fair to note that during the first decade of the twenty-first century, a litany of scholars determined
CDA to be principled, consequential, and informed analytic framework (as examples, consult van Dijk
2001, Huckin 2002, and Hearn 2008).
Switching the focus away from CDA itself, Wodak (1999) put the blame squarely on the critics
applying the methodology, arguing that they did not sufficiently “separate their own values and beliefs
from the research they are doing,” which is a rather odd point of contention seeing as most scholars that
have employed CDA view this as a defining characteristic and strength, rather than a hindrance (p. 186).
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Admittedly, Wodak set up this criticism as a straw man, and (in the same article!) parlayed it with an
assertion that as long as the critic made their ideologies and intentions clear, then the ensuing analysis
would be valid. This self-preservation strategy was not unique to CDA, however, and instead was
indicative of a long-effective tactic within academia.
In addition to their aforementioned critique, Morgan & Taylor (2005) criticized CDA as “a
sometimes unprincipled and eclectic bricolage” that, in spite of assertions that placed the focus on
discourses (as opposed to just texts), had yet to fully keep up with or embrace emergent communicative
genres (p. 5). This issue can be related to how, in some instances, CDA’s broad scope has resulted in
users overlooking key components of the methodological framework itself. For example, pliable
definitions of “discourse” being conflated with “language” have contributed to muddled understandings
that have resulted in CDA being perceived as too similar to literary criticism, which in turn has limited
the transfer of CDA’s findings to other academic situations (Poole, 2010). As a result of this sort of
conflation, CDA would lead to reductionist and inconsistent conclusions. While it could be contended
that when scholars even peripherally connected with Rhetoric and Composition ignore emergent and
multimodal forms of communicative discourse, the lack of such scholarship associated with CDA is
indicative only of what has yet to be done, not of what could be done. Contrary to Morgan & Taylor’s
point, analyses of emergent and multimodal discourse have in no way been precluded from CDA. In
fact, as will be discussed below, it is a key portion of the emergent research within the (sub)discipline of
Writing Center Studies, and of this dissertation. Furthermore, by opening up for analysis new and
multimodal forms of discourse, practitioners of CDA ensure that the theoretical focus of the framework
remains consistent.
Even with these precautions and counterarguments in place, it is difficult, from a
professionalization standpoint, to completely dismiss the claims of Martinez (2007), who asserted a need
for “practical support… that acts as a criterion or barometer to validate the theory,” and “comprises the
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necessary tools to extract data from the analysis of the text” (p. 126). In other words, Martinez was
concerned that, lacking clear and recognizable theoretical norms that can be tested and hypothesized,
CDA would not be able to offer a reliable methodology suitable for professional work in the academy.
However, when CDA is approached through the lens of a Contextualist Research Paradigm, the measure
of consistency becomes not based on universality, but on what is contextually appropriate. Therefore,
critically analyzing the discourses of WCS would not simply be about establishing (sub)disciplinary
norms, but about determining what makes sense within a given context – and that is an endeavor that
would require a theoretical framework that is malleable and adaptable.
Researcher Situatedness & Theory Application
A major component of Rhetoric and Composition has been the development of specified
definitions (Gladstein, 2007). In the following section, contextualized definitions of Critical Discourse
Analysis and each of its individual terms (critical, discourse, analysis) will be established for the
purpose of clarifying how these terms will be used throughout the remaining chapters. This will help to
defray concerns caused by the conflation of similar or related terms, as well as allow this author to carve
out the specific theoretical place for the arguments posed by this dissertation. Additionally, throughout
the subsequent chapters, individual terms will be similarly defined using the contextualist paradigm as a
guiding theory.
Defining Critical, Discourse, Analysis
By its very nature, Critical Discourse Analysis requires the critic to examine individual terms for
their use within a given context. As with any other epistemological process, this act of defining is
imbued with political ramifications that should be similarly left open for critique (Montessori, 2011).
Therefore, a close examination of what is meant by “Critical Discourse Analysis” as it applies to this
dissertation would be a crucial step in establishing authorial ethos. In a sense then, a Critical Discourse
Analysis framework should be meta-linguistically applied to use of Critical Discourse Analysis.
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The term critical has a long history of being both contested within and fundamental to (itself an
occasional synonym) academic study. Its application to the analysis of current events in pedagogical
situations has its roots in classical rhetoric (Huckin 2002), and it has been established as essential to
understanding the relationships between theory and practice (De Beaugrande 2004). Among its various
usages, the term critical has been defined as apolitical, monological, objective, neutral, and rationalistic
(West 2002). In order to isolate a definition of critical that will be applied in this dissertation, these
meanings scaffold upon and combined with those put forward by Wodak (1999), and Fairclough (2010).
In composing a definition of critical that would be suitable for her own contextualized purposes,
Wodak (1999) found more common understandings of critical to be insufficient for academic study
because they were reductionist in thinking, relying too greatly on simple dichotomies like good/bad and
effective/ineffective. In contrast, she defined critical approaches as those that distinguished complex
explanations to problems by “making contradictions transparent.” Furthermore, according to Wodak,
critical implied “that a researcher [was] self-reflective while doing research about social problems” (p.
186). In this way, scholarly writing was differentiated from popular writing in that it drew on emergent
theory that, rather than perpetuating the accepted knowledge, challenged previously accepted norms.
Importantly, this process would include the critics themselves actively and recursively analyzing their
own actions. In this way, a critical approach would necessitate examinations of contradictions not only
in the analyzed artifact but in the claims and procedures of the critic.
West (2002) furthered the notion of self-reflexivity within to the common definition of critical
by including conscientious aspects of multimodality, political engagement, and ethics that would
“disallow for enabling, engaging, and accepting differences on their own terms” (p. 3). West’s
perspective would later be amended by subsequent scholars as a driving impetus for using CDA in
analyses of historical and political events (Powell, 2004; Tupper, 2008; Farrelly, 2010). Chief among
these, Fairclough (2010) used critical to signify an assessment of “what exists, what might exist and
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what should exist on the basis of a coherent set of values” when examining neo-liberal political
discourses (p. 7). Understood this way, critical referred to the ability to critique a system and its
relations to other systems, and then promote change within these systems, motives based on the critic’s
ideology and values. Further, critical would be inherently context-specific, and determined by the
perspectives of the critic.
These perspectives, when taken together, helped create a composite definition of critical that
sought to avoid common or convenient binaries, that focused on complex notions of meaning that could
be viewed through the critic’s objectives and ideologies, that concerned itself with political engagement,
and that was, above all, self-reflexive. Throughout this dissertation, the word critical will follow this
lineage.
In order to better address the unique challenges of working with twenty-first century student
demographics in modern-day contexts, a more complex definition of discourse would be required. A
useful contemporary starting point was presented by Blommart & Bulcaen (2000), who defined
“discourse as something that is produced, circulated, distributed, consumed in society” (p. 448). This is a
perspective that can be combined with van Dijk’s (2001) definition, which added “complex
communicative events,” such as social and political gatherings to the equation (p. 356). Expanding the
meaning of the term beyond a synonym for text into one that considered a vast array of communicative
artifacts and social practices is also important, or as De Beaugrande (2004) framed it, “discourse should
subsume all modes, means, and events of human communication and interaction” (p. 113). Along
similar lines but more succinctly, Powell (2004) claimed that “discourse is always both/and” (p. 442),
and so in order to fully comprehend the effects and purposes of discourse, it became paramount that the
critic would look beyond the texts and linguistic features created by discourse communities and to a
litany of communicative things.
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In many ways, contemporary definitions of discourse follow somewhat logically from the
complex understanding of critical discussed above. Rather than simply seeking to convey meaning in
isolated contexts, discourse would imply contingency and the existence of relationships (Hearn 2008).
These connections present specific points of view governed by rules expectations that are defined by the
community that has authored the discourse. Similarly, the discourses would then be analyzed through
the critic’s specialized perspective (Montessori 2010). In addition to their communicative functions,
discourses reproduce social power, expectations, norms, and consequences.
Numerous examples of contemporary discourse can be found within the (sub)disciplinary
discourse community of Writing Center Studies. For example, such a list would include conferences
(IWCA Collaborative at the Conference on College Composition and Communication and the National
Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing, as examples), books and periodicals (such as The Writing
Center Journal and The Writing Lab Newsletter), online communities (the wcenter listserv; #wcchat
Twitter conversations), and professional organizations (such as the International Writing Centers
Association, which oversees most of the preceding examples). Additionally, viable discourses abound
within local writing centers: tutor response forms, Student Satisfaction Surveys, website interfaces,
posters, advertisements, and other artifacts are all imbued with political, social, and economic power that
could be extrapolated and understood via critical analysis. In fact, the physical space of the writing
center itself – considering type and layout of furniture, for instance – could be read and critically
analyzed as a discourse. For each of these cases, discourses can exist and function institutionally,
locally, in hybrid spaces, as well as in a variety of other contexts.
A final, notable characteristic of discourse that will be of concern to this study is Fairclough’s
(2010) recognition that “the critical analyst… is also producing discourse” (p. 8). That is, through the
very act of analysis, the critic is creating discourse – sometimes in the form of disciplinary artifacts,
such as academic publications – that belong to both the critic, as well as the discourse community being
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analyzed. Throughout the discussion chapters of this dissertation, series of schematic maps will be
composed for the purposes of analyzing the targeted discourse as well as providing the (sub)discipline
with applicable frameworks for use in local contexts. In this way, these maps will serve as discourses
about WCS but also as discourses within the (sub)discipline; by analyzing WCS discourses, the work of
this dissertation also contributes to the very same set of discourses.
In addition to critically considering and creating discourse, a major role of the critic is to,
according to Kettle (2005), “interpret… meanings and understandings as they manifest in… linguistic
choices” (p. 92). While critical and discourse have seemed to function as perpetually contested terms,
analysis has been variously and willingly defined depending upon its disciplinary context. Even in for
writing centers and Rhetoric and Composition program housed within English departments, evidence of
discrete yet comparable approaches to analysis can be found. For example, Huckin (2002) related
analysis in Composition Studies as a way of combining “close reading” strategies practiced in Literature
courses “with a broader contextual analysis, including consideration of discursive practices, intertextual
relations, and sociocultural factors” (p. 157). This amendment considered the different ideologies and
perspectives that readers bring to the text, an approach that promotes a sort of dialogic conversation
between the reader and the reading, and that can be related to West’s (2002) notion of self-reflexivity.
Borgen’s (2010) provided a specific and usable definition of analysis, which was constituted as
“the study of people’s interpretations and understandings of specific phenomena, experiences, actions
and events,” that “includes several slightly different approaches to the study of meaning” (p. 74). In the
context of this dissertation, the “phenomena, experiences, actions and events” will be related as the
various (sub)disciplinary discourses of WCS (see above, and chapters 4, 5, & 6, for specific examples),
while the application of analytic approaches borrowed from ecocomposition, mapping theory, critical
linguistics provide a “slightly different” ways to study meaning created through discourse.
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With these definitions in place, the question may still remains as to why and how Critical
Discourse Analysis is a suitable framework for conducting work within Rhetoric and Composition, and
in Writing Center Studies, in particular. In order to address that concern, scholarship from each of these
three areas, as well as from Writing Across the Curriculum and Writing In the Disciplines, can be
collectively drawn from, cross-referenced, and combined to provide rationales for making such a move.
To that end, the following three distinct yet related lines are argument that demonstrate the viability of
applying a CDA framework to the target discipline of Rhetoric and Composition and the (sub)discipline
of WCS19.
For starters, Rhetoric and Composition has historically demonstrated a need for the exact type of
focus that CDA would provide. Quoting Cooper (1994), at length:
…composition studies and its scholars and researchers and classroom teachers function for the
most part as traditional intellectuals of the dominant social group, intellectuals who have lost
sight of how their beliefs and practices are dependent of the world view of the white middle class
of America and whose everyday experience is quite separate and foreign to the life experiences
of most students in college writing classes. (p. 105)
According to this view, Rhetoric and Composition had become, often to the detriment of its students, a
discipline that would reproduce traditionally hierarchical power structures.
Fortunately, for all stakeholders, the discipline had, in more recent years, as noted by Drew
(2001), “become increasingly interested in understanding the ways in which particular spaces are
politicized” (p. 58). Similarly, According to Huckin (2002), it has become “common practice in
composition classrooms across the country to have students engage in critical thinking and writing about
current issues” as such, “the need for context-sensitive forms of discourse analysis has become
increasingly acute” (p. 155).
19 There certainly exist potential connections beyond the ones listed here. Spitzmuller & Warnke (2011), for instance,
acknowledged the shared historical literature connecting CDA, composition, and linguistics.
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In making this shift away from the personal to the local and global, the act of writing was
repositioned as an act of defiance and upward mobility, a skill that students could master in order to
challenge hegemonic structures and produce change within their various discourse communities. This is
where CDA could prove – and at some institutions already has – to be a valuable commodity. While
composition courses have continued to promote critical decision making among students as it would
pertain to their writing, to as Miller put it (1994), “shape the ways of reading and writing that occur
inside and outside the classroom and our ways of talking about that reading and writing,” when
combined with CDA, the instruction could become structured so that it would inform how those
decisions have ramifications within the context of society at large (p. 399). Thought of another way,
CDA would create an avenue for Rhetoric and Composition to “show how language figures in social
processes” (Fairclough, 2001, p. 229) and serve as “an effective tool for uncovering the ways that social
subjects construct and are constructed by their social worlds through an analysis of the language choices
that they make in socially-occurring text” (Kettle, 2005, p. 89).
Creating another connective sinew to Rhetoric and Composition, and to current trends in FirstYear Composition in particular, a major feature of Critical Discourse Analysis, according to Huckin
(2002), has been the “heavy emphasis on contextual knowledge, texts that work best are those for which
students already have substantial contextual knowledge, e.g., texts dealing with current topics in public
discourse,” that can offer “a powerful arsenal of analytic tools that can be deployed in the close reading
of editorials, op-ed columns, advertisements, and other public texts” (p. 157). So, in addition to
addressing a disciplinary need of identification, CDA could allow Rhetoric and Composition to open
itself up to considering, as Carroll (2002) noted, “different methods of inquiry, sources of information
(including other people and nonprint media), ways of working (including collaboration), forms of
technology, and genres of types of reading and writing” (p. 130). In other words, CDA’s multimodal
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considerations of what constitutes analyzable discourse can be appropriated by composition to identify
new and emergent genres in which students can be taught to write.
The analysis and application of multimodal discourses would be an advantage that would strike
right at the heart of Rhetoric and Composition’s disciplinary ethos. In fact, Bawarshi (2001) even
defined the composition classroom as a “discourse community” where “goals, assumptions, and values
are shared by participants who comply common discourse strategies for communicating and practicing
these goals, assumptions and values” (p. 69). So, while Thaiss (2001) worried that writing would
become muddled when combined with “multimedia composing,” the larger discipline had trended to
embrace multimodal writing as natural extensions of composition work (p. 300). As Gladstein (2007)
succinctly put it, Rhetoric and Composition had broadened “the definition of what it means to write” (p.
212). CDA would help to further that goal.
Lastly, meeting the specific purposes of this dissertation, applying Critical Discourse Analysis
would help to provide the very basis for framing Writing Center Studies as an interdisciplinary contact
zone of Rhetoric and Composition. CDA was defined by Fairclough (2001) “inherently
interdisciplinary” (p. 230). This means that as a mode of inquiry, it is not necessarily interested in what
is or isn’t allowed within the parameters of a certain genre or area of study. While Rhetoric and
Composition certainly does maintain its own disciplinary restrictions, Owens (2001), recognized that
there was a “cross-disciplinary permeability of the composition classroom,” where writing in the
disciplines could take place (p. 29). It is this perspective that has justified the introduction of certain
academic genres to be taught in composition classes as well provided a rationale for the creation of
discipline-specific upper division writing courses within Rhetoric and Composition programs and
departments. So, even though “each discipline has genres, ways of performing, or conventions specific
to its manner of constructing, supporting, and questioning knowledge, “Mullin (2001) noted that, “no
discipline can effectively act alone” and thus working across disciplinary borders becomes a necessary
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component of academic work, with the writing center functioning as the place and space where that
interdisciplinary work happens” (pp. 184, 185).
As Rhetoric and Composition and WCS progress towards a disciplinary identification that would
promote collaborative Communities of Praxis, they would require a guiding theoretical framework that
would be equally as interested in this objective. Because of the distinct focus of its critical lens, its
interest and promotion in treating various modes discourse of discourse as deserving of close analyses,
as well as its inherent and functional interdisciplinarity, Critical Discourse Analysis can provide a useful
framework for examining the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition, as well as its numerous
(sub)disciplines, such as Writing Center Studies.
Ecocomposition as Methodological Framework
Providing a triangulated point of reference with which to situate this dissertation,
ecocomposition will be used in conjunction with Critical Discourse Analysis and a Contextualist
Paradigm. Unlike CDA, ecocomposition has yet to develop as a specific methodology that can be
applied in the analysis of discourse. Instead, ecocomposition provides an additional theoretical
framework through which Writing Center Studies discourses and practices can be analyzed “not as a
neutral backdrop that students pass through on their way to a vocation, but as a purposeful assemblage
of physical, verbal, and natural artifacts” (Blakely & Pagnac, 2012, p. 11). By thinking of writing center
work as existing within a writing ecology, the focus is shifted away from isolating discrete events to one
that is interested in interpreting different things as interconnected parts of a whole.
Stemming from what Reynolds (2004) recognized as “a rich and diverse literature on
postmodern spatiality, cultural geography, and the sociospatial construction of difference” (p. 3),
ecocomposition implores the critic to consider both theoretical place and physical space. When applying
mapping theory in particular, these considerations become more than just thought exercises, and instead
serve as content for the development of visual models and heuristics – maps – to aid in the
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understanding of the artifact that is being analyzed. When the artifact is a (sub)discipline such as WCS,
maps become a way of theorizing and understanding situatedness.
Mapping theory works as an analytic tool by helping stakeholders understand where they are in
relation to others that they encounter through their various contact zones. Specifically, Blakely &
Pagnac (2012) noted that mapping becomes “an act of agency” that functions as an “important
component of this identity formation and sense of belonging” (pp. 25, 19). This articulation is directly
related to Reynolds’s earlier claim that regarding disciplinary identification: “The clearer the
boundaries, the more confident we are about keeping some out of letting some in” (p. 6). Working from
these perspectives, mapping can be used as a way to understand and define the writing center contact
zone.
Directly to the interests of this dissertation, the act of mapping also reifies central characteristic
of Communities of Praxis, namely the collaborative imperative of all writing center stakeholders, and
the flow of ideas from local writing centers to a (sub)disciplinary center. As noted by Blakely & Pagnac,
“By learning more, sharing what they learned, and taking part in some of the events on campus, students
began to see themselves as part of the campus community” (p. 28). That is, by participating in the
mapping process, different stakeholders will better comprehend their roles within the writing center. For
example, if students are free to collaborate with tutors in defining the parameters of the consultation, all
parties will more meaningfully comprehend the purpose, goal, and nature of the interaction.
Writing of the role of mapping in writing center contexts, White-Farnham, Dyehouse, Siegel
Finer (2012) noted that “the emergence of generalized, temporal patterns on maps… may help us
understand, for one instance, facilitative tutoring not only in theory and training, but also in interactive,
context-shifting practice” (np). In other words, once local writing centers have mapped out and visually
represented their practices and theories, these concepts can be expanded to inform (sub)disciplinary
norms. In this way, the practice of mapping would not only help local writing form identifications, but it
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would in turn help to fortify the WCS (sub)discipline. To these ends, this dissertation applies
ecocomposition and mapping in two distinct but related ways: first as a way for practitioners to better
understand their own work, and then as a way for scholars to develop (sub)disciplinary identifications
and representations.
Chapter Applications
This section serves to introduce how the methodologies and guiding theories discussed in this
chapter will be applied in the discussion chapter sections of this dissertation. While some elements of
ecocomposition, Critical Discourse Analysis, and Contextualist Paradigm will be implemented in each
discussion chapter, no single chapter will employ these approaches in exactly the same way. Finally,
each discussion chapter will uniquely include methodologies and theirs from contacted disciplines and
field of study, which will also be briefly introduced at this time.
Chapter 4: Place and Space in the Institution, will begin the process of establishing Writing
Center Studies’ (sub)disciplinarity by focusing on the writing consultation, the primary mode of
discourse with which the student interacts with the writing center. In doing so, the local writing center’s
cultural and disciplinary, literal and metaphorical, general and local contact zones will be investigated
and theorized. Using the University Writing Center at the University of Texas at El Paso as a case study,
the original research portion of this chapter will feature a discussion of the results of a Critical Discourse
analysis of the Electronic Tutor Response Forms that had been previously used by UWC at UTEP. At
this local writing center, ETRFs were completed by the tutor following each consultation, proofed by a
writing center administrator, and forwarded to the appropriate instructor. These forms served as an
artifact documenting what took place during a given consultation with a student writer, as the primary
mode of communication between the writing tutor and the student’s instructor, as well as a means of
collecting data for the UWC.
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As will be discussed in greater detail in the pertinent chapter, this analysis will consist of a close
examination of the language, format, completion procedure, and communicative process that constitute
the ETRF. In this way, CDA will be applied in this chapter as a direct, procedural methodology for
conducting an analysis. Moving linearly (top to bottom, left to right) through the ETRF, as a tutor most
commonly would when completing the form, the purpose of this analysis will be to determine how the
traditional constructions of power witnessed in the writing consultation are reproduced or challenged
through this particular mode of discourse. By critically analyzing the discourse of the ETRFs, the
assumption is that the analyst will better be able to understand how this particular artifact functioned as
a discursive act. Finally, aided by the results of this analysis, achieve the ultimate (but not finite) goal of
determining how to amend the ETRF so that it can more effectively promote an environment of
equitable collaboration while also meeting the discursive objectives of its localized context.
In addition to the direct application of CDA described above, elements of ecocomposition, and of
mapping theory, in particular, will be drawn from in order to develop schematic maps illustrating how
the writing consultation is traditionally constructed as well as how the writing consultation would be
constructed when viewed through the framework of a Communities of Praxis. Finally, acknowledging
that each individual writing consultation offers a context that is inherently unique, the aim of this
chapter will be to promote, via a Contextualist Paradigm, a way for local writing centers to use ETRFs
and other discourses as vehicles for positive, democratic change in their institutions.
Chapter 5: Writing Center Identification & Representation will explore the ways that local
writing centers interact and work with their parent institutions and contacted disciplines, and how those
relationships are understood based on how the writing center defines itself (identification) and how it
reproduces that identification through its discursive practices (representation). In addition to determining
the role that writing center identifications and representations play in developing Writing Center
Studies’ (sub)disciplinarity, the purpose of this chapter will be to provide heuristic strategies that local
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writing centers could use to better understand how the writing and discursive practices of their contacted
disciplines and programs could influence their own writing center work.
As with Chapter 4, the UWC at UTEP as a case study. The research discussed in this chapter will
involve a primary longitude study of a Writing Fellows Initiative that had been implemented by the
UWC at UTEP during the Spring 2010, Fall 2010, Spring 2011, and Spring 2012 semesters. In each of
these cases, specifically trained Writing Fellows were assigned to writing-intensive courses at UTEP
(including First-Year Composition, Bilingual Technical Writing, Workplace Writing, and Popular Music
as Communication), where they alternately assisted in the development of writing assignments, taught
mini-lessons on writing in the disciplines, and provided dedicated tutoring services for the class’s
students.
Working primarily in line with Sullivan (1992), who found that, “techniques such as open-ended
interviews and case studies enable researchers to generate descriptions of composing from the point of
view and in the language of the writers they are studying,” the data in this section was collected, and
thus will primarily be presented, qualitatively (p. 57). This qualitative data was compiled via formal
reflection pieces and informal reflective blogs composed by the Writing Fellows, as well as though
formal, anonymous surveys conducted by the students that worked with the fellows. In each case, the
primary investigator was the only individual that had access to the raw data, which was kept in
password-protected files. Although the data will reflect the actual words of the participants of this study,
participant identities will be hidden behind pseudonyms, the codes for which will be kept in the
aforementioned password-protected files20. Other potential quantitative studies involving tracing the
performance of students that work with a Writing Fellow will also be discussed.
In Chapter 5, the concept of triangulation will be more fully defined as it has been applied to this
dissertation project. This definition will begin with Wodak (1999), who argued that this interdisciplinary
20 The data discussed here and in Chapter 5 was collected as part of a research project approved by the UTEP Institutional
Review Board.
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approach was necessary to exploring “the interconnectedness of discursive practices and extralinguistic
social structures” (p. 188). It will then be amended by an approach proposed by Desser (2009), which
advocated for a recognizing of the tutor’s place in relation to the student as well as the content.
Naturally, issues of interdisciplinarity will be discussed in Chapter 5, some that may seem to run
contrary to my larger proposed argument of WCS disciplinarity. Therefore, in this chapter a
rationalization for how these concepts can coexist will be outlined, one that will be employed in defense
of the larger argument for Writing Center Studies’ place within Rhetoric and Composition.
Lastly, in Chapter 6: (Sub)Disciplinary Situatedness, the larger argument for Writing Center
Studies place as an autonomous (sub)discipline within a larger Rhetoric and Composition discipline will
be made through theoretical and literal mappings of Rhetoric and Composition. This mapping project
will seek to portray how and where theories of WCS have developed and currently exist, demonstrating
visible links between different writing centers and schools of thought. The overall objective of this
project will be to explore the contact zones connecting and differentiating individual, local writing
centers with other institutional writing centers, and how these individualized identifications and
representations actually provide Writing Center Studies with its (sub)disciplinary shape.
In order to demonstrate this (sub)disciplinary definition, Critical Discourse Analysis will be
applied as a theoretical framework in the analysis of a series of WCS discourses, including journals and
organizational websites. Unlike Chapter 4, where CDA was applied as a methodological process, in this
chapter, CDA will be used as a theoretical lens through which to view WCS. The purpose of this CDA is
to further recognize potential gaps within disciplinary scholarship and to carve out a disciplinary
identification that can be more practical and usable when administrating existent and implementing new
writing centers. In analyzing each of these sets of discourses, textual and visual components will be
considered. When appropriate, audio and performative features will be also be analyzed.
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Next, ecocomposition will be referred to in order to allow for the creation of schematic maps
depicting the local writing center’s place and space within the triangulated Communities of Praxis
comprised of the institution, the local writing ecology, and the WCS (sub)discipline. After establishing
the situatedness of the local writing center, the study will pan out and reuse the results of these
applications of CDA and ecocomposition in order to develop schematic maps depicting what the
(sub)discipline of Writing Center Studies would look like when viewed through a Communities of
Praxis framework.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is an important hallmark of academic research, and it includes benchmarks of
credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability, and confirmation of reflexivity (Lincoln &
Guba 1985). The author of this dissertation has experience working in three distinct writing centers at
three different universities, along with experience teaching writing at the secondary level that has
established the personal and professional ethos necessary for conducting research in writing center
situations.
Furthermore, in order to assure that these criteria were met in my research, strategies of
prolonged engagement and observation were employed. In practice, the researcher spent sufficient time
with the content being analyzed as well as with the subjects that were worked with. The research and
analysis presented in this dissertation represents the cumulative work that spanned a total of eight
academic semesters (Spring 2010, Summer 2010, Fall 2010, Spring 2011, Summer 2011, Fall 2011,
Spring 2012, Summer 2012). In addition to working with the subjects and participants, the researcher
worked as a tutor in the UWC at UTEP, conducting face-to-face, hybrid, and small group consultations,
over a period of time beginning in the Fall 2009 semester.
At alternate points, small group meeting where held with Writing Fellows, representatives from
contacted academic disciplines and programs, as well as with UWC at UTEP Tutors. Additionally, the
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researcher conducted on-campus personal visits and interviews with other institutions’ writing center.
Finally, each individual project presented here was overseen by either an administrator at the University
Writing Center at the University of Texas at El Paso, disciplinary instructors of contacted programs, or
in some cases, both. This process of consistent contact helped ensure that views beyond the researcher’s
own were being presented and considered in the construction of the studies as well as in their various
analyses.
According to Liggett, Jordan, & Price (2011), “[writing center] practice and… research define
who we are as a community” (p. 82). In order for that maxim to be carry intellectual and professional
currency within the academy, the work we do within Writing Center Studies must be grounded in an
ethos that strives for accountability and objectivity while also maintaining our (sub)disciplinary
traditions and identifications.
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Chapter 4: Writing Center Place and Space
In many ways, Rhetoric and Composition can be understood as the consultation between a writer
and a tutor (or teacher, advisor, or some other, similarly-functioning agent21) writ large into a discipline.
In other words, much of Rhetoric and Composition can be understood as that instance of “working with
student and their writing” expanded into a variety of disciplinary norms and expectations, including
context-specific theories and practices.
While central to the discipline, this interaction comes imbued with its own shortcomings and
biases. Chief among these issues is that traditionally and institutionally hierarchical relationships can be
established between tutor and the writer, in spite of better efforts to create equitable environments
(Nicolas, 2007). While the tutor might attempt to promote an atmosphere of collaboration, the writer
will likely come to the meeting with the expectation that the tutor is the expert, a representative of
institutional authority, and therefore the student often take a subordinate role in the consultation.
Furthermore, the tutor might inadvertently assume this hierarchical role and thus reify an asymmetrical
balance of power wherein the student writer is less able to maintain authorship of their paper22.
Therefore, in order to understand the role that the writing center plays within its institution and
the academy at large, it is important to understand the theoretical and physical locations of the
consultation. In addition to considering the roles that the writing tutor and the student play in the
interaction, the academic discipline of the writing consultation will be added to the equation in order to
define an internally triangulated contact zone. The Communities of Praxis model is then applied to this
investigation of disciplinary identification by incorporating a discussion of place and space as it pertain
21 Naming the individual that works with the student has long been a point of consternation within Writing Center Studies.
North (1984) generically referred to the “ready auditor,” while Ede (1989) preferred the term “writing assistants, to avoid the
remedial connotations of ‘tutor’.”
22 Gaughan (1998), speaking specifically to the context of the writing classroom, admitted that the instructor still “holds a
certain amount of power. A lot, really,” but I would contend that his observations would be applicable to writing
consultations as well (p. 41). In a later but related observation, Boquet (2002) noted that tutors “have difficulty maintaining
the strict boundary that constitutes a student’s own work when students so frequently arrive with papers filled with the
professor’s comments, with ideas about the paper the professor wanted to see written, with evidence that the professor feels
justified in having little regard for these same boundaries” (p. 17).
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to the writing center in order to better understand what Smith (2002) identified as learning grounding “in
local phenomena and students' lived experience” (p. 19).
In the next section of this chapter, a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which accounts for the
“relationships between discourse and social power” (van Dijk, 1996), will be applied in an evaluation of
an Electronic Tutor Response Form (ETRF) used by the University Writing Center at the University of
Texas at El Paso (UWC at UTEP). The reason for using a methodological approach such as CDA in an
analysis of a writing center ETRF is because these forms, in addition to collecting numerous qualitative
and quantitative data that is useful to center administrators, function as the primary mode of discourse
between the center and audiences from outside the center, as well as what Hall (2011) described as a
“theoretical framework for understanding the writing that consultants do to reflect on their tutoring
experiences” (p. 93). Furthermore, Cogie (1998) recognized ETRFs as vehicles of positive
interdisciplinary communications (p. 47). By all accounts writing center discourses are places and
spaces in need of closer examination.
Additionally, as discussed below, the writing center consultation is a situation imbued with
inherent rhetorical power, and in order to more fully understand how this power shapes the experiences
of the various participants of the consultation, it is important to employ an analytical approach that is
focused on recognizing and understanding how power works, and to “account for the relationship
between discourse and social power” (van Dijk, 1996). Furthermore, CDA is a methodological approach
that has been defined as inherently interdisciplinary, which can allow the critic to challenge
“assumptions, concepts, methods, and inquiries… from [the] home discipline” (Bazerman, 2011).
This chapter will close with the introduction of a “Communities of Praxis” schematic model that
can be used by writing centers when composing and revising their own ETRFs, with the objective being
that by more critically approaching how WCS produces its discursive artifacts, WCS can improve its
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interdisciplinary practices on the level of the consultation. These findings will be then applied in later
discussions in order to further provide disciplinary parameters.
Defining Place and Space
Before proceeding into the aforementioned analyses that form the spine of this chapter, it is
necessary to establish precise definitions for two terms that are frequently – and I would assert,
inconsistently – used within Writing Center Studies (WCS): place and space. The specific definitions
applied here are not entirely new, rather are built upon disciplinary usages that would prove more
effective if regularly applied.
In the context discussed here, place is used to indicate a theoretical location – in other words,
how a certain area of study is defined abstractly and disciplinarily. According to Beason (2010), “a sense
of place… attachment, or a feeling of rootedness… a powerful human need that helps people connect
and ‘be themselves’” (p. 13). Understanding place allows participants of a given academic discourse
community to theorize about the parameters of a discipline, figure out where they fit within the parent
institutions and academies, and ultimately, to determine disciplinary identification. In this way, place is
largely a matter of perception – how an academic discipline is seen to exist by both members of the
discourse community, as well as by those from the academy and surrounding community. For example,
at the University of Texas at El Paso, the writing center is placed in the Department of English, with
most administrative oversight belonging to that parent department. This is a relationship that
demonstrates the real world implications of place, as funds are allocated to the University Writing
Center by its parent department.
Space, in turn, should be understood as occupied physical area. In this way, space would refer to
the particular location of a writing center, such as in a dedicated building, secluded to the basement floor
in an out-of-the-way part of campus, or, in the case of UTEP, nestled in a large corner room on the
second floor of the University Library. This high-traffic location has allowed for easy and recognizable
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access for most of its clientele, but it has also limited the extent to which the University Writing Center
has been able to define and manipulate its own space. Since the writing center is located within the
physical library, it can only modify and change its physical appearance in accordance to the preferences
of the library administrators. Furniture, paint, some wall hangings, or most other accoutrements must
first be approved by said administrators. So, even though there is a dedicated space for the writing
center, it is not necessarily the writing center’s space.
For academic disciplines, defining place and space is important, and the relationship between the
two is symbiotic. Consider the following hypothetical examples to illustrate this point: An engineering
program might be held in high regard at with the local and larger academies, but without dedicated
classrooms and laboratories in which its members can apply their trade, conduct experiments, and
expand their work, its recognition will not last. In other words, place without space is short lived.
Similarly, a particular engineering program might benefit from having enviable resources and
workspaces, but it might lack the institutional backing from either its home institution or larger
discipline. In this case, space without place, the discipline will likewise be unable to progress in a
desired manner.
Furthermore, place and space provide and reinforce disciplinary and programmatic definition,
and when considered collectively, the concepts of place and space can be used to indicate a discipline’s
situatedness23. However, for a variety of context-specific reasons, writing centers at academic
institutions are rarely situated as autonomously functioning entities. Even those that are placed in
independent writing programs, such as the Writing Center at Syracuse University, in Syracuse, New
York, or for those that occupy their own unique physical space on campus, such as the University

23 Institutional space can also serve as an indicator of both economic and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986), in that physical
space requires money, and those disciplines that have or bring in money tend to be rewarded with their own, dedicated
spaces. Furthermore, dedicated physical spaces imbue the spaced disciplines with a reified cultural power.
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Writing Center at Texas A&M University, in College Station, Texas, are differently dependent upon and
interact with numerous other contacted programs, disciplines, and governing bodies.
As determining the writing center’s place and space within the academy, both locally as well as
in larger, institutional terms, is paramount to promoting a disciplinarity of Writing Center Studies, in this
chapter, a contact zone between writing centers and the home disciplines of our student clients will be
examined. In order to discuss this contact zone, writing centers’ use of Electronic Tutor Response Forms
as interdisciplinary discourse will be discussed. Further, concepts of how Electronic Tutor Response
Forms (ETRFs) can be used to help provide disciplinary shape and reinforce a more identifiable
institutional identity will be theorized.
CDA of UWC @ UTEP ETRF
In order to understand how writing center discourses can reproduce or challenge traditional
modes of power, it would be useful to return to the earlier discussion of hierarchical power structures as
they pertain to the writing center consultation. Applying a mapping theory approach to this concept
portrays the consultation as such:
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Figure 4.1. Traditional writing center consultation
The schematic map in Figure 4.1 represents the common conception of what a writing center
consultation “looks” like. The figure names the traditional players in the interaction: the “tutor” and the
“student.” The “consultation” is portrayed as a variable wave to indicate its volatile and unpredictable
placement. Finally, “power” is represented by a downward pointing arrow to demonstrate that the flow
over power begins with the tutor and is projected towards the student. Thinking of the traditional
consultation represented by this figure in terms of the cell theory metaphor presented in Chapter 1:
Introduction, this would be a shapeless model and ill-defined interaction.
Addressing the issue of power in the writing center consultation, Carino (2003) asserted that “to
pretend that there is not a hierarchical relationship between tutor and student is a fallacy,” adding that,
“the tutor, lacking knowledge, lacks power and authority beyond that conferred by being a tutor” (pp.
98, 108). Furthermore, Zawacki (2007) argued that WCS scholars “can't assume that… the well-trained
generalist tutor will necessarily understand the dynamics of disciplinary conventions, the motivations of
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the teachers making the assignments, nor the ways they evaluate writing” (p. 260). Therefore, as power
is related to ownership and transference of knowledge, when the tutor is in a position of authority their
power can be imposed on the student, and as a result, the student becomes the recipient of tutor’s
direction rather than a true collaborator. The consultation in Figure 4.1 is ill-defined because the student
and tutor do not necessarily know how to situate the context of the meeting, and as a result, the
trajectory of the consultation is largely determined by the tutor: it may touch upon the student’s issues of
concern; it might focus on higher-order or lower-order writing concerns; it might appropriately deal with
the genre expectations of the discipline. The problem is that without a specific reference point with
which the tutor and student can collaboratively ground the consultation, there is little way to ensure what
is taking place during the consultation, and even less that administrators can do to monitor or track the
work that is being done. WCS literature has provided numerous examples of tutors conducting
consultations in fair and equitable ways, but these anecdotes cannot be used as models without being
subjected to critical examination. Furthermore, due largely to its constructivist roots, WCS has
historically protected its tutors from intense scrutiny. However, if the objective is to develop norms
aimed at improving (sub)disciplinary practices, then closer analyses tutor work should be promoted.
While many writing centers implement various guidelines, staff development protocols, and
other factors aimed at reducing the power flow of this hierarchical relationship, (and indeed, an
especially comfortable or charismatic student might be able to mitigate this transaction on their own),
without a purposefully defined third contact point to triangulate the consultation, the flow of power will
always move from the tutor and in the direction of the student, placing the student in a subservient role.
Ways of acknowledging that third point will be discussed below, but before that, the problem itself must
be better understood. By applying a Critical Discourse Analysis methodology to the rhetorical situation
of writing center consultations, writing center administrators and other analysts will be able to more
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efficiently recognize how writing center discourses reproduce and/or challenge the power imbalances
inherent in the writing center consultation.
Indicative of the variance found within the Writing Center Studies, documented tutor responses
can come in a number formats, can serve purposes individualized to each writing center, and can just as
frequently be differently named. For example, at the Writing Center at West Chester University of
Pennsylvania, the Tutor Response form is “completely non-evaluative,” and is used to “keep statistics
about how many tutorials [they] run, and which students [they] serve, and what writing issues are most
common among [their] students” (Fitts 2012). The Writing Center will forward the Tutor Response form
to the client’s instructor, if requested by the student, but otherwise it is primarily an in-house document.
Similarly, at the Writing Lab at Eastern Oregon University, in La Grande, Oregon, writing tutors
complete what is called a “Blue Slip24,” which is representative of a less-striated example of the genre
(“Tutor Response Form (Blue Slip)” 2012). This form only includes a single, directive prompt for the
tutor to respond to, which reads, “Main Issues Discussed in Session.” Included on this form is a note
directed towards the student and their instructor briefly indicating the Lab’s pedagogical and theoretical
objectives, as well as indicating what the Lab is not for: “Tutors are not editors or proofreaders.” This
note reinforces the Lab’s stance and establishes the intended audiences of the form.
As a final example, the University of Alaska Fairbanks Writing Center asks its tutors to complete
hard copy forms primarily aimed at collecting demographic information about the student and
assignment. In addition, on the back of the form there is a heuristic used for assessing the “virtues and
flaws” of the students writing, with the different categories arranged according to higher and lowerorder writing skills (“UAF Writing Center Tutoring” 1998).
In spite of these and other differences, tutor response forms employed by different writing
centers and separate institutions show some consistent themes, objectives, and purposes. For starts, most

24 See Appendix A for a sample the “Blue Slip” used at the Writing Lab at Eastern Oregon University.
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tutor-completed forms are designed as vehicles for collecting data. Additionally, most are textuallybased and communicative in nature, with many writing center shifting from traditional hard copy to
Electronic Tutor Response Forms that can more easily be disseminated among potential audiences. As a
result, these forms – regardless of specific format or structure – are ripe and suitable for analyses as
discursive artifacts.
For the purposes of this analysis, a past version of the Electronic Tutor Response Form used by
the UWC at UTEP was used25. The longevity of use and recentness of application of this form are
noteworthy: the form was revised and implemented for the Spring 2010 semester, before being again
revised for the Fall 2011 semester. Each reiteration of the ETRF – or any writing center discourse –
initially came about as the result of careful and purposeful attempts to meet the needs of the local center
and its local writing ecology. In each instance the exigency has been similar: to serve the symbiotic
functions of conveying the work done at the center with contacted academic disciplines and programs
while also collecting data for the writing center.
As mentioned above, at the UWC at UTEP, ETRFs was the primary means of communication
between the writing center and the instructors of the students that visit the center. Specifically, the
comment area of the ETRF was used as a direct address from the tutor to the instructor, and as such, the
ETRF served not only as a review of the conference, but also as a discursive artifact representing of the
UWC itself.
Tutors at the UWC at UTEP were required to fill out an ETRF immediately upon the completion
of a face-to-face, group, or online consultation. The completed form would list the student’s name and
identification information, as well as information about the subject, course, and assignment. The forms
also included a checklist, which the tutor used to indicate the topics and concepts covered during the
consultation. The last section of this version of the ETRF was the aforementioned comment area. After
25 Please see Appendix for a complete sample of the UWC at UTEP ETRF, as well as examples of the other forms
mentioned in the chapter.
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completing the form, tutors email the ETRF to the Associate Director of the Writing Center who would
either approve the ETRF, or reject the form as was and send it back to the tutor for editing, including
deleting or revising inappropriate and insensitive comments, copy-editing for lower order writing errors,
and finishing incomplete sections. Approved ETRFs were sent to the student client and instructor26,
while electronic copies were archived in a protected folder (that could only be accessed by the UWC
administrative staff). Typically, it is common practice within Writing Center Studies for analyses to
operate under the assumption that what the tutor had written in the comments sections of the ETRF was
an accurate representation of what was actually said and covered in the conference, and therefore, an
examination of the tutors’ comments should result in a reliable impression of what happened during the
consultation.
As discussed in specific detail below, the ETRF used by the UWC at UTEP represented a
discursive artifact with numerous audiences, a feature that is likely shared with other writing centers’
forms. In this study, five potential audiences have been defined based on how they were used in the
UWC at UTEP (different writing centers may very likely employ different vernaculars). These
audiences are, in no particular order27: writing center administrators, other institutional administrators,
student clients, the students’ instructors, and the writing center tutors. For the purposes of this
discussion, “audience” will be used to refer to any individual or group that has, or could be
demonstrated to have, an invested interest in the UWC at UTEP28, and in the discourse of the ETRF in
particular.

26 During previous semesters, the default was to send the instructor an electronic copy of the ETRF, however in more recent
semesters, this has become an opt-in service, with instructors electing, at the beginning of the school year, to receive their
students ETRF’s, in bulk, at the end of each semester. Electronic copies are always saved by the UWC.
27 The reason for not using a proscribed order when discussing the different audiences is because I want to avoid any
hierarchical assumptions about the participants of the rhetoric situation. Depending on the writing center, the institution, and
even the particular consultation in question, the most “important” participant could vary widely. In fact, each participant
would likely view their own perspective as the most important in each case.
28 This list of potential audiences is not meant to be exhaustive, as depending on what center is being discussed, numerous
other parties may be considered as audiences: students’ families, members of the surrounding community, other members of
learning communities the students or tutors may be involved in, publishers, etc.
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At the time of this study, tutors at the UWC at UTEP were given access to the ETRF by the
Associate Director of the Writing Center, who would email a blank form to each tutor at the beginning
of the semester. This was the same administrator that tutors would submit completed form to. Like most
written discourses in the Western academy, the ETRF used by the UWC at UTEP is29 meant to be read
in a top-to-bottom, left-to-right order. Even though this proscribed order is not formally indicated on the
ETRF, cultural norms and expectations dictate this practice. In doing so, the individual completing the
form progresses through a series of sections so organized as to move from identification information and
demographic data about the student, to general as well as detailed information about the content of the
consultation, to statistical information about the nature of the consultation (including the tutor's name).
The form closes with contact information for the Associate Director and Director of the UWC. Before
the form is filled out, all of this content fits on a single page. The structure of the ETRF implies a sort of
logical order of operations – in most cases, the tutor completes the form by starting with the question at
the top of the page and moving to the bottom.
The top line of the ETRF is the document's title, “University Writing Center Tutoring Session
Summary Sheet,” followed by an indication of the corresponding semester, in this case, “Spring 2010.”
The semester date is the only portion of the ETRF that was changed during the time that this form was in
use. No indication is given as to why this specific title is used, although the title does provide some
insight as to how the UWC at UTEP labels itself and its work, with the consultation being called a
“Tutoring Session.” Phrasing it in this way accomplishes the rhetorical effect of guided participatory
action. That is, in both name and practice, the writing consultation is defined as a collaborative effort
between the tutor and student.
Two lines below the title, underlined, bolded, and italicized, are the first set of instructions
provided to the tutor who completes the form: “Tutors please type and complete all sections:.” One
29 As is common practice when applying Critical Discourse Analysis, I will switch to a first person description for this
section in order to better convey a feeling that the reader is actively working through the analysis with the analyst.
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presumes that the special fonts are employed to indicate importance, although conflating bolding,
italicizing, and underlining into a single message has the counterproductive effect of standing out while
simultaneously rendering the individual characteristics moot. That is, specialized fonts such traditionally
are employed individually to draw the reader’s attention to a certain section of text, but when used in
conjunction, they can appear messy and have the effect of making the text seem amateurish rather than
important. It can be extrapolated from the context that “sections” refers to the different parts of the
ETRF, although the sections themselves are not clearly defined.

Figure 4.2, UWC at UTEP Electronic Tutor Response Form “Demographics”
The first section, illustrated in Figure 4.2, consists of a series of informational prompts. They are,
in order: “Start Time,” “End Time,” “Date,” “UTEP ID#” (student’s), “Name of Student,” “Subject and
Course #,” and “Instructor’s Full Name.” Next are two separate binary choice questions: “First time
visiting the center: ____ OR Have used the center before: ____,” and “Did you bring your
instruction/assignment sheet?” The latter includes “Yes____” and “No____” as possible answers. The
final query in this section asks for the “Type of Assignment.” Let’s examine each of these prompts
individually.
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The initial date and time sections are important for internal record keeping, and can also provide
useful for those instructors that choose to track their own students’ usage rates of the University Writing
Center or other support services. The “UTEP ID#” and “Name of Student” are the more prominent fields
individually identifying the student, and these data in combination can be similarly used to tie the
particular student to academic and financial records, and as a result, are generally considered privileged
information. Including the student’s identification number imbues the ETRF with the authority of a
formal, university-sanctioned document – even though the university’s name and logo are nowhere to be
found on the form.
The “Subject and Course #,” and “Instructor’s Full Name” can potentially be used by the tutor to
quickly develop an understanding of the student’s assignment. In cases that the tutor is not immediately
familiar with the course and/or instructor, this information becomes relegated to record keeping data or
is used by the Associate Director when forwarding the ETRF to the instructor, when requested. These
two fields are frequently left blank on completed forms, indicating that the tutor has skipped these
prompts, or that the student was not able to provide this information. In those cases, tutors at the UWC
at UTEP are trained to have the student look up their class schedule online.
The two binary questions (so-described because rather than allowing for open-ended responses,
they provide only two proscribed answers each) are unrelated to one another, and are structurally
dissimilar in spite of the fact that they are both, essentially, yes/no questions. The question about
whether the student has previously visited the center can obviously be quite useful for the UWC’s
internal record-keeping and can later be employed in arguments for the center’s longitudinal work, but
lacking a necessary mechanism that allows for immediately-accessible records, this information is likely
of little use to the tutor. In addition, it is unclear as to why the distinction is made between whether or
not the student has visited the center at all as opposed to asking (or otherwise determining) the number
of times the student has visited the center. Whether or not the student brings with them an assignment
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sheet can be immediately useful to the tutor, and responding to this question can similarly provide useful
data that can inform later ETRF revisions, UWC outreach, and tutor training.
The final part of the first section of the ETRF requests information about the “Type of
Assignment” that, while initially appearing to be a obvious request, comes with no direction as to what
specific information should be inputted in this space, and instead results in the tutor uncertainty and
uneven responses. Should the tutor ask the student to describe the assignment? This might provide a
stop-gap in the instances that the student has forgotten their assignment description, but there’s no
guarantee that the student is able to fully describe the assignment. Should the tutor provide their best
summary of the assignment based on their reading of the assignment description? This could prove
problematic if the student’s instructor finds that the student and tutor have incorrectly understood the
assignment. While this section might be useful in promoting a metadiscourse about the assignment itself,
the lack of clarity of instruction renders the section as unhelpful and, as often the case, hastily undercompleted.
Most of the content in this introductory portion of the ETRF is fairly straightforward and should
be easy to complete from a functional standpoint, but some minor problems can occur. The first four
sections are listed two to a line, and while the sections are likely arranged in this way in order to more
efficiently preserve page space, filling them in results in uneven line movement when completed
because the entire form rest on a single plane, as opposed to in different text boxes. Further, given the
order of the section, initial attempts to complete the form in order may be confusing for the tutor, as one
cannot immediately complete the “End Time” section, and must remember to fill it in at the conclusion
of the consultation.
As for the overall form of the introductory portion, it might be inferred that by placing the
identification information about the student near the beginning, that the subsequent consultation will be
likewise-student centered. While this reifies dominant ideology within Writing Center Studies of fixing
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the writer and not the writing, without a proper tracking mechanism in place30, this identification
information is relegated to demographic data and is of little immediate use beyond introducing the
student to the tutor.

Figure 4.3. UWC at UTEP Electronic Tutors Response Form “Focus of Session”
The next section of the ETRF (Figure 4.3), with an underlined and bolded lead that reads “Focus
of session (Put an X next to all that pertain),” consists of a series of terms related to writing center
pedagogy that are arranged into three columns and are in standard font. There are 21 terms in total,
covering both lower (“Spelling,” “Punctuation,” “Verb Tense,” etc.) as well as higher-order
(“Organization,” “Development of Ideas,” “Thesis,” etc.) writing concerns. Confusingly, the terms are
not arranged according to any identifiable logic, but instead are randomly distributed without regard for
area of concern, order of operation, and relative importance. While the column arrangement is likely
intended to preserve page space, the lack of logical order can be confusing and counterproductive when
one considers the various audiences of the ETRF and what each might come to understand based on the
way the terms are organized.

30 Student ID numbers and other demographic and identifying information is collected and used for administrative purposes,
but these data are not used for tutoring purposes. The UWC may be able to identify which students used the center and how
often they used it, but the tutor is not privy to this data. As a result, the individual student’s progress is not traced, and the
tutor has no formal way of knowing how and whether or not the student has developed as a writer.
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Causing further problems with this section, beyond the bit of direction in the lead, no indication
is given as to what the tutor should mark or why they should mark them. The implicit message is that the
tutor should indicate any and all items that were covered or even approached during the consultation, but
this can also be problematic, as over the course of a consultation, the tutor and student might very well
broach all of the topics listed. While the term “focus” suggests that only the most important topics be
marked, no formal indication or number is provided to help guide the tutor in determining what
constitutes a focus.
Lacking stated directions, tutors are forced to recall whatever was learned during training31,
while writing center administrators are forced to somewhat acontextaully gauge the tutors’ intentions as
they pertain to the importance of the checked items. On a positive note, it can at least be expected that
these two ETRF audiences are coming to the discourse with disciplinary backing, even if many of the
tutors only have very little disciplinary training via the weekly development workshops – the same
cannot be said for the students or the students’ instructors, who are left to make their own, different
assumptions regarding the content of this section and what it might mean.
Following the “Focus” question, tutors are prompted to “Type in detail the description of your
session,” and are given three lines of space to do so. Again, no further instructions are provided, leaving
it up to the tutor to rely on the intuition and prior training to determine what needs to be included in their
response. Given the qualifier “in detail,” the tutor is most likely expected take this opportunity to
explicitly describe the consultation, providing a narrative of sorts, along with specific examples
explaining what took place. Furthermore, since the “Focus” and “Type in detail” sections are separated,
it can also be inferred that the tutor is supposed to use this space to provide details above and beyond
31 At the time of this specific ETRF’s usage, tutor training consisted of weekly (every Friday) whole group meetings among
UWC faculty and staff. During these trainings, tutors will investigate the rhetorical situation of the ETRF and may be advised
as to what would constitute an appropriate tone and content for the form. However, while all tutors work throughout the
week, there was no standard between the time when a tutor would receive the training and when they would need to apply it
(some tutors would work the following Sunday, some would work next at a later day during the week). Further, there was no
standard point during the year or semester when ETRF training would take place, so newer tutors would be required to
complete the ETRF prior to the whole group training.
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those topics listed before it. Given the attention required to respond to this question, tutors are instructed
(in training, not on the ETRF) to complete this section immediately after completing the consultation,
presumably after the student has left.
Another critical set of directions pertaining to this section that are not included on the form but
are reified during tutor training is that the tutor should compose their response with the student’s
instructor in mind as the intended audience. This is a practice that conflates Ede & Lunsford’s (1984)
early dichotomy of audience “addressed” and “invoked” (p. 156). On the one hand, there is an actual
end-user audience (the student’s instructor) that eventually read the summative description, but this is an
audience that the tutor most likely does not personally know or may ever meet. Thus, the tutor is put in
the precarious position of invoking an imagined potential audience, but one that carries the added
characteristic of being real and in a hierarchical position in relation to the tutor. Therefore, with the
“Type in detail” section, the ETRF is shifted to a different type of discourse entirely, one that represents
a communicative act between individual humans representing different academic discourse
communities, as opposed to simply functioning as a mechanism for collecting data.
Finally, page space becomes an issue when completing the “Type in detail” section of the ETRF.
The form nearly fills up an entire standard-sized (8.5” x 11”) sheet of paper before any data is entered,
and for most of the questions, the overall size will not change. An exception occurs when filling in a
response to the “Type in detail” question, which only has three lines of provided text space. If the tutor
requires more than the allotted space to compose their detailed description of the consultation, the
remaining sections of the ETRF are shifted down, and perhaps pushed to a second page. This, in and of
itself, is not a dramatic problem, but it may lead to some audiences missing part of the completed form’s
content.
The next series of questions are less related to the content of the consultation, and instead
reintroduce the purpose of demographic data collection. The first of these questions inquires as to
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whether the student was “Required by the Instructor,” “Referred by the Instructor,” or if the “Visit was
voluntary.” Responding to this question can be meaningful in a number of ways. For example, it helps
center administrators collect triangulated data partially explaining why students visit the center, and it
provides a sliver of insight as to how the school’s faculty value about the center itself (as they are
unlikely to recommend or refer their students if they do not think the center is doing its job).
Additionally, this information can help more attentive tutors to understand the motivations of the student
writer. Obviously, in order to adequately respond to this question, the tutor must ask the student. This in
and of itself is not problematic, but given the question’s peculiar location on the ETRF – after the “Type
in detail” question which is completed after the student leaves – the tutor must remember to ask the
student beforehand the student leaves.
Similarly, the next section reads, “Recommend that the student return for further assistance,”
which is followed by a blank space where the tutor can check in the affirmative or perhaps respond with
a “yes” or “no” answer, information that presumably would be shared with the student. There is no
indication on the ETRF as to whether or not this data gets related to the prior question about whether or
not this is the student’s first visit to the center, so this questions’ immediate usefulness to the tutor is
minimal. It might provide for a discussion between the tutor and student about why the student should
return, and what they should aim to do upon returning, but absent a space on the ETRF to expand upon
this idea, the administrator and instructor are left out of this conversation.32
The penultimate question for the tutor asks, “Was this an Online Tutoring Session,” which,
following what has become a trend, is oddly placed near the end of the ETRF. This information is useful
for demographic and record keeping purposes, and in addition, it could potentially provide data useful to

32 Examining instances of tutors subverting the content and structure of the form fall outside the scope of this dissertation,
although in the context of the UWC at UTEP, anecdotal evidence has suggested that even seasoned tutors have shown
resistance in a more passive-aggressive way, by not completely filling out the form, completing it in a messy fashion, etc.
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administrators when figuring out local budgets or when applying for increased funding from higher
administrations.
Lastly, the tutor is directed to input their name. Ostensibly, this information is intended to imbue
the ETRF with a bit of accountability and authority, although it is unlikely that the particular tutor’s
name would be of great importance to the instructor (or, perhaps even to the student). However, this
information does allow the administrator to track the progress of particular tutors, or as discussed below,
establish comparative analyses when coupled with supplementary and complimentary information that
the administrators might have about their tutors.
Like the “Type in detail” section, the final section of the ETRF, which provides the
aforementioned administrators’ contact information, completes the switch of the audience from the tutor
(who was filling out the form), to the student and their instructor. This move should not be overlooked,
as it re-demonstrates the complexity of the ETRF’s discursive functionality. The ETRF is a discourse of
mixed methodology with multiple potential audiences.33
In spite of WCS’s frequent emphasis on student-centeredness, writing center tutors are the
primary audience of the ETRF, as evidenced by the way the form’s sections are directed towards the
tutor who fills out the form. However, the tutor’s position within the rhetorical situation changes over
the course of their filling out the form: unfilled, the audience of the discourse is the tutor, but once
completed, the audience becomes the student and the student’s instructor. This has proven to be the case
when analyzing the ETRF used by the UWC at UTEP, as much of the questions and content on the
blank ETRF are composed in such a way as to be addressing the responding tutor. Towards the latter
half of the document, the tutor shifts away from their role of strictly being the audience and also
becomes the primary composer of the discourse. Another way of thinking of the tutor’s role is that they
are simultaneously the audience and the composer of the discourse.
33 Tracing the evolutionary development of the ETRF would provide for another means of critically analyzing disciplinary
discourses of Writing Center Studies.
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Every writing center has a unique student base that it serves, although students come to the
center for a number of reasons, from a variety disciplines, and bring with them a wide range of skills,
expectations, and expectant levels of participation. Students that use the UWC at UTEP are
predominantly undergraduate students, although the center does also provide services for graduate
students, as well as the occasional university faculty or staff member. When working with a student,
tutors can use the ETRF as a sort of collaborative activity, consulting with the student as they fill out the
form. This collaborative work does not just have to be with the demographic questions, either –
reviewing the form with the student can help to reinforce the major points and lessons of the
consultation. In this way, the student’s role as an audience of the ETRF is expanded to one that is
participatory, giving the student greater ownership of the discourse and the rhetorical situation.
As noted above, the students’ instructors function as very specific kinds of ETRF audiences. In
fact, for some writing centers, the ETRF is viewed as a prominent mode of communication linking the
tutors to the instructors, where tutors report on the results of a consultation and make suggestions for
further actions. As demonstrated in some of the completed ETRFs at the UWC at UTEP, tutors
occasionally use this section to personally address instructors that they are familiar with. Yet, relative to
the other audiences discussed here, instructors, and non-disciplinary instructors in particular, likely
spend the least amount of time actually working with or concerned with the writing center. There are
exceptional cases, such as when the writing center has established across-the-curriculum connections
with its contacted disciplines, or when the instructor is for a class in RWS or some related field.
For the purposes of this analysis, writing center administrators are professionals that work in a
center and hold managerial positions. These individuals could include, depending upon the institution,
directors, assistant/associate directors, graduate directors, office managers, and even secretarial staff.
The administrative staff at the UWC at UTEP is overseen by a Director, Assistant Director, Office
Manager, and at the time that the following study was conducted, a Graduate Assistant Director. (There
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is also a secretarial staff comprised of undergraduate students with no managerial authority.) For these
audiences, the ETRF primarily serves as a means of record keeping and data collection. The personal
information collected on the ETRF helps administrators track the progress and performances of tutors,
while the demographic information allows administrators to calculate usage rates, determine areas of
need (both in terms of disciplines contacted, as well as content to be discussed during future trainings),
and help in budgeting decisions (including when appeal for increased funding). The extent to which a
given center utilizes information in these ways is dependent upon that center’s particular situation and
objectives.
In addition to those administrators that work directly in the center, departmental, building, and
institutional administrators may have an interest – or at least a say – in the operations of the writing
center. Perhaps more than any other audience type discussed here, the engagement of this audience is
situation-specific, and as such, it is difficult to generalize as to the extent to which this audience will see
the value in ETRFs, or for that matter, that data collected by them. However, the interests of these
audiences still need to be considered when composing ETRFs or any other writing center discourses.
This is primarily because, as stated above, ETRFs can be used to collect data that can in turn be
presented in appeals to institutional administrators. Therefore, it is important that ETRFs be designed to
collect data that is easily translated to the interests of administrative audiences. In most cases, this means
quantifiable data. Since the UWC at UTEP is placed in the English Department, which in turn is part of
the College of Liberal Arts, but is also spaced in the University Library, it has a number of different
institutional administrators to answer to and to engage in conversations with. In order to more efficiently
communicate with these audiences that are less engaged with the day-to-day operations of the writing
center, demographic data collected via ETRFs is coded and graphically represented in audience-specific
discourses and presentations.
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For the most part, the ETRF used by the UWC at UTEP has proved to be a valuable tool for
collecting consultation data. However, there are some shortcomings that have been revealed by this
Critical Discourse Analysis. Fortunately, a close inspection can also lead to theorizing as to how writing
centers can improve this mode of discourse.
For starters, this particular example of an ETRF is not a visually stunning document. The text is
black, 12 point, Times New Roman font on a white sheet; there only slight changes in font (bolding,
italics, one section in 11 point). As a result of this monochromatic scheme, the inexplicably hyperlinked
(and bright blue) email addresses at the bottom of the page stick out to the reader. Perhaps visual
aesthetics of ETRFs are not of great concern to WCS (a multi-institutional survey of these forms would
likely lend support to this theory), but given disciplinary and functional stakes of using ETRFs, this is an
area that should be given more consideration in future revisions.
A second area of potential improvement can be found with the instructions. Nearly every data
section on the ETRF requires that the tutor employ previously developed schema and directions learned
during training, and perhaps in the case of the tutors at the UWC at UTEP, the training is enough.
However, given the multiple audiences of this and any other ETRF, it is recommended that the form
include more specific descriptions of the objectives and instructions for each section. Furthermore, if the
student were to go back and review their summary sheet, they would have more success in doing so if
they had some indication as to an order of importance of the items in the “Focus of session” section.
Similarly, as instructors from outside disciplines are also potential audiences of the ETRF, including a
brief explanation of the different parts of the form might help provide them with some insight as to the
purposes of the form, as well as help reinforce the larger objectives of the center. Finally, WCS would
benefit from employing critical analyses of discursive artifacts, like the one explained in this section,
before using them. ETRFs are important aspects of WCS work, and so the composing of these forms –
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or any interdisciplinary discursive artifacts – should be a proactive process, one that is always done with
all potential audiences in mind.
CDA and Mixed Methodologies
Perhaps the most fruitful result of this Critical Discourse Analysis was the conclusion that the
while the targeted ETRF can be a site for both qualitative and quantitative data, these sets would be
more useful when combined and examined using a mixed methodological paradigm. In particular, the
demographic questions and “Focus” topics can lead directly to quantifiable data sets. Meanwhile, the
“Type in detail” question bears a distinctly qualitative bent. Yet as discussed in the next section, which
examines how the ETRF is used as a communicative discourse composed by the writing center and
directed at the students’ instructors, these two sets of data are not exclusive in their designations. In fact,
they offer meaningful sites of mixed qualitative/quantitative analyses. In spite of what appears to be a
random organization of content, the questions provide for various amounts and types of potentially
useful data.
Communities of Praxis for Composing and Designing ETRFs
This Critical Discourse Analysis of the Electronic Tutor Response Forms used by the University
Writing Center at the University of Texas at El Paso revealed some important ways in which the form
can reproduce the hierarchical binaries associated with writing consultations. In this section, a rationale
for adopting Communities of Praxis as a theoretical and ethical approach will be reviewed. Finally, a
heuristic that will allow writing centers to examine their own relationships with contacted disciplines
will be developed for the purpose of helping individual centers self-assess and determine what can be
learned and borrowed from them in order to improve writing center practices.
Owens (2007) placed the ethos of the writing center as working for the student writer: “At their
core Writing Centers are all about service” (p. 151). In many ways, this was a historically accurate
observation. The current lineage of Writing Center Studies dates to at least as far back as Carrie
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Stanley’s work in the University of Iowa’s writing “labs” during the 1930s. Since then, writing centers
have appropriated and developed different interpretations suiting local needs and contexts, but
throughout the history of the (sub)discipline, themes of libratory ethos and providing safe spaces have
been consistent – if individually defined.
Commenting on what he defined as a crucial turning point in WCS’s history, North (1984)
identified “motivated” writers that came to the center because they were, “genuinely, deeply engaged
with their material, anxious to wrestle it into the best form” (p. 444). As such, tutors had a professional
responsibility to meet the writers’ efforts in-kind. In North’s view, this imperative was necessary for
WCS to establish a disciplinary identity.
Since the turn of the twenty-first century, the libratory aspect of writing center work has
manifested in more specific ways. Papay (2002), for example, when working in a writing center in postapartheid South Africa, augmented the safe house metaphor with literal tones, noting that peer
consultants needed to demonstrate a “sensitivity to the need for safety and the possibility of learning
from mistakes,” an approach that would establish the writing center as “a comfort zone in a way that
lectures are not” (pp. 11, 12). Papay’s latter point, in particular, echoed a trend of situated the writing
center as a safe place as opposed or compared to the traditional classroom (Cooper, 1994; Carino, 1995).
In addition, local writing centers offer students with contextualized places and spaces, specifics
that are reflected in the types discourses used by the center. McKinney & Standridge (2011) stated that
“writing feedback can and should take different forms,” adding that “the mode of interaction (email, IM,
document exchange) and the participants in the interaction (tutor, student, teacher) make these
interactions fundamentally different” (p. 132). More recently, Grego & Thompson (2008) expanded the
understanding to include a litany of thirdspaces, noting that “liberatory and postprocess pedagogies are
helping student writers work as informed citizens for change in their communities” allowing those
students “to connect the global to their local” (p. 27). This perspective not only argued for the same
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writing center ethos, but in binding it to student writers developing as engaged citizens interested in
systemic changes, a usable connection point for bringing Critical Discourse Analysis into the WCS
discussion can be established.
The discourses that the writing center creates naturally represent the center itself, and therefore
should be composed in a way that promotes an intentional ethos that is in line with the liberatory ethic of
the WCS discipline. Breaking from this approach runs contrary to generations of WCS scholarship, and
it would have the additional dilapidating effect of contradicting WCS’s (sub)disciplinary aims.
Therefore, when assessing tutor response forms (electronic or physical) through the lens of CDA,
individual writing centers would benefit from the Communities of Praxis methodological approach
because it can help reveal instances of inconsistent power – assuming that the writing center in question
is interested in promoting an ethos of equitability and safety, and to, in the words of Riley (1994), avoid
“recreating most of the debilitating hierarchies that we wished to escape” (p. 31).
Remapping the writing center consultation to include the triangulated point of the academic
discipline reveals a more equitable interaction:
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Figure 4.4. Triangulated “Communities of Praxis” writing center consultations
According to this representation, the “consultation” remains a variable (as it was in the previous
map); however, it is contained within the parameters defined by the tutor, student and their situatedness
in relationship to the disciplinary content.
In addition to serving as a tool for analyzing writing consultations that have already taken place,
the map in Figure 4.4 can be modified for use as a heuristic in order to help writing centers plan for
different types of consulting situations. Applied preemptively, the writing tutor could use a map such as
this to determine what they know about a specific assignment, genre, or discipline, in order to help
themselves better prepare for the consultation. In instances where the tutor would expect a consultation
to be placed in a location that might lead to an un-equitable production of power, the center’s staff and
administrators could help prepare the tutor for the upcoming consultation by revisiting necessary
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strategies to suit the context of the particular consolation and by providing supplementary resources,
such as assignment descriptions and disciplinary vocabulary lists.
With regards to composing discourses such as ETRFs, local writing centers could apply a
Communities of Praxis model in proactive ways. For example, by including stakeholders representing
contacted disciplines in the composition process, the forms could be designed to guide tutors to address
genre expectations and disciplinary objectives during consultations. Additionally, by being included in
the composing process, the students’ instructors and professors, which are the ultimate audiences of the
forms, will better be able to read and understand the functions and purposes of the ETRF.
When dealing with individual consultation, applying this heuristic would logically require
advance notice and would thus be more appropriately applied in local writing centers that conduct their
work with scheduled consultations as opposed to with drop-in tutoring sessions. In those cases, this sort
of map could still prove valuable when planning out the services and areas of expertise of a given local
writing center. For example, a local writing center could place its entire tutoring staff within a single
disciplinary map in order to determine areas of strength and need. Once particular places of need have
been isolated, the writing center (administrators, staff, and tutors) could work to address those areas by
inviting in experts from under-represented disciplines to conduct disciplinarily-themed training,
focusing recruitment on attracting new tutors from places and disciplines of need, and encouraging
tutors to supplement their own place by promoting an atmosphere of safe self-assessment, keeping up to
date with scholarship, and engaging in directed practice. Most importantly, the direct application as a
heuristic of this or any of the other schematic maps presented throughout this dissertation would require
critical modifications that would allow said maps to meet the contextualist needs of the local writing
center.
Finally, looking at Figure 4.4 in terms of the cell theory metaphor, the writing consultation is
understood as having a definitive and recognizable shape. Furthermore, the consultation represented by
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this figure is one that can be more easily tracked by administrators, and as such, the practices employed
within that consultation can be more effectively developed as models of (sub)disciplinary praxis.
Going Forward
In the next chapter, the discussion of Writing Center Studies’ place and space within the
academy will pan out to frame on the situatedness of the local writing center within a particular
institution as being the result of its identifications and representations. In this way, the local writing
center will be understood as a systemic application of the individual consultation, and similarly defined
as a collaborative result of the stakeholders participating in Communities of Praxis.
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Chapter 5: Writing Center Identification and Representation
Contemporary scholarship within the (sub)discipline of Writing Center Studies has consistently
reiterated what North (1984) recognized as other disciplines’ “limited conception” of the work that
writing centers do (p. 437). This concern has become coupled, as Grimm (2003) has pointed out, with
the need for writing centers to “prove” the efficacy of their work to institutional administrators that often
have little or no background in Writing Center Studies (p. 45). These outside observers, Owens (2007)
indicated, often assume writing centers to be strictly spaces for institutional service and not places of
autonomous, disciplinary work, in spite of their “never actually set foot in the [writing center] or
understand[ing] exactly what it is we do” (p. 151). As a result, Carino (2003) worries, “writing centers
have functioned more like a minority party, recognized as a voice but lacking institutional power,
operating pedagogically somewhat clandestinely, while simultaneously attempting to work through the
system through extend services” (p. 101). These reoccurring issues are, at their roots, about the
institutional identifications and representations of writing centers, and as a result, the place and space of
the writing center within its particular institution have largely been defined by hierarchical positioning.
Implicit in the name “writing center” are concepts of location and relationship. After all,
something cannot be the center of anything unless each thing possesses a defined space. Furthermore,
spatial metaphors carry with them ideas of relative power. The notion of “center” suggests that other
places exist on the periphery. However, in traditional placements, the writing center has often been
placed on the outside or bottom of institutional hierarchies. These placements have rarely been the result
of intentional institutional suppression; rather they have tended to be indicative of the inevitable effects
of interpersonal interactions. A triangulated contact zone34, however, would allow the writing center and
its stakeholders to understand, as Goldstein (2009) posited, “[that] the Writing Center creates and
supports a culture of writing that is both disciplinary and interdisciplinary” and therefore deserves the

34 Initially discussed in Chapter 1: Introduction.
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full institutional place and space afforded more traditionally prestigious programs and disciplines (p.
238).
The schematic map in Figure 5.1 indicates the traditional place of the writing center within the
institutional hierarchy, with the identification and authority of the “Institution” at the top, and the flow
of power, represented by the red arrow, moving downward to the various disciplines until finally
reaching the writing center and other support services. In this map, Rhetoric and Composition and the
other contacted disciplines, represented by the wavy green and purple lines, respectively, are underdefined for the purposes of understanding writing center autonomy and (sub)disciplinarity. The
disciplines are represented this way to demonstrate that there is no clear place for them in relation to the
institution and writing center when disciplinary identification is defined through a traditional,
hierarchical binary.

Figure 5.1, Traditional Writing Center Institutional Power Relationship
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The location of the writing center as indicated in this map is intended as a strictly historical
representation. Wilkey and Dreese (2007) critiqued the writing center as existing “at the margins of the
university” rather than “being perceived as a key component in a university's drive for excellence in
academics.” This placement would result in those associated with the writing center being “left on their
own to simply react to the hands they are dealt,” and without “the necessary institutional status and
authority to make fundamental changes in how their work is to be understood by stakeholders” (p. 181).
According to this observation, the marginal placement of the writing center within the institution
reproduces its stereotypical identity as having a fringe disciplinarity, an idea that is reproduced by
writing centers being placed seemingly randomly placed in the bureaucratic domains of the English
department, tutoring services , the library, the Communication department, or student services, among
other places.
Furthermore, this marginal placement is often mirrored by marginalized space, with writing
centers pushed to occupy repurposed areas, and unwanted, repurposed, or temporary rooms. In better
case scenarios, writing centers might be spaced in a library or student union, adding another layer of
authorial oversight to their work and another frame of limitations to their attempts at promoting
autonomy. Since the writing center must use its time and energy to continuously flight for recognition
and resources in terms of both theoretical place and physical space, it is unable to effectively further its
own disciplinary objectives.
It is worth noting that over the first decade of the twenty-first century, concerns such as these
have been somewhat assuaged by the increasing professionalization of Writing Center Studies, an
identification that, as Cogie, Janke, Kramer, and Simpson (2007) optimistically asserted, had become
“well established” thanks to the proliferations of scholarship, conferences, mixed research projects, and
doctoral courses focused on writing centers (p. 126). And in fact, idealized versions of writing center
place and space can be found, with the Writing Center at Syracuse University and the University
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Writing Center at Texas A&M University serving as prime examples. Yet as the institutional and
disciplinary reputation of Writing Center Studies has grown stronger, individual writing centers have
continued to struggle for professional acceptances within their local institutions and writing ecologies.
Furthering the development of the Communities of Praxis model, this chapter explores the
concepts of identification and representation as they pertain to Writing Center Studies, and the contact
zone of the local writing center, in particular. This triangulated contact zone consists of the Rhetoric and
Composition discipline, other academic disciplines and the institution that are contacted by Rhetoric and
Composition through the writing center, and the institution itself that houses these programs and
departments. In the context of this contact zone, the writing center serves as a mediating agent that is
variously defined, but statically and consistently recognizable within the parameters of the contact zone.
The Communities of Praxis model is applied in this context to help understand and develop the local
writing center’s role within the institution.
In order to demonstrate the effects that this triangulated contact zone can have when
implemented in real-world writing center contexts, this chapter will present and discuss the results of a
research project centered around the Writing Fellows Initiative at the University Writing Center at the
University of Texas at El Paso. This initiative paired specifically-trained writing center tutors with
instructors of disciplinary, writing intensive courses.
Lastly, this chapter will use the contact zone and writing fellows35 discussions as vehicles for
discussing interdisciplinarity as it pertains to the shaping of Writing Center Studies as a disciplinary
contact zone. Scaffolding on Ede’s (1996) discussion of North and Riley’s competing definitions of
writing center disciplinarity (which have shaped a bipolar identification of Writing Center Studies), in

35 When referring to general or unspecified disciplinary usages, “fellow” will be stylized with the lower-case “f.” When
referring to specific program titles or the Fellows working in the Writing Fellows Initiative in the UWC at UTEP, the word
will be stylized with a capital “F.” The WFI purposefully employed this stylized approach in an attempt to project an
identification of professionalism.
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this chapter, the writing center’s inherent interdisciplinary functions will be used to define its
disciplinary situatedness as a sub-discipline within Rhetoric and Composition.
Ultimately, the Communities of Praxis model will be expanded in this section to form a
triangulated model that places Writing Center Studies as a fluid concept situated between Rhetoric and
Composition, the local institution, and the other, contacted disciplines that are served by a particular
writing center. This identification differs from the previous chiefly in that it will examine place and
space based on institutional factors rather than on the attributes of a given consultation. However, this
newer model is comparable to the Communities of Praxis model discussed in Chapter 4 because it
likewise emphasizes an identification based on local contexts. In addition to being used by writing
center administrators and other stakeholders as a way to assess the local center’s place at the institution,
the Communities of Praxis model introduced in this chapter can be applied as a planning heuristic for
collaboratively redesigning an existing center or in creating a new center that would be contextually
defined by it place in relation to the Rhetoric and Composition discipline, the proposed center’s local
institution, and its contacted disciplines.
Defining Identification & Representation
In order to progress through this portion of the discussion, critical distinctions must be made
involving the words “identification” and “representation.” In this usage, “identification,” refers to how
an individual or group identifies itself, as opposed to strictly thinking about identity, which can be
outwardly defined and projected upon an individual or group. In addition to working with the idea
presented by Burke (1950), this definition of identification is an amalgam based on the terms usages in
sociology (Bourdieu, 1991) and psychology (Ellemers, Spears, Doosje, 1997)36.

36 Within Critical Discourse Analysis scholarship, “identification” carries with it another connotation of victimage that is
usually employed in discussions of viewers’ self-associations with news stories (Blain, 2006). For the purposes of discussing
disciplinary identifications, this dissertation will not assume Blain’s connotation.
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Conjointly, “representation” refers to the ways that the writing center presents its identification
to its surrounding community and ecology. Particularly, this dissertation is concerned with the ways
writing centers are represented through the creation of context-specific discourses. In the previous
chapter, Electronic Tutor Response Forms were examined as modes of disciplinary discourse. In this
chapter, the Writing Fellows Initiative will be analyzed as a sort of representative discourse of the
University Writing Center and of Writing Center Studies.
Writing Fellows Initiative
In attempts to meet both institutional and campus needs, Writing Center Studies has continued to
develop new ways to expand its influence and demonstrate its usefulness. One way that this objective
has been addressed at the local level has been through the implementation of writing fellows programs.
Corbett (2007) described that writing fellows programs typically function by, “pairing up a peer writing
tutor with a professor in a discipline to help integrate writing into the curriculum,” and in doing so, these
“programs complicate issues of authority and interpersonal relations, and raise interesting questions
regarding process versus product” (n.p.). That is to say, writing fellows further the theoretical and
disciplinary missions of their writing centers by bringing writing center expertise directly to students in
writing-intensive courses while also challenging the stereotypical expectations of the type of work done
in their local centers. In these ways, writing fellows have functioned as discourses for disseminating the
identifications of writing centers to various contacted disciplines.
During the aforementioned expansion period of WCS, writing fellows programs have begun to
increase in number and prominence, and while these programs tend to be individually and locally
defined, similarities can be drawn from how they are constituted and situated. This should come as no
surprise to those within the discourse community of WCS, as the recent trend of writing fellows
programs have seemed to fully embrace the communal aspects of the (sub)discipline, with newer
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programs demonstrating a willingness to borrow from existent ones when implementing practices and
forging their own identities.
Chief among these influencing programs has been the Writing Fellows Program at Brown
University, in Providence, Rhode Island, which has been considered to be among, if not the, first such
program in the United States. Starting in 1982, Brown’s writing center established the model of pairing a
specifically-trained writing center tutor with a writing-intensive course from some other discipline. In
this role, the fellow provided guidance and tutoring to the class’s students. Since then, Brown’s program
has become recognized by its formalized procedure: In fellowed classes, students submit drafts to the
Fellow one week before they are due to the professor. Following a quick turnaround, the students have
that week to meet with the Fellow in a face-to-face setting and to revise their work. Finally, the Fellow
submits the Fellow-annotated draft to the instructor so that the instructor can more efficiently review the
students’ progresses and processes (“Writing Fellows” 2012).
In the decades since the emergence of the Writing Fellows Program at Brown University, many
other institutions have developed similar programs, in most cases using Brown’s program as a model
and benchmark – although occasionally this debt is not necessarily recognized by the subsequent
institutions (Zawacki 2012, n.p.). While most of these programs, like the one at Brown, are based out of
writing centers, many others are part of writing across the curriculum programs, and some belong to
independent tutoring programs.
One such emergent program was the Writing Fellows Initiative37 piloted by the UWC at UTEP.
The primary purpose of this initiative was to provide in-class tutoring and assistance, as well as
dedicated out-of-class supplementation, for students with their writing work. The WFI was part of a
larger push by the UWC at UTEP to investigate the possibilities of establishing interdisciplinary
programs where administrators, staff, and tutors (graduate and undergraduate) would all participate in
37 The reason for naming this an “initiative” was because it was predominantly an in-house pilot project administered and
funded by the UWC, and not an official university program.
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disciplinary promotion and critique in order to expand the program’s presence at the institution (and
which was the germ of an idea that influenced the Communities of Praxis model discussed in this
dissertation). The WFI was in place at the UWC at UTEP over the course of four semesters: Spring
2010, Fall 2011, Spring 2011, and Spring 2012. During that time, undergraduate and graduate tutors
were paired with instructors in First-Year Composition, Bilingual Technical Writing, Workplace
Writing, and Popular Music as Communication courses.
The Fellow was eligible to participate in the writing classroom in all or some of the following
ways: communicating with the students through email, holding office hours specifically for that class’s
students, communicating with the students through the class’s web space, presenting mini-lessons during
class time, or through other projects and approaches that the instructor and Fellow determined to be
applicable and beneficial. Writing Fellows would meet with their instructors once a week to discuss
previous weeks’ work as well as to plan for future classes. In addition, the instructor and fellow could
work to recognize and address specific students’ needs. Fellows were required to attend at least two
classes per week, and would meet with the Initiative Coordinator on a bi-weekly basis.
Ultimately, the Fellow would, in the words of Lawfer (2005) “work with… writing students,
using the strategies we learned during… training” (p. 13). In these cases, “training” consisted of biweekly small group meetings, weekly whole group tutor workshops, and individual debriefing sessions
between the Fellow and an advisor. As with most other writing fellows programs, tutors in the WFI were
expected to draw from their experiences and trainings in the UWC when acting as Fellows.
A critical difference separating the WFI from similar projects was that, in this case, the
participating Fellows and instructors were not given specific sets of instructions as to how they should
work together. Instead, UWC administrators only provided the participants with suggested options and
approaches. The thinking behind this was that, since this was a piloted program, the participants would
negotiate a working relationship that would best suit the needs of the particular course and students. In
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other words, the Fellows and instructors would test out different approaches, and then report their
findings to the Initiative’s facilitators, which would in turn be used to develop a more succinct and
formalized pedagogical plan.
Exigence
Speaking to the economic downturn in 2008 and the subsequent recession in the United States,
Lunsford and Ede (2011) warned that, “campus units that provide ‘support services’ have been
particularly hard hit” (p. 19). As such, they argued, there was a need for a more pronounced institutional
identity among programs traditionally labeled as playing supporting roles, and for writing centers in
particular. This line of thought was critical to the development of the WFI. In addition, the Initiative was
devised in order to address specific local concerns.
At the time of the WFI’s implementation, the UWC at UTEP served over 4,200 students on site
each semester, in addition to another 200 students through online tutoring. On a day to day basis, the
UWC was considered to be consistently busy, but when placed in the context of the larger institution,
those figures only added up to roughly 20% of the University’s total student population38. Approached
at this way, the UWC operated fairly close to capacity on a semesterly basis. Significantly, percentages
such as these are different from utilization rates, another popular metric for determining writing center
success, which are roughly determined as the number of consultations completed relative to hours open
and available tutor hours. But working to capacity is not nearly the same thing as serving all possible
clients.
Of those students that used the UWC in some capacity, one third came for assistance with an
assignment from a writing-themed course in the English Department. While this might seem like a
considerable amount in its own right, these figures indicated that at the start of the study discussed here,

38 According to a discussion on the Writing Center Listserv that took place during the spring of 2012, this percentage is
similar to the range of schools like the University of Texas at Austin (~25%) and the University of San Diego, in California
(~10%).
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roughly 40% of the students taking either First-Year Composition, Technical Writing, or Workplace
Writing were not actively served by the UWC.
Comprehensively, the WFI was implemented as one way to address the writing instruction and
tutoring needs of the underserved students in these classes. A study at Brown University claimed that
their Fellows achieved a 60% service rate, meaning more than half of all their university’s students are
served by a Fellow in a given academic year (“Writing Fellows” 2012). It may seem redundant to argue
for the development of a Writing Fellows program simply based on the fact that those Fellows would
potentially reach a greater number of students, but even if the data demonstrating how the Fellows help
students remain undefined, the economical and qualitative benefits of such initiatives should not be
underrepresented.
WFI Objectives
The multiple objectives of the WFI were broken down according to three corresponding
benefiter categories: stakeholders, program, and discipline. One motivation for selecting these groups
was to reinforce the triangulated approach to academic research, and to, as much as possible, avoid
uneven power flows caused by unwanted hierarchical binaries. In this section, the parameters and
benefits of these three categories will be defined.
The primary goal of this Initiative was to benefit individuals from the following participating
groups: students, instructors, and the Writing Fellows themselves. By identifying all participants as
stakeholders, the aim was to heighten the accountability and involvement of each group member.
Furthermore, this concept – the symbiotic benefit of different sets of participants – was the driving
factor in selling the initiative to the participants, the contacted programs, as well as to the institution.
During the development process, different aspects of the proposed benefits where accentuated or
played down depending upon which stakeholder group were the immediately intended audience. For
instance, when pitching the initiative to instructors, an emphasis was put on how the students and
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teacher would benefit. Conversely, when recruiting tutors for the program, an emphasis was placed on
how working as a Fellow would be a benefit to the tutor39. Of course, the objective was to accomplish
all of the stated goals; the purpose of emphasizing different aspects was to frame the project in the most
appealing way for each audience group.
The second intended benefiter of the WFI was the University Writing Center, which served as
the hosting program for the Initiative. In this way, the WFI helped the UWC work towards its goal of
expanding the reach and influence of the UWC on its local campus. According to Soven (2001),
“instructors and students can ignore the peer tutor in the writing center,” which would become “an
impossibility with the course-linked tutor” (p. 205).
This rationale was likewise influenced by programs such as the Writing Across the Curriculum
program at Bridgewater State College, in Bridgewater, Massachusetts, which promoted the ideal of, “an
intellectual environment and campus culture that challenges all students to achieve academic
excellence” (“Writing Across the Curriculum at BSU” 2010, n.p.). Implementing and facilitating the
Writing Fellows Initiative was viewed as one way to contribute to such a campus culture at UTEP.
However, this was not assumed as an objective that could be accomplished individually. As
noted by the Writing Fellows Program at Boston College (2011), in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, “a
broadly perceived need among administrators, faculty and students to make writing more central to all
fields of study in higher education” would be essential (n.p.). In other words, in order for the UWC to
meet its goals as facilitators of a campus-wide writing ecology, it would need to cultivate a culture of
writing in a variety of ways, and it would need to recruit the involvement of other interested
stakeholders40.

39 A more thorough discussion of how these different groups benefitted from the initiative will be presented in the next
subsection.
40 It is worth nothing that in addition to the WFI, the UWC at UTEP had previously implemented other outreach initiatives,
such as in-class presentations, group orientations, and student-produced mini-documentaries, all of which were primarily acts
of information-disseminating. Concurrent to the program discussed here, the UWC piloted strategically-placed satellite
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Hughes and Hall (2008), in the introduction to a special edition of the journal Across the
Disciplines dedicated to the interdisciplinary work of Writing Fellows, articulated the academic and
social benefits of using Writing Fellows in the classroom: “they link students to specific writingintensive courses; they encourage partnerships between a Writing Fellow and a course professor; and
they promote collaboration between peers” (n.p.). Additionally, they noted, “not only may [Writing
Fellows] help students think critically about the relationship between writing and their discipline, but
they also may unintentionally reify relationships between disciplinary writing and social identities.”
While the WFI was not implemented as a Writing Across the Curriculum program (at the time of the
Initiative, the UWC at UTEP did not have a formal WAC or WID program), the nature of writing fellow
work is nevertheless inherently cross-curricular.
Lastly, finding ways to demonstrate the program’s necessity was of the utmost importance, and
so the WFI sought to meet the professional and economic exigencies of Writing Center Studies. In order
to assuage this concern, the UWC viewed the implementation of the WFI as a way to not only improve
its range of effectiveness, but as a way to make the program more valuable to the university. From a
purely economical standpoint, the WFI, like other writing fellows programs, would directly serve a
greater number of students per Fellow than the same would be served by an individual tutor working in
the UWC.
How the WFI Benefitted
As Frey (2007) retrospectively noticed, writing centers were defended as place, “where an
experienced writer, the tutor, works with another writer at any level of writing experience and ability on
writing in progress from any class” (p. 246). For much of the history of writing centers and Writing
Center Studies, it had become accepted doctrine that any student would benefit from working with any
tutor. At the onset of the WFI, this was a point that needed to be articulated to those outside the
writing centers at different point on the campus, which like the WFI, brought the expertise of the UWC out of the center and
into other campus spaces.
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(sub)discipline, even, occasionally, those that fell within the disciplinary boundaries of Rhetoric and
Composition.
Seminal scholarship within the discipline helped to emphasize this function, specifically Harris’s
(1995) assertion that tutors can encourage student independence in collaborative talk; assist students
with metacognitive acquisition of strategic knowledge; assist with knowledge of how to interpret,
translate, and apply assignments and teacher comments; and assist with affective concerns (pp. 30-36).
The necessary argument then became how to ensure that these skills would transfer from the writing
center setting to the fellowed classroom. To that end, Writing Fellows programs at other institutions
were investigated in order to determine how each of the traits enumerated by Harris would be amplified
by the tutor’s position as a Fellow.
Tacitly addressing the first of Harris’s points, the Writing Fellows Program at the University of
Wisconsin – Madison considered, “collaboration among student peers [to be] an especially effective
mode of learning” (“Writing Fellows Program” 2009, n.p.). Along similar lines, the WFI was developed
to be collaborative in nature, with tutors, instructors, students, and UWC administrators all working
together towards a common goal. Nowhere within this Communities of Praxis model has this become
more apparent than in the relationship between the Fellows and students. By initially meeting the
students as a group, rather than on an individual basis, as is the case in the writing center, the Fellow
was placed at an immediate advantage with regards to promoting collaboration; the Fellow was there to
work with all of them.
A second way that this objective was targeted was though the manner which the Fellows
presented themselves to the class. Ideally, this was done in a non-intrusive fashion, borrowing from
Native American rhetorics which have been crediting with emphasizing the need for assimilationbefore-contribution, as well as employing the practice of extended listening wait times before
questioning or offering advice (Cole 2011). To this end, Fellows were instructed to make themselves
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available to the students (through office hours as well as in-class help) but to avoid forcing themselves
on the students. Therefore, by presenting themselves as safe and more recognizable parts of the
classroom ecology, the Fellows established a more recognizable ethos of belonging.
In addition to helping develop writing skills, Harris recognized that tutors also help students
cultivate critical skills for thinking and analyzing their own writing. To work towards this goal, Fellows
in the WFI were assigned the task of composing and presenting mini-lessons explaining how particular
course objectives could be met through effective writing practices. This was a concept in play at the
Bronx Community College of the City University of New York, where the Writing Fellows play an
active role in developing writing assignments for their fellowed classes, including the creation of “new
critical thinking and problem-solving tasks that engage the course content” and “questions that focus
student readings on the course textbook,” among other activities (“Writing Fellows” 2012, n.p.). By
providing students with examples of how to apply specific writing strategies and rhetorical skills during
different stages of the writing process, the Fellows would appropriately model reproducible best
practices in writing.
Aimed at being mutually beneficial, another intended role of the Writing Fellow was to function
as a sort of a two-way liaison between the instructor and the students. With the Fellow regularly
attending face-to-face classes while also meeting with the instructor outside of class, they would gain a
thorough understanding of the instructor’s desired objectives and expectations – not just generally, but
for specific assignments as well. This action was a point of emphasis for the Undergraduate Writing
Fellows and Peer Tutors (2012) at George Mason University in Fairfax County, Virginia, which noted
that Fellows would, “help a professor understand the clarity of his/her writing assignments and
evaluation criteria” (n.p.). Similarly, a representative from the Writing Assistants Program (2011) at
Texas A&M University, in College Station, Texas, would be expected to “Help students understand an
instructor’s goals and expectations” (n.p.). In these ways, the experience of attending classes combined
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with regular meetings with the instructor would lead to the Fellow developing a more meaningful
understanding of the course, which would allow for more informed tutoring.
In addition to meeting academic goals, writing fellows can help students negotiate other
experiences that come with being a college student, such as balancing school and life loads, venting
frustrations and animosities, and learning about other available resources on campus, to name a few.
While these benefits would be less focused on than efforts to help students develop as writers, the
former could certainly be used to supplement the latter. These ideas were explicitly combined by the
Writing Fellows program at the University of Delaware, in Newark, that has advocated for a “more
personalized approach,” wherein “the peer relationship creates a strong opportunity for writing” (“The
Writing Fellows” 2012, n.p.). Similarly, the Writing Fellows Program at DePaul University, in Chicago,
Illinois, would prepare its Fellows to be “act as sympathetic readers and advisors” for the Fellowed
students (2012, n.p.). In these ways, the fellow/student relationship was placed near the forefront of the
program’s ethos.
Assisting students with affective concerns would be fortified by the Fellow developing conscious
understandings and manipulations of space. Since the students would more frequently encounter the
same Fellow more so than they would a tutor, the potential for an open rapport between them becomes
more sustainable, and by meeting with students in the students’ classrooms, which could be viewed as a
more neutral location than the UWC, the potential for discomfort that would come with the student
working in a new space would be lessened. Further, this in-class relationship would have the positive
effect of introducing reluctant Fellowed students to, as Severino & Knight (2007) put it, “a taste of what
the Writing Center offers, which may encourage them to make use of the Center” (p. 27). In this way,
the Fellows would not only be serving the students and the instructor, but also serving the professional
and disciplinary interests of the writing center.
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According to Zawacki (2007), “If we want our students to learn to be rhetorically flexible writers
across the curriculum, we need to help faculty become more flexible in their teaching-with-writing
practices.” In these usages, “flexible” can refer first to the students’ adapting their writing to different
rhetorical situations, as well as to the instructors becoming open to revising their content delivery to
meet emergent modes of discourse. In some cases, writing fellows have helped create such flexibility by
allowing instructors to focus primarily on their courses’ content, while providing the reassuring support
system that would ensure that students’ writing needs are also being addressed by a concerned and
trained tutor.
In writing-specific courses, this sort of flexibility can be found when instructors are able to focus
on disciplinary content concerns while fellows help address writing concerns. In other cases, the tutor
would provide flexibility by working with the instructor to develop assignments that would use course
content to address specific writing practices. Both of these cases were in play with the WFI at UTEP,
although no two classes utilized the writing fellow in exactly the same way. Instead, Fellows and
instructors were encouraged to collaborate on lesson plan designs and tutoring plans to meet the unique
objectives of the particular course and student population. For example, at the instructor’s request, one
Fellow would help translate instructions into Spanish in order to ensure that assignment and course
objectives were understood by all students. In each case, the instructor, Fellow, and Initiative facilitator
would collaborate in the design a role for the Fellow that was contextually defined.
Fellows as Stakeholders
Hall (2001), identified “stakeholders” as any constitute, group, or party with a personal or
professional connection to the interests of the institution. Hall would use this definition to argue that it is
incumbent upon any group benefiting from traditional power to “understand and reconcile the needs and
interests” of the other, less-powerful stakeholding groups (p. 59). Since the Fellows were stakeholders
that represented two different ends of the traditional hierarchy spectrum (less traditional power than
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instructors, more than students), their roles as stakeholders in the Writing Fellows Initiative where
emphasized41.
Even with its identification as a (sub)discipline, the professional interests of Writing Center
Studies have included the continued professional development of its writing tutors. As such, Writing
Fellows programs have frequently enumerated among their goals the benefits that the fellows would
expect to earn. For example, the Undergraduate Writing Fellows/Peer Tutors program at George Mason
University (2012) ensured that their Fellows would, “[gain] valuable insights about teaching, writers,
and [their] own writing” (n.p.). The reflections of the Writing Fellows that participated in the WFI
supported this claim indicated that fellows felt allowed them to take “take tutoring to a new, sustained
level and it was thus more fulfilling” and that the experience “helped… bridge the gap between tutoring
and teaching.” These observations can be viewed as in concert with Brown University’s (2012) claim
that Tutors working as Writing Fellows would gain, “extensive editing experience, an opportunity to
improve interpersonal skills, and a chance to develop as writers, speakers, and educators” (n.p.).
The expectation is that these were all skills that would transfer to future educational and
professional experiences the Fellows might encounter, a point directly observed by Grimm (2001),
whose tutors reported learning, “more about how to be an effective teacher by working in a writing
center than by taking courses in composition pedagogy” (p. 41). Similar summative responses were
offered by the Fellows in the WFI, all of whom either moved onto teaching careers or matriculated into
Master’s programs in English or Rhetoric and Composition upon completing their undergraduate
careers.
In addition to benefits on the personal level, the Writing Fellows Initiative provided marked
benefits for the professional and disciplinary goals of the University Writing Center. For instance,
students would become better acclimated with their local centers via their work with a Fellow. To that
41 Ensuring this balance of power was of particular interest to Soven (2001), who argued that, when working on the
institutional level, “The coordinator's first responsibility is tutor protection” (p. 219).
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point, Ferruci and DeRosa (2006) surveyed all of the First-Year Composition students at Easter
Connecticut State University and concluded that, “Students’ perceptions of… writing centers functions
provide us with important insights” on how to think about what the space of the center means, and
expand that notion to better suit the students’ needs (p. 27).
How the WFI was Monitored and Assessed
The Writing Fellows Initiative was assessed using a combination of methodologies. Primarily,
the assessment consisted of two different types of approaches, which were categorized as either
“monitored” or “evaluative.” A useful way to think about the differences between these two sorts of
assessment is that the evaluative assessments were anonymous, while the monitored kind – as the name
suggested – involved assessments wherein the participants were directly associated with the
corresponding data. Then, these same data were evaluated with either a qualitative or quantitative
approach lens. This section explains the applications of these approaches in more detail.
The evaluative assessments consisted of a series of surveys completed by the Fellows, students,
and instructors. These surveys were not conducted during every semester that the WFI was in place;
rather they were later added during the Spring 2011 semester as a supplemental layer of assessment. The
surveys were demarcated as evaluative because they asked the participants to respond to, and comment
on, the performance of the Fellow they worked with (in this case, the Fellows responded reflectively on
their own work), as well as of the initiative itself. Each participating group received a different version
of the survey to complete, geared towards their role in the Initiative, but with questions that were
designed to correlate across survey type.
Monitored assessments included face-to-face meetings, in-person observations of the Fellows in
their writing classrooms, as well as a blog that was kept by the Writing Fellows. The primary mode of
monitoring involved semi-formal, bi-weekly meetings between the Initiative facilitator and the Fellows.
At these meetings, the Fellows reported on their experiences from the previous weeks, asked
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clarification questions (such as how to respond to particular situations), reflected on their work, and
shared best practices with one another. In addition, the Initiative facilitator would periodically meet with
the instructors to gauge their impressions of the in-progress project and to address individualized
concerns.
Another useful, if informal, assessment tactic was for Fellows to have dedicated opportunities to
meet amongst themselves without the immediate oversight of an administrator, Initiative facilitator, or
instructor, a common practice within Writing Center Studies. For example, at St. John’s University, in
Queens, New York, fellows were encouraged to use these meetings would be used to “reflect on their
pedagogy in order to develop ways to utilize writing for learning and engagement in their courses and to
strengthen their students’ writing” (“Faculty Fellows Program” 2012, n.p.). In the WFI, Fellows would
meet to provide support, and to talk about their experiences in the classroom, writing center, and in
office hours. Additionally, this time was used to compare best practices and air grievances, practice that
White-Farnham, Dyehouse, & Siegel Finer (2012) acknowledged “can yield multiple benefits for
writing centers as organizations, such as establishing a writing center as a center for research in the
University and fostering the disciplinary knowledge of tutors” (n.p.).
The next type of monitoring involved the Writing Fellows Blog, which the Fellows alternated
updating at weekly intervals. The content of the blog posts was largely left up to the Fellows, but they
were encouraged to reflect critically on their experiences in the writing classroom, with the ultimate
objective being the cumulative formulation of theoretical constants and reproducible pedagogy. Mostly,
Fellows used this space to air grievances and as a brag board to share encouraging anecdotes and best
practices. The Writing Fellow blogs were largely private, although the Initiative facilitator and veteran
fellows maintained access and would occasionally chime in with comments and advice. Combined with
the face-to-face meetings, the blog comprised the qualitative data collection of this study.
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The blogging exercise was valued because among other reasons, according to Hall (2011),
reflective writing as a training dialogue for writing center tutors “plays a critical role in tutor training
and in developing a writing center community of practice” (84). A shared writing experience, such as a
blog, when combined with the previously described protocols, would help foster the Fellows as a group
of learners with common invested interests. Significantly, ideas introduced in the blog where developed
into theory and the eventually presented during whole group UWC workshops in order to benefit the
practices of the entire program. Therefore, the Fellows not only participated in the practice of writing
center work, but in the creation of new theory. In other words, these assessment practices helped to
develop Communities of Praxis.
Interactions and Space
Often, the focus within Writing Center Studies has been on the interactions between the writing
Fellow and the students, or the Fellow and the instructor. In targeting these areas, the emphasis would
have to do with the how well the Fellow is meeting the needs of the students, or how well the Fellow is
serving the instructor. These are, of course, relevant relationships to consider, but they are also ones
compounded with the expected problems associated with binary thinking. For example, in focusing only
on those interactions between the writing fellows and the students, whether through direct observation or
via student surveys, the role as the tutor as an authority figure is reinforced. Power structure would be
similarly emphasized even more so when the focus is on the interactions between the Fellow and the
instructor.
Corbett (2011) noticed that the “new arrangement” of placing a fellow in the classroom “puts
tutors in a high-risk situation where they may be struggling to apply what they have been taught from
orthodox writing center theory and practice… to this new and different instructional context” (p. 60). So,
even though the participants remained constant, the changed context could alter the situation in
meaningful – and potentially counterproductive – ways. Corbett’s observation proved prescient for the
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Fellows, as they indicated having to resist urges to assume an authoritative role when presenting to the
class as a whole group or even when working with individual students in the classroom setting.
A disciplinary way of thinking of this problem is that the move to the classroom could
potentially undo the work that was put into creating the writing center space. When tutoring in the
classroom, tutors cannot take advantage of the physical space or the writing center, which in ideal cases,
had been purposefully constructed to facilitate equitable and safe collaborative consultations.
Negotiating the classroom space, whether having to do with using certain types of furniture or physically
placing oneself in relation to the student, were issues raised during Fellows’ meetings and in their blog
posts.
Going Forward
In addition to the assessment approaches employed with the WFI, writing centers have evaluated
the relative successes and shortfalls of their writing fellows programs using a variety of qualitative and
quantitative assessments. Based on the analyses of the evaluative and monitored assessments, the
Writing Fellows Initiative was deemed to have successfully met some of its objectives. In addition,
some areas that were in need of further modification and improvement have been revealed.
In particular, assessing the WFI provided a great deal of useful data not just about the Fellows’
work and how that could be improved, but also about the bureaucratic aspects of the initiative and how
those factors could be shored up. One type of potential improvement would come in the area of
preparation, either through specified training workshops or perhaps through something grander in scale,
such as through dedicated development in-services that would take place during the summer or inbetween the fall and spring semesters, or by developing formal, for-credit courses. This latter approach
is employed n Brown University’s Writing Fellows Program, where, before being assigned to a class,
fellows must take a seminar course on writing pedagogy (“Writing Fellows” 2012). An approach such as
this – which obviously comes with its own set of bureaucratic restrictions – would go a long way
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towards providing a theoretical foundation for the Fellows that they could then apply to their individual
and shared practices.
Being for the direct benefit of writing center administrators charged with planning and funding
tutor preparation, Writing Fellows programs allow for a degree of on-the-job training, but in the spirit of
the Initiative itself, this is not something that should be approached individually. By working closely
with disciplinary instructors, Writing Fellows better learn the specific objectives and goals of that
course, knowledge that is transferred over and applicable to one-on-one and group tutoring sessions
(Corbett 2011). In this way, projects as the Writing Fellows Initiative can be used to facilitate more
inclusive Communities of Praxis comprised of Fellows, instructors, writing center administrators,
university representatives, and even writing students. These groups would collaborate to develop plans,
schedules, and objectives that would better meet the needs of all involved stakeholders.
The WFI as Facilitator of (Sub)Disciplinarity through Interdisciplinarity
As individual writing fellows programs have been differently implemented to meet the needs of
local writing ecologies, a shared characteristic has revealed itself in that that they function as
interdisciplinary and interpersonal contact zones. In most cases, however, these relationships have
manifested as traditional binaries that have become, in the words of Kjesrud & Wislocki (2011) “nearly
impossible to root out” and an “impediment to complex theorizing” (p. 95). As a result, a contact zone
involving Writing Fellows could result in a dissatisfied clientele, or a tutor’s expertise being underutilized. In contrast to this traditional approach to developing a writing fellows program, a more useful
way of understanding the potential efficacies would be to develop Communities of Praxis.
This process would consider not only the perspectives of all available stakeholders, but also the
(sub)disciplinary situatedness of the writing center within its local writing ecology. Developing a multilayered and triangulated contact zone metaphor to the situation would result in a visual representation
such as the following:
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Figure 5.2. Triangulated “Communities of Praxis” Institutional Power Relationship
The schematic map in Figure 5.2 illustrates the (sub)disciplinary situatedness of the local writing
center serving as a contact zone between the discipline of Rhetoric and Composition, the other
disciplines at the local institution, and the institution itself. Similarly, these points of triangulated
reference can also serve to represent the professional, disciplinary, and business interests of each
indicated group.
The unevenly shaded green area is illustrated as such in order to represent the various points of
situatedness for the local writing center that can vary depending upon factors such as time, place, space,
and the relationship between the Rhetoric and Composition program and the contacted disciplines. This
shaded illustration is comparable to the cytoplasm of the animal cell, the jelly-like material contained
within the membrane of a cell which encases all of the cell’s organelles. For the purposes of this
metaphor, the roles of individual organelles are less significant, but the fluidity and freedom of
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movement provided by the cytoplasm can be understood as analogous to the variable, contextualized
situatedness of the local writing center. This is because the local writing center, as defined by its own
identifications and its numerous representations, occupies a different place relative to each stakeholder
at its institution. In other words, the writing center means something different depending upon who or
what it is contacting.
Consider again, for example, the case of the Writing Fellows Initiative. For a discipline such as
Communication, which was directly contacted to Rhetoric and Composition via the WFI, the UWC
could be said to occupy a space closer to the center of the schematic map, or at least more evenly
situated between the two named disciplines. However, as the WFI was an in-house initiative and not a
fully-sanctioned program of the institution, its placement in relation to the institution would not be as
equitable. Similarly, for a discipline or program at the same institution that is not directly involved with
the UWC, the writing center would appear to be placed further away from that discipline.
One might assume that, generally speaking, the ideal place for a writing center to be would be
the center of map. Yet there are potential hazards with this model, too. For instance, a writing center that
is placed equidistant from each reference might be particularly appealing to individuals within Rhetoric
and Composition inclined to favor equitable representations. However, this presupposes that the best
place for a writing center to be is in the exact middle of everything it contacts, and to so assume that a
middle placement would be best for all writing centers would be critically acontextual. Another
reoccurring problem was revealed in the trajectory of disciplinary contact zones laid out by Norgaard
(1999), where “rhetorical or negotiated dimensions of expertise” led to situations where participating
stakeholders effectively competed against one another’s better interests (p. 44). With these issues in
mind, in individual cases of the writing center’s specific contact zone placement, the significance should
be less on where it is placed, and more on where is the best place for its particular ecological system.
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A similar argument could be made for writing center space. In Chapter 4, the role that the
Rhetoric and Composition’s place within the institution plays on its space was discussed. Mainly, at
institutions where Rhetoric and Composition enjoys disciplinary recognition and professional prestige,
writing centers and other programs are rewarded with better physical and monetary resources, as well as
with prime real estate. Inversing that idea, it is important to also consider how space has been used to
reify and challenge local writing centers’ place. In other words, scholars of Rhetoric and Composition
must think about how the physical location of the writing center influences and affects its
(sub)disciplinary place within the institution.
A workable heuristic for writing center self-assessment and improvement was provided by
Grimm (2003):
Revisit the writing center mission statement… Schedule time for research… Find ways to layer
research and service and teaching… Form collaborative partnerships…Broaden the scope of
writing center publication… Find ways to allow personal passions and interests and histories to
infiltrate academic interests. (p. 56)
This list provides a reasonable starting point, but following to a Communities of Praxis model, these are
all concerns that must be negotiated collaboratively.
According to Hall (2011), negotiation, while challenging, can result in the emergence of a
“common interest that might connect and advance a variety of pedagogical and curricular experiments”
(p. 45). In order to ensure that such negotiations were equitable to all stakeholders, Hall continued, the
perspectives and voices of students, administrators, and educators should be included any time curricular
or institutional negotiations are taking place. Scaffolding off of this idea, a Communities of Praxis
model adds that different disciplinary stakeholders should likewise be consulted when designing and
determining the situatedness of a local writing center.
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Like the applications of Critical Discourse Analysis discussed in Chapter 4, discussions of
academic contact zones are inherently interdisciplinary. Thus, as Norgaard (1999) established, working
within these zones “means exploring how students and professionals alike engage and develop their
disciplinary expertise… [and] exploring what happens when writers—and readers—find themselves at
the margins of their own fields” (p. 49).
Speaking directly to Norgaard’s definition, members of the Rhetoric and Composition discourse
community “need to think broadly about our contributions to institutions,” argued Lerner (2003), and
consider “writing centers’ contributions to campus life and climate, to general education outcomes, to
our institutions’ commitment to academic excellence” (p. 73). With the writing center functioning as an
interdisciplinary contact zone, Writing Fellows programs offer a multifaceted way for Rhetoric and
Composition to extend its institutional reach by, as Corbett (2007) articulated, “complicat[ing] issues of
authority and interpersonal relations” (n.p.).
Of course, negotiating a triangulated contact zone in order to determine the more effective ways
for writing centers to function within its local writing ecology can be a difficult endeavor. But working
within collaborative Communities of Praxis, where the perspectives and opinions of all available
stakeholders are considered, can help writing centers learn how to more effectively and equitably
establish their (sub)disciplinary identifications and institutional representations.
In the next discussion chapter, the concepts of identification and representation will be applied to
examples of discursive artifacts and practices from the (sub)discipline of Writing Center Studies. By
returning to Critical Discourse Analysis, but this time as a theoretical framework as opposed to
employing it as a specific methodology, the next chapter will investigate the various ways in which
(sub)disciplinary discourses can be used to define (sub)disciplinary and local discourses. In addition,
Pennycook’s (2007) concept of transgressive applied linguistics will be used as a model for
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understanding the interactions and flow of power that take place between a centralized WCS
identification and the many local writing centers within the (sub)discipline.
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Chapter 6: Writing Center Studies (Sub)Disciplinary Situatedness
Previously, for etymological and pragmatic reasons, Writing Center Studies has been defined as
a (sub)discipline under the disciplinary umbrella of Rhetoric and Composition. In this chapter, the
argument for Rhetoric and Composition’s disciplinary situatedness within the discourse community of
the academy will be furthered by focusing on WCS’s function as an interdisciplinary contact zone as
pertaining to the institution, the local writing ecology, and the professional (sub)discipline of Writing
Center Studies. A Communities of Praxis model will be employed in evaluating how different local
writing centers have negotiated these reference points in order to establish identifications that are unique
but still within the parameters of the international WCS discipline.
The Communities of Praxis discussed in this section includes the triangulated place defined by
situating the local writing center as the contact zone between the institution, the Writing Center Studies
Discipline, and the local writing ecology. In order to help define these disciplinary parameters, elements
of Critical Discourse Analysis will be applied in analyses of prominent disciplinary discourses. These
discourses will include the journals the Writing Center Journal, Writing Lab Newsletter, and Praxis: A
Writing Center Journal, and the website for International Writing Centers Association. In addition, the
website for the University of Illinois at Chicago Writing Center, as well as discourses from other local
writing centers, will be used as examples42. The purpose of these analyses and examples will be to
demonstrate how Writing Center Studies (sub)disciplinarity is produced and reproduced through its
various discourses. In addition, these analyses help to reveal how individual writing centers can better
function as actors within their localized contexts while also acknowledging larger disciplinary
placements.

42 The motivation for focusing on these publications and organizations in this analysis should be rather self-evident, as they
represent the more prominent discourses within Writing Center Studies. The UIC Writing Center was selected because, as
will be discussed below, it offers one of the better examples of how local writing centers can create identifications based on
specifically articulated theoretical and philosophical objectives.
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Finally, continuing from Fairclough’s (2010) stance that “the critical analyst… is also producing
discourse,” the final Communities of Praxis map of this analysis of the Writing Center Studies discipline
will be given. This latest map will be introduced and scaffolded on the previous chapter’s maps in order
provide a model for how Communities of Praxis can be applied in layered contexts for individual
writing centers. This conjoined, meta-map will define writing center identifications as intentional, fluid,
pro-active, interdisciplinary, and based on local writing ecologies.
From the Consultation to the (Sub)Discipline
At the consultation level, this dissertation has defined the (sub)disciplinary place of the writing
center as a contact zone between the tutor, student, and the discipline engaged in collaboration. The
writing center has also been defined as a contact zone between Rhetoric and Composition, its various
contacted disciplines, and the institution in which it is located. In this section, the purpose of applying a
Communities of Praxis framework is to understand the (sub)disciplinary situatedness of the writing
center within the academy at large by establishing its places and spaces as contextually defined by the
Institution, the local writing ecology, and the Writing Center Studies Discipline. In other words, the goal
of this portion of this project is to better understand how local writing centers can establish
individualized identifications while also contributing to the objectives of the larger, multi-institutional
discipline.
The validity of Writing Center Studies as a (sub)discipline can be established by many factors
similar to those used to determine the disciplinary presence of Rhetoric and Composition at the
institutional level: major and regional organizations and conferences; disciplinary publications,
including peer-reviewed journals; and majors at the undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral levels chief
among them. However, it is the contention of this dissertation that the shared DNA between Writing
Center Studies and Rhetoric and Composition is more an argument for WCS’s (sub)disciplinary place
within the larger discipline. In addition to the professional aspects mentioned above, a number of
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common factors link WCS and Rhetoric and Composition. For starters, there is a shared history, and
although the lineage has not always been perfectly aligned, a synchronicity of names and scholarship
can easily be traced. In more contemporary examples, the (sub)disciplinary placement of WCS within
Rhetoric and Composition can allow for politically and economically advantageous moves of power
within a single institution. As Ede (1989) put it, “Because of our experiences in writing centers, we
know things that composition specialists… can't know. And out centers can provide unique
opportunities for research” (p. 6).
This is not to suggest that each individual institution needs a distinctly and specifically named
Rhetoric and Composition program with a disciplinarily-linked writing center, rather the argument is
that each institution should define for itself what constitutes the writing identifications of that
institution43. And as previously discussed, when led by scholars from the discipline of Rhetoric and
Composition, these defining conversations need to be collaboratively composed with all available
stakeholders. Of course, this symbiotic relationship should come with the expectation of autonomy for
Writing Center Studies. In other words, a writing center should not exist exclusively as a service for a
Rhetoric and Composition, Writing, or First-year Composition program, rather the different programs
should function within Communities of Praxis aimed at promoting and developing the local writing
community of the institution, its various academic and professional disciplines, and the surrounding
ecology.
As was the case in Chapter 5, the term “Institution” will refer to the college, university, or other
place of business that houses the writing center. While not every institution with a writing center also
has a recognized Rhetoric and Composition program or department, by virtue of having a writing center,

43 So, for example, if a particular institution, at the time of its self-analysis, decides that the best ways to address the writing
needs and objectives of its local writing ecology would be to create a self-supporting multidisciplinary writing and tutoring
center housed in a central location such as a library, that would be consistent with the Communities of Praxis model so long
as the project was collaboratively designed by all available stakeholders.
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it would be represented in place and space by the Rhetoric and Composition discipline44. For those
institutions where Rhetoric and Composition does have a disciplinary presence, situatedness can be
represented in a variety of ways, such as through named faculty, specific degree programs
(undergraduate, graduate, and/or doctoral levels), participation in various conferences, and involvement
in disciplinary publications.
For the purposes of this discussion, the local writing ecology has been defined by the prevalence
of Rhetoric and Composition disciplinary place and space at a given institution as well as the writing of
other programs, initiatives, departments, organizations, and when available, non-sanctioned aspects from
the surrounding communities that contribute to the presence of writing, and therefore need to be
validated, at that institution. For example, the “Stanford Study of Writing” (2008) noted that, when
accounting for all the various ways that students were engaged in that involved some sort of writing –
including response, online discussions, multimodal compositions, and other activities not traditionally
considered academic writing – it became apparent that contemporary students were doing more writing
work than, perhaps, any previous generation. The main difference, of course, was that the students in the
study were engaged in different types of writing – but writing nonetheless. Furthering the Stanford
Study, a multi-institutional investigation of the whole of the lived writing practices of undergraduate
students, considered including the writing that students do outside of school or work – such as texting,
composing for social networks, and writing done for leisure – as part of the writing work done by
students (Grabill, et al, 2010).
As a final reference point for this manifestation of Communities of Praxis, the discipline of
Writing Center Studies will predominantly be defined by the Constitution of the International Writing
44 Often, local writing centers, such as those at smaller institutions, at online schools, and at business outside the traditional
academy, do not benefit from a local Rhetoric and Composition (or similar) program. Other times, local writing centers are
placed within in “support” or “tutoring” services, and may be run by Education or Business departments. However, an
implicit contention of this dissertation is that since writing center work is always within the Rhetoric and Composition
discipline, any writing center is inherently doing Rhetoric and Composition work. Further research would be necessary to
fully articulate the myriad ways in which different local writing centers are placed within the Rhetoric and Composition
discipline.
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Centers Association. An amalgam of numerous regional writing center associations, the IWCA was
founded in 1983 in a move to distinguish itself from the other (sub)disciplinary branches belonging to
the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE). The IWCA membership is comprise of
individuals, administrators and staff, from writing centers at all levels of education as well as in private
industry. In addition to work directly related to “writing center theories and applications,” the IWCA is
focused on “fostering communication among writing centers and providing a forum for concerns” for
those with a “demonstrated interest and experience in writing centers as well as in the teaching of
writing” (“Constitution,” n.p.). The IWCA oversees two major disciplinary publications, The Writing
Center Journal (WCJ) and The Writing Lab Newsletter (WLN), which will both be discussed in further
detail of Part two of this chapter.
These characteristics have been emphasized in order to ensure that the IWCA remains open to a
wide variety of potential members while also maintaining a specific disciplinary focus that would allow
unique takes on the writing center model to fit under a single, professional banner. These philosophies
are reinforced by the IWCA’s administrative board, which organizes annual meetings, collects member
dues, grants awards for outstanding scholarship, and fulfills much of the other roles expected of a
professional organization tied to a specific academic discipline. As with the previous characteristics,
these actions help to establish and promote the disciplinarity of Writing Center Studies in multifaceted
ways.
Professionalization
Even though “there clearly can be no one ideal center defined in terms of its physical set-up,
kinds of services, or even type of organization,” disciplinary boundaries and standards maintained
through professional discourse are essential to institutional recognition (Harris 1985, p. 4). Through a
variety of discourses such as disciplinary journals and book publications, listservs and email lists,
conference presentations and workshops, professionals in Writing Center Studies have developed
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numerous avenues for sharing stories, providing advice, creating professional and social networks, and
disseminating scholarship.
Pemberton (2003), listed The Writing Lab Newsletter and the Writing Center Journal as the two
more influential publications in the discipline that have served as “a reflection of changes that have
taken place” within the discipline, and have provided “a unique window into the evolutionary process
that has made the writing center community what it is today” (p. 23). In fact, “articles in these journals
enable writing center scholars to construct a reasonably detailed history back in the early 1970s” (Carino
1995, p. 103). Along similar lines, Cogie (1998) observed how discussion on WCENTER, a prominent
email listserv for writing center personnel, “indicate that collectively we as writing center professionals
have indeed been working to extend the conversation about one-to-one work across our campuses” (p.
47). Naturally, these modes of discourse have relied primarily on the transmission of the written word, a
potentially critical fact of disciplinary identity for WCS – since composing written discourse is a
primary disciplinary objective, and it is paramount that in disciplinary interactions, practitioners are able
to communicate effectively and efficiently (see, for example, Inman Sewell 2003, and Grego and
Thompson 2008). In addition to record keeping and communication, disciplinary publications can also
help (if occasionally inadvertently) reveal areas of need and gaps in scholarship, such as WCS’s lack of
unifying approaches to working with ESL students (Williams and Takaku 2011, p. 5).
As with formal publications, content created by emergent scholars and students within a
discipline can serve in promoting its professionalization. To this point, Jackson, Leverenz, and Law
(2003) felt that “the most certain sign of academic acceptance is the number of dissertations involving
writing centers” (p. 132). However, in the same way the publications can demonstrate knowledge as
well as reveal shortcomings, Ede (1996) was concerned that that in increase in the number of
dissertations about writing centers might actually “lead to a ‘narrowing and limit[ing]’ of writing
centers, and to the creation of oppressive hierarchies within the writing center community” (p. 119).
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These potential problems have largely stemmed from writing center methodologies, which “although
helpful and practical for tutors, are usually experiential and anecdotal rather than empirically based”
(Severino and Deifell 20011, p. 26).
Furthermore, evidence of writing center effectiveness has traditionally over-reliant on usage
rates, figures that Frey (2007) conceded “may not be enough to show a writing center's contribution to
academic life” (p. 249). (Conversely, Gillespie, Hughes, and Kail (2007) valued usability statistics as
means of proving center successes as well as demonstrating “the quality of the interaction between
writer and tutor” (p. 36).) In order to ensure its progression and sustainability as a discipline, it is
important that WCS be allow for “emergent and conflicting viewpoints to critique, resist, and sometimes
even change disciplinary assumptions and practices” in both its publications and student work (Ede
1996, p. 119).
Through publications, dissertations, and other disciplinary interactions, WCS has developed a
multifaceted identity, replete with characteristics and practices specific to the most local of contexts. In
fact, Harris (1985) recognized “a generalized interest in writing” as the only criteria binding disparate
centers to single disciplinary identity. Importantly, variance of this sort has been largely accepted by the
writing center community. Carino (2003) noted that centers “have almost uniformly, maintained their
identity as nonhierarchical, friendly places where students can feel welcome” (p. 101). Likewise,
Macauley and Mariello (2007) advised that those with disciplinary ambitions not allow “a desire for
recognition or credibility to cloud our understanding that writing center work is local, individual, and
context-dependent” (p. xv-xvi). In fact, Macauley & Mariello would add, the lack of a formal
disciplinary definition permits individual centers to define themselves locally within “the margins and
borders where the live and work” (p. xv).
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Fuller (1991) claimed that “disciplines mark the point at which methods are institutionalized,” so
whether seeking a singular disciplinary identity or crafting a local role, developing a theory of writing
center disciplinarity is important (p. 302). Writing to this idea, Bazerman (2011) advised:
If we choose the path to disciplinarity of narrowing the acceptable data, method, or theory, we
are in danger of misunderstanding or even distorting the processes, practices, and products of
writing… [rather] we should choose a path that finds discipline in our questions and goals,
allowing us to draw on the resources of many disciplines. (p. 8)
This approach to disciplinary sustainability assumed as guiding principles inclusive approaches to
research, a healthy atmosphere of self-critique, a consistent focus on primary disciplinary objectives, as
well as a promoted theory of interdisciplinary collaboration.
Of course, issues beyond the immediate control of the center play occasionally inordinate roles
in determining the writing center’s place and space, both locally and disciplinarily. Riley (1994)
recognized a fundamental conflict in the way centers are perceived by universities: “Because our
principles are different, the established university culture has difficulty recognizing what writing centers
do” (p. 21). Stretching the sphere of influence beyond parent institutions, Harris (2000) found that
“academia is too heavily influenced by society’s needs and trends and too dependent on the funding that
society provides to move in directions other than where society is headed” (p. 13). Speaking directly to
the issue of budgetary concerns, Papay (2002) observed that “successful writing centers in the United
States have often been those able to maintain institutional support and a share of local
resources” (p. 6). How exactly said centers have been able to maintain such support is up for debate,
save for the rather unhelpful “mixed… approach” observed by Ede and Lunsford (2000).
True to this protean form, a number of factors have been isolated as contributing to writing
centers’ recent monetary concerns: the successful business models of online tutoring services (Harris
2000), a lack of self-assessment (Lerner 2003), institutional budget crunches (Grego and Thompson
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2008), and of course, the “the economic downturn that began in 2008” (Lunsford and Ede 2011). It is
important to note that, in spite of these sometimes dire circumstances, there are a number of things that
writing centers can do well in order promote institutional standing.
“Resisting the primacy of the bottom line,” claimed Cogie, Janke, Kramer, and Simpson (2007),
can prove problematic, or at the very least stress-inducing because “the more recognition and support a
program receives, the more writing center directors may perceive the need to impress to those with
authority over the budget that the recognition and support are deserved” (p. 130). A better method for
establishing the writing centers’ claims for place and space within their institutions has been provided by
Gillespie, Hughes, and Kail (2007):
[Writing centers] provide, and proudly so, an important, flexible service to the literacy needs of
the academy, and our first claim to budget, space, and the curriculum has been argued from the
perspective that the service we provide is necessary, effective, and efficient, creating and
sustaining a strong culture of writing on campus. (36)
In keeping the focus of the discussion on what we do well, while also providing ourselves with the
means of communication and the encouragement to challenge our own practices, localized writing
centers and the institutional disciplinarity of Writing Center Studies can flourish. And by looking into
the sources listed here, as well as other pertinent scholarship, this dissertation seeks to further examine
the writing center’s contact triangulated contact zones in order to develop the idea of the writing center
as a community of praxis.
Critical Discourse Analyses of Writing Center Discourses
According to Ede (1989), those working within Writing Center Studies, “have succeeded in
creating a niche for ourselves in the larger world of composition studies, but…have not, I fear,
convinced others in [Rhetoric and Composition] of [WCS’s] centrality” (p. 5). This niche identification
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is reproduced in the discourses of the (sub)discipline, and in individual writing centers’ places and
spaces.
Huckin (2002) defined Critical Discourse Analysis as “an approach, a way of looking at texts,
not a rigorously systematic method of analysis” (p. 163). Embracing that perspective, this section will
not present a series of data collected during the course of different analytic studies and instead will use
CDA as a framing devise for discussing WCS (sub)disciplinarity. That is, there will be no close
descriptions of artifacts as was the case with the Electronic Tutor Response Form in Chapter 4. Instead,
this section will apply different objectives of CDA to a series of WCS discourses in order to demonstrate
how the various situations of the (sub)discipline have been reproduced through discourse. Of course, the
following discussion will also seek to embrace the democratic imperative of CDA, when appropriate, in
order to address how these various discourses have used Writing Center Studies as a vehicle for
reproducing and challenging traditional power structures within the academy.
Through the lens of Critical Discourse Analysis, this section will examine how these selected
artifacts demonstrate varying positions, perspectives, and approaches within the (sub)discipline,
including how the International Writing Center Association’s website has reinforced a (sub)disciplinary
hierarchy within Rhetoric and Composition; how The Writing Center Journal has provided the
(sub)discipline with a prominent and professional means of disseminating scholarship while
simultaneously reproducing and challenging traditional, name-based power structures; how the Writing
Lab Newsletter and Praxis: A Writing Center Journal have created spaces within the (sub)discipline for
new and emergent voices to be heard; and, how the University of Illinois at Chicago Writing Centers has
employed various discourses in order to promote a specific local identification45.

45 Images of each of these discourses can be found in the Appendix section.
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International Writing Centers Association Website (writingcenters.org)
The website for the International Writing Centers Association, serves as an example of how a
disciplinary discourse can reinforce WCS's (sub)disciplinary place within Rhetoric and Composition. As
one with expect of the official web space of a professional academic organization, writingcenters.org
provides the user with a great deal of information regarding publications, conferences and institutes,
writing center news (such as information about new centers and directors), and awards. With regards to
establishing WCS's professionalism, the website could be considered contact zone within the
(sub)discipline.
This design of the IWCA website, including the multichromatic blue color scheme, subtly
reveals the organization's connection to the National Council of Teachers of English, of which the
IWCA is a subsidiary. While the NCTE’s website includes colorful sections, the header is of a similar
multichromatic blue scheme. When viewed side-by-side, the IWCA website appears quite clearly to be a
subsection of the NCTE website. These visual differences and similarities help to subtly reinforce
(sub)disciplinary status within the larger disciplines of English and Rhetoric and Composition as well as
to permit the IWCA to borrow the ethos of its parent organization.
Further demonstrating the multilayered structures of the organization, the IWCA website
operates as a conglomerate hub for various regional writing center organizations. Under the "Updates"
section of the IWCA homepage, the user can find a link to a "Regional Organizations" section, which, in
turn, provides links to websites for regional writing center organizations in the United States and from
other parts of the world. In addition to the roll call, this section of writingcenters.org provides
"Guidelines for Regionals," a brief outline of the expectations and objectives that each regional writing
center organization must maintain in order to be considered a professional organization within the
IWCA. While ostensibly an informative discourse, these guidelines also serve to establish the power
structure within the (sub)discipline, and to place the IWCA at the top of said hierarchical structure.
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The structure and design of the IWCA website combine to form a (sub)disciplinary
representation that is at once autonomous and belonging to a larger whole, professional and welcoming,
far reaching and local. Importantly, these identifications do not articulate a favored status of one
component of the IWCA, and thus WCS, over another (for example, all conference announcements
receive equitable billing). However, the hierarchical language (“international,” “regional,” etc.) does
imply a sort of ordered status which is reified by WCS’s (sub)disciplinary place within Rhetoric and
Composition.
The Writing Center Journal
The Writing Center Journal occupies an important place within Writing Center Studies'
(sub)disciplinarity as a sort of benchmark for scholarly work. Writing of the exigency that led to the
initial production of WCJ, Pemberton (2003) identified WCS' marginalization within the academy that
led to its scholars being "shut out by the major composition journals" (p. 31). By stressing content of
original theoretical and empirical writing center research in a rigorous, double-blind and peer-reviewed
setting, the journal was in fact created as a means of promoting WCS's professional disciplinarity, while
also making the journal and acceptable publication for new scholars seeking tenure and promotion.
The physical artifact that is the journal itself is in line the genre expectations of the professional
discourse. The cover is simple - a single, vertical, one-inch maroon stripe on the right margin
juxtaposing a white filed. In the left-side space is the information about the particular issue: volume and
number, title indicating IWCA and NCTE affiliations, and an alphabetized list of the authors appearing
in the issue. Contributing to, or perhaps as a result of the journal's high standards, article bylines have
tended to repeat familiar and seminal disciplinary scholars.
Supplementary to the print journal, the WCJ has consistently occupied a rather limited web
presence, which had been most recently hosted by the University of Delaware's College of Arts &
Sciences. This space consisted of a brief description of the journal, a link to the journal archives (see
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below), incomplete directions about subscriptions, detailed information regarding the submissions
process, and a short list of contact emails.
"The Writing Centers Research Project" (2011) at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock had
maintained archives of previous WCJ articles, although at present time, the catalog only includes those
articles published up to 2005. Direct subscriptions constituted the primary readership, while more recent
issues can be purchased individually or can be accessed through certain academic databases, further
indications or the journal's powerful place within the academy.
These were all moves – highly competitive publication space, limited access to knowledge,
subscription cost, and professional design – that breed a familiar sort of prestige within the academy and
help to establish professional disciplinarity. However, these features may also serve as gatekeepers and
potentially disenfranchise newer scholars looking to make headway into the discipline, and should be
critically investigated given the democratic imperatives that have historically and contemporarily been
embraced by Writing Center Studies.
This critical analysis should not completely overshadow the significant positive effects that WCJ
has had for the (sub)discipline. For example, "Peer Tutors and the Conversation of Writing Center
Studies" (2012), a special edition of WCJ, was comprised entirely of articles and research projects
completed by undergraduate writing tutors. In addition to providing these traditionally under-represented
authors with a high-profile stage, issues such as these allow for disciplinary growth by introducing fresh
names and voices into the dominant professional discourse.
In many ways, WCJ can be understood as the flagship publication of WCS, and as such, it is the
most prominent within the (sub)discipline. Naturally, there are benefits and drawbacks that come with
this lofty status. Since WCJ serves as a centralized hub for the dissemination of scholarship within WCS,
but it is also subject to the market pressures of the academy. Thus, its access and use can be limited for
some potential students and emerging scholars, a reality that can be rightly critiqued as
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counterproductive. Ultimately, by "forging connections between writing centers and the wider arenas of
rhetoric and composition studies" ("Writing Center Journal," 2012, n.p.) the WCJ has reinforced the
(sub)discipline's place as an interdisciplinary contact zone, an identification that encourages members of
the WCS discourse community to seek to do the sorts of work that are essential to Communities of
Praxis.
Writing Lab Newsletter
As indicated above, The Writing Lab Newsletter is one of the two major publications of the
International Writing Centers Association. That has played a major role in the continued development of
the disciplinarity of Writing Center Studies. In his thorough exposition of the publication, Pemberton
(2003) noted that WLN and WCS, "have evolved together, interdependently, and the changes that have
taken place in one have quite often been reflected by or been a reflection of changes that have taken
place in the other" (p. 23).
As a disciplinary discourse, WLN promotes a number of democratic and equitable aspects of
WCS's identification in both form and content. Visually, WLN breaks from the traditional expectation of
what an academic publication would look like and instead presents a design aesthetic more in line with,
as its name suggests, a newsletter. A soft green and blue color scheme, highlighted by the multi-font
masthead, presents WLN as a less formal discourse, while genre-typical columns present the content of
each issue in a less-linear fashion. In these ways, much of WLN and its corresponding website
(writinglabnewsletter.org) have been organized to deemphasize the bureaucratic aspects and to foster the
collaborative and personal facets of WCS.
The content of a typical WLN issue will tend to focus on the local, with newer scholars reporting
on how their writing centers have promoted new approaches and addressed new concerns. There is even
a “Tutor's Column” where writing center tutors of all levels are encouraged to reflect upon and share
their experiences. With this emphasis on allowing emergent scholars a place to enter into disciplinary
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discussions, WLN functions as an interdisciplinary contact zone, promoting cross-generational
collaboration. Importantly, unlike The Writing Center Journal, WLN promotes access of use by making
all past issues freely available through its website.
Further promoting its particular ethos, WLN sponsors “Connecting Writing Centers Across
Borders” (2012), which, upon its launch, was billed as, “a space for writing center people across the
globe, especially for those who don’t have other writing center specialists nearby to interact with” (n.p.).
CWCAB is a collaborative blog space where all registered users - and not just the blog's editors - can
contribute content. This out-sourced model helped to reinforce WLN's situatedness within the
(sub)discipline as a more inclusive place where less authoritative and powerful voices can be heard.
Yet the welcome design and tone can hide the fact that WLN is a competitive publication with a
rigorous peer-review process and serious disciplinary ambitions. In fact, articles in the WLN often serve
as a platform for "matters of definition and… conflicting perspectives about where the field was going
and what it should be trying to accomplish" (Pemberton, p. 31).
In fact, all of the features discussed here promote ideals that Pemberton identified as "personal,
practical, and accessible, providing an important mechanism for new tutors and directors to enter the
writing center community and immediately feel a part of it" (p. 25). Central to the thesis of this
dissertation and to the perspective of CDA, these identifications promote inclusive and collaborative
Communities of Praxis that are democratically sound.
Praxis: A Writing Center Journal (http://praxis.uwc.utexas.edu)
Published by the Undergraduate Writing Center at the University of Texas, Praxis: A Writing
Center Journal has provided Writing Center Studies with yet another avenue for sharing disciplinary
expertise and promoting its (sub)disciplinary identifications. While not necessarily billed as an
alternative to the IWCA's two publications, Praxis took as its mission "the interests of writing
consultants: labor issues, writing center news, training, consultant initiatives, and scholarship" (Praxis
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Editorial Collective, 2003). The mission has been apparent not just in the framing literature of the
journal, but in its execution: Praxis has consistently published articles by individuals representing all
levels of the writing center hierarchy, and it has encouraged writers to engage in and report on unique
and emergent pedagogies and experiences. The journal is even edited by graduate and undergraduate
writing consultants46. This focus on the most fundamental contact zone within the writing center has
allowed the journal to quickly establish itself as a prominent voice within WCS.
Further differentiating itself from The Writing Center Journal and The Writing Lab Newsletter,
Praxis is exclusively web-published and maintains a policy of open access to its recent issues (via its
newly launched website) as well as its complete archives (on its original website). Similarly, while the
two IWCA publications have histories of promoting emergent scholarship, Praxis has continuously
encouraged writers to work across disciplinary lines, introduce new theories into WCS scholarship, and
challenge the disciplinary status quo. These characteristics place Praxis within the disciplinary
parameters of WCS, but as a periphery discourse that allows the (sub)discipline to more easily encounter
and work with contacted disciplines.
In spite of openness and emphases on interdisciplinary scholarship, publications such as Praxis
these tend to be inward-looking, written by disciplinary insiders for disciplinary insiders. The focus on
the writing consultant has successfully allowed for new voices within the (sub)discipline to be heard, yet
there has been less done on the representation side of things. In other words, unlike some of the other
discourses discussed in this section, Praxis did not benefit from fitting the academy's traditional genre
expectations of scholarly discourse. While there is certainly a place within WCS for a journal of Praxis's
kind, this sort of open access, completely digitized discourse is still making its way into larger academic
discussions.

46 As footnote: Praxis first published as a peer-reviewed journal in 2011. Prior to that, articles were submitted by potential
writers and edited by the Undergraduate Writing Center's consultants ("Journal History," 2013).
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University of Illinois at Chicago Writing Center
One effective method of establishing the disciplinary situatedness of a particular writing center is
to assume a specific theoretical identification based on the needs of the local writing ecology. An
effective example of this concept in action can be found with the Writing Center at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, which assumes "feminist" and "anti-racist" theories as its driving theoretical
identifications. This identification was collaboratively negotiated and agreed upon as part of a "campuswide mission" to meet the needs and objectives of its institution and student population. Central to the
support of these ideals, these philosophies were purposefully reproduced by the format and structure of
the WC's website.
"UIC Writing Center" shares many visual characteristics with UIC's main website (fonts, colors,
large photos), although the text on WC homepage is laid out in a non-linear fashion, resembling a
personal blog rather than an institutional website. This stylistic move allows the reader to enter into the
discourse holistically, an allowance that is consistent with Critical Discourse Analysis. As Huckin
(2002) noted, "Readers read texts in different ways according to their interests, purposes, time
constraints, and so on" (p. 162).
The language employed by the website also helps to reproduce the theoretical situatedness of the
UIC WC. For example, all textual information is framed by a soft and personal tone that appears
employed to make the end user feel welcomed and comfortable. Furthering this affective move is the
recognizable and liberal use of certain pronouns. The student reader is addressed as "you," with their
work and concerns referred to in the second-person possessive. Similarly, when referring to the WC or
the WCS discipline, first-person plural pronouns are used. Combining these aspects, entire sections are
composed as personal letters from at WC representative to the student reader, highlighted by the WC's
motto, "Individual Tutoring for Your Writing," which graces the top of every page on the site ("UIC
Writing Center," 2012).
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The UIC Writing Center website uses text and images to doubly reference the WC’s floor-toceiling windows, which are designed in order to promote an atmosphere of "openness." This aesthetic, in
turn, allows the WC to reproduce its democratic objectives through theoretical place, physical space, as
well as through discourse. In many ways, the UIC Writing Center and its website represent idealized
versions of local writing center identification and representation. While the unique situations of the UIC
WC cannot be indiscriminately appropriated by other local writing centers, the UIC WC and its
discourses can serve as examples of how local writing center should consider their own places and
spaces.
Further Analyses
The discourses discussed in this section demonstrated just samplings of the diversities that make
up Writing Center Studies, and by no means offer an exhaustive list of the various publications,
organizations, web spaces, and resources available to the WCS community.
The purpose of analyzing these discourses through the lens of Critical Discourse Analysis was
not to assess or rank the relative worth of one discourse over another; rather these combined analyses
depicted an identification of Writing Center Studies that is at once complex and unified. While different
layers of power were revealed within each discourse, these layers are constantly challenged by the
others, and as emergent voices pull the (sub)discipline in new directions, established ones keep it
grounded within the traditions of the academy. These perpetual negotiations of disciplinary place and
space constantly shape and reshape the WCS’s various (sub)disciplinary identifications and local
manifestations.
As a result of these negotiations, no two writing centers function exactly alike, nor, given the
importance of context defined by individual writing ecologies and local needs, should they. Yet, through
analyses of various WCS discourses, some general implications of the larger WCS discipline can be
assumed and applied as heuristics for situating local writing center place. Earlier on, this chapter isolated
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three main reference points for determining the situatedness of a local writing center: the local writing
ecology, the Writing Center Studies (sub)discipline, and the institution in which the writing center
belongs. In Figure 6.1, these points a triangularly mapped as an example of Communities of Praxis, with
the interior space defined as the local writing center, labeled “Local WC.” In this way, the local writing
center serves as the interdisciplinary contact zone that is “profoundly pedagogical,” connecting the local
institution with its local writing ecology and the (sub)disciplinary grounding of WCS in ways that
further the educational objectives of each stakeholder (Gruenewald, 2009, p. 621).
It is important to note that while the reference points in Figure 6.1 may appear equidistant, the
figure is not intended to suggest that in each and every individual case that the perspectives represented
by these three points carry equal weight in determining the situatedness of a given local writing center.
This contextual reality is why the “Local WC” has been represented by opaque shading. The individual
situation of the given local writing center within its local context could lead to the center assuming any
number of identifications, filling any number of roles, and being placed in any number of places.
However, from a Communities of Praxis perspective, this identification needs to be purposefully
identified and collaboratively negotiated with the input of these stakeholders. If not, the center’s
identification would be unstable, and its effectiveness less assured.
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Figure 6.1. Triangulated “Communities of Praxis” Local Writing Center
As with the Communities of Praxis illustrated with Figures 4.1 and 5.1, “power” in Figure 6.X has been
depicted as a variable. In this more recent example, the term “power” could stand to mean any number
of interpretations, such as the center’s political authority, economic stability, popular support, or
something else. In any case, the local writing center’s power can be determined as a factor of the
center’s place and space within its local institution. Just as Rhetoric and Composition and the local
writing center’s place within a certain institution are representative of power, so too are the spaces that
this discipline and its (sub)discipline occupy indicative of power. As such, the physical spaces of writing
centers (both the interior design of the center, as well as its physical location on campus) need to be
similarly, intentionally composed.
According to Sturner (1972), “the design and construction of the physical aspects of the
university should complement and strengthen the mission of the university,” a concept that is of direct
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importance to the development and construction of local writing centers (pp. 98). More recently, Blakely
& Pagnac (2012) defined the campus as “a physical and organizational embodiment of an institution's
mission” (pp. 16-17). These perspectives demonstrate that lineage of thought regarding physical space
as pertaining to theoretical place.
Mapping the (Sub)Discipline
Since its earliest days, Writing Center Studies has been critiqued as a discipline without a
consistent identity (North, 1984; Riley, 1994). Yet that perspective is in fact deeply flawed and
detrimental to WCS’s (sub)disciplinary development. In fact, Writing Center Studies is not a discipline
in need of a consistent, recognizable shape, because such a perspective would not allow for the
developments of effective writing centers in local contexts. Instead, malleability and adaptability are
what provide WCS with its shape. Furthermore, WCS should not be defined exclusively by its
relationship to its contacted disciplines, but in how it defines itself in relation to its own various and
individualized identifications. That is, as the center of the (sub)discipline influences local writing
centers, so too are these local centers able to influence the center.
Making the argument for WCS’s (sub)disciplinarity within Rhetoric and Composition is not the
same as claiming that the former is somehow less important than the latter. Instead, this placement can
be better understood by turning to the scholarship of critical linguistics, another field of study with
professional and philosophical ties to Rhetoric and Composition. Specifically, by using Pennycook’s
(2007) work of transgressive applied linguistics as a model, the concept of transcultural flow can
provide insight for understanding WCS’s role as an autonomous (sub)discipline.
“Transcultural flow,” according to Pennycook47, refers to, “the ways in which cultural forms
move, change and are reused to fashion new identities in diverse contexts,” an action that would include

47 Pennycook chose the prefix “trans” in contrast to words like “inter” and “multi” because, “it implies not so much that
meaning occurs within different related channels, but rather that it occurs across modes of meaning-making in ways that
transgress established beliefs in discrete channels” (49). This distinction is significant because it reinforces concepts of
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the, “borrowing, blending, remaking and returning, to processes of alternative cultural production” (p.
6). That is, the idea of transcultural flow could be used to help scholars understand how related aspects
of different cultures influence and are influenced by one another. When applied to Writing Center
Studies, this concept can be useful for understanding the ways different aspects of the WCS and
Rhetoric and Composition discourse communities interact and influence the with each other, and with
other contacted disciplines as well. Looking specifically at WCS, the ways that local writing centers and
regional organizations have influenced and are influenced by the larger (sub)discipline (as well as by
each other) become more apparent, and thus, more useful for developing future pedagogies and centers.
Like Pennycook’s interpretations of global Englishes, which he defined as “the spread and use of
diverse forms of English within processes of globalization” (n.p.), WCS relationships do not follow a
strict, top-down model of influence, rather the relationships of local writing centers to the WCS
(sub)discipline could better be understood as being engaged in different types of transdisciplinary flow.
At least, WCS discourses seem to have intuitively indicated that this is the case. To better understand
how this concept of flow actually functions within WCS, mapping theory can once again provide useful
analytic tools.
For the purposes of applying Pennycook’s model to a WCS context, the “center” of WCS would
be the (sub)disciplinary identification as defined by the International Writing Centers Association and its
corresponding discourses. Continuing the analogy, individual, local writing centers would be on the
“periphery.” According to a traditional understanding based on binary thinking and hierarchical power
structures, such a relationship would be represented as such:

constant movement and change, factors that are essential to forming equitable relationships whether one is studying
linguistics or disciplinary identifications.
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Figure 6.2. Traditional Relationship of WCS to Local Writing Centers
In this case, the (sub)discipline of WCS is situated in a central position that exudes authority,
while the local writing centers are placed as the receptors or end-users of knowledge. While in practice,
local writing centers are still able to make decisions related to place and space that affect their own
center, institution, and local ecologies, with no purposeful and identifiable flow of information or ideas
from the periphery to the center, local writing centers would be unable to interact with one another in
meaningful ways. As a result, the institutional power lies almost entirely with the center, and thus the
entire (sub)discipline would lose the collaborative and malleable aspects of its identifications.
Conversely, according to a Communities of Praxis model approached through the lens of
Pennycook’s concept of transcultural flow, the relationships between the center of WCS and its
periphery local centers would be mapped as series of interconnected and overlapping data. This concept
is represented in the following two figures:
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Figure 6.3. Local Writing Centers as “Communities of Praxis”
In Figure 6.3, local writing centers, collaboratively designed based on their local contexts, are the
focal points of the (sub)discipline. With no centralized identification present, the needs and objectives of
the local writing center are more explicitly defined (represented by the various green rings), as are the
flows of power from a given center to other (indicated by the red lines and arrows). Note that for these
aspects of this figures, there is no singular representation indicated. In other words, individual local
writing centers have different needs and objectives, and the flows of power can be unevenly distributed
in particular circumstances. However, these representations and identifications are not static and are
subject to flow and change.
As a heuristic, a map such as Figure 6.3 would allow Communities of Praxis tasked with
designing (or redesigning) a local writing center to place their center in positions that make sense for
their stakeholders. An endeavor such as this would require these Communities of Praxis to not only
consider the needs and objectives of the their local stakeholders, a localization process that Pennycook
recognized as, “inevitably [involving] complex relations of class, race/ethnicity and language use,” but
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to also recognize the identifications and representations of other writing centers, whether those centers
are contacted in terms of theoretical place or physical place (p. 98).
Missing from Figure 6.3, of course, is any representation of the central (sub)discipline of WCS.
As discussed in the previous section, Writing Center Studies has been defined by traditional institutional
parameters as well as its own characteristics and attributes. Given WCS’s unique situatedness as an
interdisciplinary contact zone within Rhetoric and Composition, these centralized objectives can be
viewed as consistent with the (sub)discipline’s many local identifications. In Figure 6.4, the same data
presented in Figure 6.3 is overlapped with a centralized representation of WCS.

Figure 6.4. Local Writing Centers as “Communities of Praxis” with WCS (Sub)Disciplinarity
As illustrated in this final schematic map48, WCS could better be understood as a network of
similar and related, but differently functioning parts of the same organism, with each local writing
center/cell contributing to the benefit of the whole. However, in the WCS context, the metaphor gets
48 As with the other maps previously discussed here, Figures 6.3 & 6.4 are presented as a schematic map and was not
designed to indicate proportional relationships between its data points.
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inversed, the local writing centers become the focal points, and the larger WCS (sub)discipline/organism
functions as a facilitator of flow. In this way, WCS (sub)disciplinarity becomes defined as the sum of its
various parts having been defined according to their own local contexts and identifications.
Importantly, this last figure – or any of the preceding schematic maps, for that matter – is not
intended to be a finalized representation of WCS’s (sub)disciplinarity. On the contrary, it is through the,
“process of rewriting, reinventing and reclaiming, [that] languages and identities are remade”
(Pennycook, p. 76). Therefore, local writing centers and more centralized institutions should constantly
and consistently re-assess their situatedness.
Expanding (Sub)Disciplinarity
In many ways, Writing Center Studies has already moved in directions that would promote
transdisciplinary flow between the center of the (sub)discipline and the periphery centers. Most
significantly, there are numerous IWCA-sanctioned opportunities for writing centered scholars to
interact and share their research and practices. In addition to the annual International Writing Centers
Association and National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing conferences, and the IWCA
Collaborative at the Conference of College Composition and Communication, various regional
organization conferences and consortiums are held in the United States and in other parts of the world
(“International Writing Centers Association,” 2013). Likewise, there exist a plethora of opportunities for
the writing center community to share expertise and scholarship through writing, such as the
aforementioned journals, as well as web spaces published by local writing centers, such as the “Another
Word” tutor weblog at the University of Wisconsin – Madison and the similar weblog hosted Roosevelt
University’s Writing Center. Outlets such as these allow local writing centers to disseminate their
content and views to larger Communities of Praxis while also allowing other members of those
communities to interact and provide direct feedback to the writers.
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However, publications and conferences can still be presented in ways that reproduce the
traditional hierarchies of the academy. In order to promote interactions that are more in line with the
Communities of Praxis model, WCS should seek to challenge, mitigate, and eventually eliminate these
potentially negative effects. For example, the power flow of scholarship in (sub)disciplinary journals
tends to move from the periphery to the center – that is, publications such as the Writing Lab Newsletter
and Praxis: A Writing Center Journal will cite scholarship from the Writing Center Journal as well as
from one another, but WCJ has proved less likely to cite scholarship from the other two. Further analysis
and mapping would be necessary in order to determine if this trend has been the result of the traditional
hierarchy or because of some other factors.
In the next chapter, the Communities of Praxis framework will be used to define Writing Center
Studies’ status as a (sub)disciplinary contact zone within Rhetoric and Composition. In addition, the
discussion will return to Harris’s (1985) concept of the “ideal” writing center in an examination of what
that concept might actually mean when considered in the real world contexts of Writing Center Studies.
Contributing to that summative analysis will be the role of (sub)disciplinary situatedness as defined by
WCS’s many discursive practices and artifacts.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The purpose of this dissertation has been to investigate the disciplinary situatedness of Writing
Center Studies, defining it as an autonomous (sub)discipline and interdisciplinary contact zone within
the larger discipline of Rhetoric and Composition. In order to accomplish this task, a “Communities of
Praxis” methodological and theoretical framework was introduced and applied. The main theoretical
influences of this framework were Fairclough’s (2001) interpretation of Critical Discourse Analysis,
which served as both a direct methodology49 and an analytic lens50, Reynolds’s (2004) discussion of
ecocomposition, which provided for the overarching themes of place and space as well as for the
application of mapping theory in the creation of new (sub)disciplinary discourses51, and Johanek’s
(2000) concept of a Contextualist Paradigm, which ensured that the focus remained on the actions of
local writing centers and away from traditional institutional hierarchies. In addition, scholarship relating
to Writing In the Disciplines, Writing Across the Disciplines, and transgressive applied linguistics were
applied, referenced, and borrowed from.
While also referring to those groups and individuals engaged in collaborative work via
interdisciplinary contact zones, Communities of Praxis can be understood as a way of thinking about or
analyzing a particular rhetorical situation. Essential to this approach is the recognition of participants
within a particular discourse community sharing epistemic responsibility. In other words, all
stakeholders associated with a particular rhetorical situation must be recognized has having an invested
interested in the successful production and application of disciplinary knowledge.
In the case of WCS, Communities of Praxis can be identified in the various ways that writing
centers function as contact zones by defining interdisciplinary interactions in three situations common to
the (sub)discipline: individual consultations, local center identifications, and disciplinary situatedness. In

49 Chapter 4: Place & Space within the Center
50 Chapter 6: Writing Center Studies (Sub)Disciplinary Situatedness
51 Chapters 4, 5, 6, & 7.
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each situation, ecocomposition and CDA were used in order to critique, analyze, and investigate various
(sub)disciplinary discourses and discursive practices. As a result of these analyses, the Communities of
Praxis framework led to the development of triangulated maps representing WCS’s disciplinary contact
zones. These maps where then used as heuristics to determine minable gaps and fissures within
disciplinary place and space.
In examining disciplinary discourses and contact zones, this dissertation focused primarily on the
specific context of the University Writing Center at the University of Texas at El Paso, but also
examined other local writing centers and discourses. The Communities of Praxis framework presented
here was developed so that they could be modified to meet the individualized contexts of other writing
centers.
In Chapter 4, “Writing Center Place and Space,” the discussion began with a focus on the main
rhetorical situation of the writing center: the writing consultation. Alternately referred to as a tutoring
session, meeting, collaboration, or some other locally-designated name, the consultation occurs when a
student (or group of students) visits the writing center (or submits a draft for an online consultation) and
meets with a trained writing tutor to discuss the student’s writing. Disciplinary expectations within WCS
expect the consultation to focus on higher-order or global writing concerns, although individual
consultations may focus on invention, revision, or editing.
The reason for starting the discussion with the consultation is because in many ways, the
consultation can be viewed as a core rhetorical situation of the Rhetoric and Composition discipline.
That is, the entire discipline can be understood as the consultation writ large. Scholarship from Writing
Center Studies, Writing In the Disciplines, and Writing Across the Curriculum was used to begin the
discussion of situating WCS as a (sub)disciplinary contact zone within Rhetoric and Composition. A
Critical Discourse Analysis of an Electronic Tutor Response Form used by the University Writing
Center at the University of Texas at El Paso was conducted in order to demonstrate how traditional
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modes of binary power exist, are reproduced, and can be challenged through writing center discourses
designed for interdisciplinary communication. Finally, the idea of applying a mixed methodology
research paradigm to the collection and analysis of writing center data was introduced.
In Chapter 5, “Writing Center Identification and Representation,” the scope of the discussion
was expanded to consider the entire local writing center within the context of its place as a contact zone
connecting Rhetoric and Composition, other contacted disciplines and programs, and the institution in
which it belongs. The Writing Fellows Initiative at the UWC @ UTEP was explained and discussed in
order to demonstrate how the local writing center can function as an interdisciplinary contact zone.
This identification became the basis for defining WCS’s (sub)disciplinary status. In other words,
its disciplinarity can be identified by its place connecting Rhetoric and Composition with other
contacted disciplines and the objectives of the institution. In each case, this definition is a factor of the
identifications (how the self is viewed and defined) and representations (how the self presents its
identification to others) of the center as well as those other stakeholders. Thus, the contact zone’s
contact zone function within a given institution is the result of negotiated place. This place is fluid and
pliable, changing its exact place as the needs and objectives of its Communities of Praxis change.
Furthermore, as each of these characteristics are dependent upon the local context of the institution, no
two local writing centers would be located in exactly the same places or function as contact zones in
exactly the same ways.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, “Disciplinary Situatedness,” the focus of the discussion panned out further
to examine the local writing center as an interdisciplinary contact zone between WCS to local
institutions and their local writing ecologies. Assuming this (sub)disciplinary identification place, the
local writing center would function as a connective medium allowing for interdisciplinary and
extracurricular interactions and collaborations.
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In order to demonstrate the complex variety of WCS’s (sub)disciplinary situatedness, Critical
Discourse Analysis was employed as a theoretical framework in close examinations of a series of
prominent websites and journals. Through these investigations, different layers of power were revealed.
While these occasionally competing and conflicting power structures might seem to contradict
cohesiveness, they instead revealed perpetual negotiations that, in fact, provide WCS with its
(sub)disciplinary shape. Finally, the WCS (sub)discipline was reframed and remapped as being
represented as a series of interconnected local writing centers defined by transdisciplinary flow, as
opposed to a top-down model having a single, dominant identification and subsequent, subservient
branches.
Taken together, these chapters were designed to redefine and discuss Writing Center Studies’
situatedness as an autonomous (sub)discipline within Rhetoric and Composition. The discussion began
with a focus on the consultation and then panned out to view the (sub) discipline more holistically.
However, this approach was not intended to proscribe this trajectory as the inherently superior order in
which to examine WCS and its various parts. Instead, this order was used to maintain a focus on, and
look to push against, the power structures that have traditionally existed within educational institutions.
Revisiting the Ideal Writing Center
According to Harris (1985), “There clearly can be no one ideal center defined in terms of its
physical set-up, kinds of services, or even type of organization,” yet that reality did not stop her (or any
number of scholars, tutors, and students since) from theorizing and fantasizing as to what an ideal center
would be (p. 4). Harris was concerned with the tone and atmosphere of a writing center, as well as with
its academic and disciplinary agency. Comparatively, the discussion promoted by this dissertation was
more interested in developing self-analytic heuristics for determining a writing center’s ideal place and
space. With that latter perspective in mind, the ideal writing center would be as one that was
individually defined based on local writing ecologies, institutional needs, and disciplinary situatedness.
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In order to meet these objectives, the ideal writing center would have a prominent identification
and clear representations at its institution, with its contacted disciplines, within its local writing ecology,
and in relation to the WCS (sub)discipline. These identifications would be established through
Communities of Praxis, cultivated through egalitarian, interdisciplinary relationships (Bizzell, 1994),
and would allow ideas to flow across disciplinary, institutional, and (sub)disciplinary lines (Pennycook,
2007).
Furthermore, the ideal writing center would not be static. It would not only allow for selfexaminations and critique, but would actively encourage that these be recursively done by all
stakeholders engaged in the Communities of Praxis. As demonstrated in the preceding chapters, Critical
Discourse Analysis, ecocomposition, and mixed research paradigms offer viable frameworks for
interpreting and understanding the various discourses and practices of Writing Center Studies. By
applying these frameworks and methodological approaches through Communities of Praxis, as well as
other approaches suitable for their local contexts, local writing centers will be able to more effectively
and efficiently work towards their idealized identifications and representations. Finally, it is as a direct
result of these local actions that Writing Center Studies’ (sub)disciplinary situatedness within Rhetoric
and Composition and within the academy would be fortified. Repositioning Harris’s point, there isn’t a
single “ideal” writing center, but there are numerous, individualized, approachable ideals.
Revisiting Cell Theory
Analyzing this map through the cell theory metaphor introduced in Chapter 1: Introduction
would bring to light the various ways that local writing centers interact across (sub)disciplinary lines.
Figure 7.152 provides a representation of local writing centers interacting with one another in
Communities of Praxis with the Writing Center Studies (sub)discipline overlapping, including, and

52 Image 7.1 is identical to image 6.4.
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marginalizing these local centers is depicted. Thinking of these local writing centers as individual cells
working within a system can be a valuable approach for stakeholders interested in disciplinary critique.
Following this metaphor, each local writing center can be understood as a sort of cell, which its
various discourses representing different components that are used to transmit information from one cell
to another. Similarly, an individual center’s disciplinary shape, as defined by its place and space
parameters, could be analogized to a plant cell’s wall, which provides a semi-rigid formation but also
allows in some transfusion and flow. In the case of the writing centers, this would be analogous to flows
of power and of ideas. Where these cells meet up and overlap would be the intra-(sub)disciplinary
contact zones. Theoretically, the content and influence that is transmitted would be determined by the
disciplinary place and physical space of a given writing center. Further, in cases such as these, power
and information flow across local centers, and this exchange, in effect, creates the WCS (sub)discipline.
In this way, WCS would be thought of as the organism containing these cells.

Figure 7.1. Local Writing Centers as “Communities of Praxis” with WCS (Sub)Disciplinarity
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Another way to apply this model when examining the local writing center would be to consider
its situatetedness within its local institution by determining the other disciplines and programs that it
contacts and how information and power flow among those various “cells.” This strategy could not only
be used by local Communities of Praxis analyzing their local writing center, but also by those
collaborative groups charged with designing (placing and spacing) the ideal center that would meet the
needs of their institution and local writing ecologies.
In the next step of (sub)disciplinary critique, the analysts would pan out and consider WCS place
within the context of Rhetoric and Composition, with WCS itself becomes a sort of cell within a larger
organism. As with the examples of the local writing centers, WCS would be examined for its contact
zones and flow in order to determine its place and space within Rhetoric and Composition. Panning out
even further, Rhetoric and Composition could be understood as a cell within the organism of its local
institution or the larger academy.
Similarly, other cell types offer different insights for understanding intra- and interdisciplinary
interactions. For example, unlike plant cells, animal cells are globular and do not have the rigid walls.
As a result, animal cells can adapt their shape and move to different locations in order to meet pressing
needs, such as fighting off bacteria in a wound, which are characteristics that would also be favorably
analogous to writing centers and academic disciplines53. Another characteristic of animals cells freefloating nature is that space is made in between, literal gaps and fissures where other life exists.
Returning to the writing center side of the metaphor, it is in these gaps and fissures, in these places and
spaces, where the work that needs to be done to become an ideal writing center can be found.

53 Some animal cells can subsume other cells, but this characteristic would clearly run contrary to the aesthetic of nonviolence proponed by many within WCS.
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Figure 7.2. Local Writing Centers as “Communities of Praxis” with (Sub)Disciplinary Gaps
In Figure 7.2, local writing centers (“Local WC”), their identifications and representations (green
ovals), and the flows of power and information (red arrows) are presented as they were in Figure 7.1. In
addition, this figure includes thistle-shaded areas to indicate those gaps and fissures, “places where
resistance and change are possible” (Porter, et al., 2000, p. 631). In the usage promoted by Communities
of Praxis, the resistance would be against traditional modes of hierarchical power in interdisciplinary
contact zone interactions, and the change would refer to the new areas of writing center work. In this
way, Communities of Praxis move away from metaphors of violence and instead embrace discourses
and actions that promote collaboration and the advancement of shared objectives54.
As will undoubtedly be revealed, the more this analogy is applied, the more it begins to fall
apart. Local writing centers and academic disciplines are unique things and are not completely
analogous to cells. However, this concept of using cell theory to create schematic maps can still prove
useful when developing heuristics for (sub)disciplinary self-critique. While there does not exist a single,
54 See Applebaum (2003) and Suhr-Sytsma & Brown (2011) for how language of oppression can affect composition
classrooms and writing centers, respectively.
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ideal writing center, when the problem is approached from the vantage point of Communities of Praxis,
the work can be done to allow each local writing center to be, or at least recognize its potential to be,
idealized within its own contexts.
Further Research and Applications
Earlier in this chapter, cell theory was reintroduced as a metaphor for understanding and
recognizing the gaps and fissures that can occur between disciplinary identifications. While this
dissertation has focused on applying a Communities of Praxis model to Writing Center Studies,
subsequent studies would explore different contexts within Rhetoric and Composition with which to
apply this methodological framework, as well as the concepts of Critical Discourse Analysis and
Ecocomposition. As examples, the use of triangulated data in the study of transfer, and research of the
efficacy of interior design, is addressed in this section.
Triangulated Data in the Study of Transfer
In recent years, Rhetoric and Composition has witnessed an increase in the attention paid to the
transfer of skills55. Specifically, disciplinary scholars have become interested with understanding how
those writing skills ostensibly learned in first-year composition courses would transfer to other writing
contexts, including writing-intensive courses in the disciplines, upper division Rhetoric and
Composition courses, and even the writing done by professionals. This increased interest has parlayed
into a variety of projects focused on the transfer of skills obtained and honed when working in the
writing center, with local writing centers taking the helm within the (sub)discipline.
Benefitting from both a frequency of interactions with student writers as well as a surplus of
data, both intentional and accidental, Writing Center Studies could offer the Rhetoric and Composition
discipline bountiful new ways to assess and track the development of student writers. In fact, most local
55 See Moore’s (2012) tracing of “writing-related transfer” for a fuller history of this topic. Meanwhile, Ball, Fenn, &
Scoffield (2013) framed this discussion in the context of the “multiliteracy practices” that students bring to the writing
classroom. In WCS, specifically, transfer is an emergent area of research, as evidenced by graduate student work, such as
Kenzie’s (2012) thesis, “Transfer and the Writing Center: A Qualitative Study of Tutoring Transitions.”
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writing centers collect data about their consultations, often in multiple ways. Electronic Tutor Response
Forms, as discussed in Chapter 4, provide the most direct and common manner. Student Satisfaction
Surveys (SSS), which are traditionally anonymously filled out by the student following the consultation
and then distributed back to the tutor at a later date, are another common way that local writing centers
monitor their work. Additionally, many writing centers utilize some sort of observation protocol, with
administrators and tutors-in-training watching and taking notes of consultations in action. Results of
these observation forms are typically later shared with the tutor.
Taken independently, these discourses provide insights into the internal contact zone connecting
the student, the consultant, and the discipline (as previously discussed in Chapter 4: Writing Center
Place and Space). However, assessed collectively, these data could provide new insights into how
writing centers can help track the development and transfer of student writers. A recent project enacted
at the James Madison University, in Harrisonburg, Virginia, for example, employed accidental data
gathered during third-party observations and coupled that information with data collected by tutors
completing post-consultation reports in order to portfolios tracking individual student’s progress from
one consultation to the next (Schubert, Featherstone, & Jefferson, 2013).
For local writing centers that utilize all three of these data collection methods, a triangulated
analysis of the efficacy of consultations could be established by matching ETRFs, student satisfaction
surveys, and observation forms of a single consultation. In other words, the results of one discursive
artifact could be verified by the results of the data collected from the other artifacts. Collectively
analyzing these individual discourses will not eliminate the biases inherent in each, but when viewed
together, these three56 discourses could be allow for increased quality control and help paint a fuller
picture of what occurred during a given consultation.

56 Since each of these is individually composed from a single participant’s perspective, there is a high likelihood of bias. For
example the tutor might indicate on an ETRF that the student was guided to make certain structural revisions in their paper,
but absent any sort of verification by another party, we must take the tutor at their word. This is not to suggest that writing
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In addition, the data of these three discourses could be collated quantitatively in order to track
the development of a single tutor or student. In this way, for example, a particular student’s use of a
certain rhetoric concept or writing strategy could be tracked by allowing tutors, instructors, and the
student themselves access to the various data of each consultation. Ultimately, (sub)disciplinary
organizations within Writing Center Studies, such as the IWCA and regional writing center
organizations, could encourage local writing centers to collect and share their triangulated data with
other contacted centers. The resultant Communities of Praxis could lead to collaborative, multiinstitutional projects, as well as to the development of (sub)disciplinary norms.
The Efficacy of Interior Design
Some writing centers, notably those at Syracuse University and Texas A&M University, benefit
from prominent place within their institutions, and have parlayed this political power into their own
dedicated spaces on their respective campuses. More common locations tend to be university libraries,
or whatever spaces happen to be available in other academic and service buildings, including student
unions and the apocryphal liberal arts basement. In addition, as online writing centers have evolved to
meet the increased prevalence of online universities and degree programs, the concepts of what
constitutes (sub)disciplinary space has been challenged and expanded. Like accidental data, the physical
spaces of writing centers offer underutilized sites for potential research. And once again,
ecocomposition and Critical Discourse Analysis could provide useful frameworks for developing
critique and theory in this area.
Scholarship of writing center space as it pertains to access and use by differently-abled students
witnessed an increased interest during the first decade of the twenty-first century (Dolmage, 2009; Hitt,
2012; Smith, 2012). Yet, studies such as these have been focused on the writers’ uses of writing center

center tutors should be assumed to be making things up, rather that there is no guarantee that the way a particular tutor
interpreted the events of a consultation would be shared by the other stakeholders. The same precautions would be considered
when analyzing either the student satisfaction surveys or observation reports in isolation. There is a weird alchemy that
permits three biased sources, when taken collectively, to form data that would be more reliable than the sum of its parts.
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space and how difference has influenced writing center pedagogy, and have only supplementary
discussed the physical spaces themselves. As a result, physical spaces such as writing centers and other
buildings have remained “largely unacknowledged independent variable[s] in understanding how higher
education institutions work” (Temple, 2009, p. 209).
Given that space is as much a part of writing center identification and representation as place,
examinations of writing center layout and design could provide further insights into how centers could
better function within their institutions and ecologies. For instance, investigations and analyses of
furniture, floor plans, sense indicators (sound, sight, tactile, smell), doorways, color schemes, windows,
lighting – to name a few – might reveal new ways of understanding how work gets done in the center,
or how students perceive of their experience there.
Entering into discussions of these issues from the perspective of ecocomposition will allow
researchers to theorize as to how writing center space reifies or juxtaposes the local physical
environment that surrounds the center. While this might initially come across as a superficial
consideration, it may lead to discussions of how student writers are able to feel comfortable and
welcomed in the writing center. Meanwhile, applying CDA would invite scholars to critique the ways
that traditional modes of political and social power are reproduced and challenged through the writing
center’s physical space. This approach would help to increase consciousness of the writing center’s role
as a safe space at the institution and in the local community.
Combining these perspectives, a Communities of Praxis framework could be used to incorporate
interdisciplinary collaborations in the composing processes of designing writing center spaces. For
instance, writing center personnel could collaborate with colleagues from industrial design, psychology,
and kinesiology to create layouts and select furniture that could reduce stress, increase physical comfort,
and eliminate hierarchical positioning during writing consultations – situations that tend to be conducive
to stress, discomfort, and traditional demonstrations of power.
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In addition to the examples presented here, a Communities of Praxis framework could be
modified and adapted to meet the contextualized needs of a local writing center, regional writing center
association, or (sub)disciplinary objectives. In fact, the purpose of Communities of Praxis is to promote
Writing Center Studies’ inclusive, pliable, and interdisciplinary qualities.
Concluding Thoughts
Much like cells, upon closer examination, writing centers and Writing Center Studies are
revealed to be complex things. They are physical spaces guided by theoretical identifications, and
theoretical places that require specific physical spaces. They reinforce many of the established
objectives and hierarchies of the academy, such as the development and tracking of traditional skills and
the importance of individual progress and self-efficacy (Williams & Takaku, 2011), but do so while
emphasizing equitability, collaboration, and social justice (Daib, Godbee, Ferrel, & Simpkins, 2012).
They draw from particular lines of theory and scholarship, yet they are inherently interdisciplinary,
functioning as contact zones within their local institutions and writing ecologies, within Rhetoric and
Composition, and within the academy at large.
Yet, these realities do not suggest disunity or a lack of identification within Writing Center
Studies. On the contrary, traditional markers of professionalization in academia, such as peer-reviewed
scholarship, presentations at regional and major national conferences, the recent prevalence of master’s
theses and doctoral dissertations on writing center pedagogy and theory, and the increased physical
space occupied by local writing centers combine to justify and validate WCS’s prominent standing
within the academy (Widdowson, 1998; Jackson, Leverenz, & Law, 2003). Furthermore, these
characteristics do not necessarily completely separate WCS from other academic disciplines –nor should
they. Adding to the seeming contradictions, a major component of the identifications of local writing
centers and WCS are their roles as interdisciplinary and institutional contact zones (e.g., Carino, 1995;
Ede & Lunsford, 2000; Mendez Newman, 2003; Bezet, 2004).
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When writing centers are referred to as contact zones, the description is understood both literally
and figuratively. The physical space of the writing center is one of the few places at an institution’s
campus where student writers of various levels and areas of study regularly meet to discuss writing
across and in disciplinary lines. In addition, the work that is done in these writing center spaces is
informed by the theoretical approaches, genres, and epistemologies of the various disciplines and
programs. Given this unique situatedness, writing centers are natural places to facilitate Communities of
Praxis.
Significantly, as revealed by investigating WCS through a Communities of Praxis framework,
the disciplinary characteristics mentioned here are not enforced by the top-down hierarchy of a
centrally-located authority; rather, WCS disciplinarity is created through the interactions that occur
across ecologies, where local writing centers share information, pedagogies, theories, and best practices
in spite of and because of their contextual differences. As such, the center of Writing Center Studies can
best be understood as being the sum of local writing centers and their identifications, representations,
and interactions. In other words, WCS can be understood as the way that local writing centers work
within the larger ecology of the academy. The role of traditionally disciplinary authorities in this
situation is to continue to support the sharing of information by providing spaces (organizations and
conferences) and places (disciplinary discourses) where the WCS Communities of praxis can work.
You Can Never Quarantine the Past
The work done in the writing center is complex yet familiar, but it is also very much its own
specific brand of writing work. While there is much shared DNA, both in terms of content and
pedagogical approaches, with other areas of Rhetoric and Composition, the work done in the writing
center is not synonymous with the work done in the composition classroom, on service learning projects,
in second language research, or in any other of Rhetoric and Composition’s small rooms. Thus, as
argued in this dissertation, Writing Center Studies would best be identified as an autonomous
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(sub)discipline within Rhetoric and Composition that would allow WCS to achieve its own professional
goals while heightening the interdisciplinary objectives of Rhetoric and Composition.
In order to sustain this complex identification, when conducting research, implementing
initiatives, and collecting data, local writing centers should seek to be complex by employing mixed
research methods that would supplement the (sub)discipline’s strong history of qualitative research and
recent history of quantitative research. This combined approach can be useful when crafting arguments
of WCS’s efficacy for different audiences across academia, as well as in local contexts when centers
seek to engage in Communities of Praxis at their own institutions. Since Writing Center Studies
(sub)disciplinary identification is dependent upon these Communities of Praxis enacted by local writing
centers, it is imperative that those local writing centers recognize and cultivate contact zones that best
address the needs and objectives of their institutions and writing ecologies.
By critically analyzing its own discourses and implementing localized interdisciplinary
initiatives, the University Writing Center at the University of Texas at El Paso has continued to promote
its own place within its institution, as well as Writing Center Studies’ place within the academy. During
the analyses presented in this dissertation, interdisciplinary and institutional contact zones between the
UWC and UTEP’s First-Year Composition program, Rhetoric and Writing Studies program, Department
of Political Science, and Department of Communication were recognized and discussed57. As strengths
of such collaborations were revealed, so too were gaps and fissures, indicating potential areas of
improvement and work. Like most writing work, this is a recursive process that will require multiple
revisions and self-assessments. Ideally, these changes will continue to be enacted via collaborative
projects informed by Communities of Praxis.
This dissertation, which began as an attempt to fortify the disciplinary identification of the
writing center, has perhaps muddled the equation even further. A Communities of Praxis framework was
57 See the section on the Writing Fellows Initiative in Chapter 5: Writing Center Identification & Representation, for a more
detailed description of how these interdisciplinary contact zones were considered.
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developed to help ensure that when designing and implementing new writing centers, or when analyzing
existing ones, all available stakeholders would be collaborated with, that the local writing ecologies of
the institution would be considered and that social justice would be reproduced by the writing center’s
place and space. But recruiting collaborators from outside the local writing center involved with work on
behalf of the writing center might be the most difficult part of the process, and as a result, many attempts
to promote these ideals go array. Among the failed and short-lived initiatives attempted by this writer at
the UWC@UTEP: a multi-institutional, comparative analysis of Student Satisfaction Surveys;
implementing the Writing Fellows initiative in the development stages of disciplinary, writing-intensive
courses; establishing satellite writing centers across campus; and the list continues.
Of course, from the vantage point within Writing Center Studies, this sort of navel gazing is
nothing new. For generations, it seems, those involved in WCS have been bothered with the same
problem first raised by North (1984), that others at our institutions, and even others within Rhetoric and
Composition “do not understand what does happen, what can happen, in a writing center” (p. 433). In
fact, many within WCS still cannot (or will not) identify a singular, shared purpose, which Riley (1994)
chastised as “a professionalization irrelevant to their ends, and often at odds with their expressed ideals”
(p. 28). But what North and Riley failed to anticipate, and what voices such as Harris (1991) and Ede
(1996) helped predict, was that this uncertainty has in fact been the greatest strength of Writing Center
Studies. Within these created gaps and fissures, Writing Center Studies, comprised of the Communities
of Praxis of local writing centers, is able to do its work – work that is safely messy, inconclusive, and
full of error – in ways that do not create a single, monolithic identity, but that make sense in the contexts
of local writing ecologies.
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Appendix A: Eastern Oregon University Writing Center “Blue Slip”
Eastern Oregon University
Online Writing Lab (OWL)
Writing Tutor Response Form (Blue Slip)
Student's Name: __________________________________________________________
Tutor's Name: _____________________________Signature_______________________
Date and Time of Conference: _______________________________________________
Title of Draft: _____________________________________________________________
Main Issues Discussed in Session:

Note to Student and Professor: Writing Tutors are trained to find a focus for each session in order to address the main
issues in a student's draft, particularly first addressing the global issues of focus, development, and/or organization. Tutors
should not be expected to address all issues in a draft.
At the local or sentence level, tutors may point out some error patterns, modeling corrections in examples, expecting students
to apply the example to the rest of the draft. Tutors are not editors or proofreaders.
We also ask that students and professors have reasonable expectations of what writing tutors can address during one online
session, and also to keep in mind that tutors cannot be expected to address course content issues.
If you have any questions about the EOU OWL, contact Writing Lab Director Susan Whitelock at writelab@eou.edu.
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Appendix B: UWC at UTEP Electronic Tutor Response Form
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Appendix C: International Writing Center Association website screengrab
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Appendix D: Writing Center Journal cover image
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Appendix E: Writing Lab Newsletter cover image
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Appendix F: Praxis: A Writing Center Journal website screengrab
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Appendix G: University of Illinois Chicago Writing Center website screengrab
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